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Superintendent of Public Instruction
DR. FRANK 8. BROUILLE,T " OLD CAPITOL BLDG., OLYMPIA, WASH. 988104

.,!

Dear Traffic Safety Educator:

It has grown more and more apparent that alcohol is the number one
contributor to collisions and deaths on shington State highways; thus,,
the need has become evident for a more can rehensive approach .to this
problem through driver education programs in the schools. As an initial
step in this effort the Washington Traffic Saftty Commission has awarded
a grant to Educatipnal Service District 121, in cooperation with the
State Superintendent o Public Instruction, for the development of an
alcohol-Traffic Safetj, ion module.

The module'provideS a variety of teaching approaches to the subject
matter. Each instructor should feel free to use the Mothodlle/she deems
cost appropriate for each class. The content represents the minimps of
`information that should be disseminated in any Driver Education class.

Thp,Traffic Safety Education staff acknowledges and appreciates the
support of the Washington Traffic Safety Commission and Educational Service
District 121 in the development of the alcohol- Traffic Safety Education
resource curriculum, I am especially grateful to the many professionals
who gave their time and expertise in the creation of this program. It is
my opinion that the guide is a flexible, dynamic tool for the education
of WasPirigton teenagers in the nature of alcohol and driving.
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Sincdrely,

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL
AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Dr, Gary Bloomfield
Program Manager
Traffic Safety Education
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HOW TO USE THE MATERIALS

/e

I. The Guide: .-

)
. o

.

isThis instructor's guide s q,set
Jassist yoaqh making the alcohol
and interesting to the students.
a resource supplement.

A. Mini-Courses

ii

of-Instructional materials designed to
education part of yokir course relevant
It consists,of three mini-courses and a

The guide is divided into four hour (green), six hour (blue) and
eight hour (pink) mini-courses consisting of class sessions providing
day by day activitjes.for the teacher and thestudents. For each
class session, except the first, there are two optional fesson plans.
The two lesson plans work toward the same objectives only using
different teaching methods.

* * * * * *_* * * * * * *,tic * * * * * * * * * *
.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Please fee) free to mix and match the options to meet your individual *
* needs. You don't have to use only the "A" options or only the "8" *

* options. you may want to add your own ideas and materials.' - *
.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * w * * * * * * * *

)
Each lesson plan has 0: Focus section which indicates the course .o

tiT(istruc
betiorrtgn:Ilddrserot Prepr ecti containing a list of an thing

prior to :ling to class, and; Lesson
Outline which Identifies the resources needed, the step by step
procedures and spacemito evaluate the results. The evaluation space
tan be used-to make notes about how successfully thatlessonoorked
for.you. In addition, following each lesson plan are master copies,
of any handouts used dufing the'lesson. These can be copied and
distributed to the participant-es The lessons are arranged in a
retommended sequence. Again, however, feel free to reafrange the
order of the lessons so that it fits your needs.

.B. The Yellow Pages is the resources supplement containing the basic
information upon which the lessons are based. Where appropriate

'each lesson plan has been cross-referenced with the corresponding
section and page number in The Yellow Pages so that if you want additional
information before, teaching the lesson, you can "find it fast in The
Yellow"Pages.

. II. The Kit:

The lesson plans in the module call fora number of teaching materials.
Rather than having each instructor develop his/her ovip, copies, of these
materials have been included in the kit. In each lesson plan the materials
required Ore listed under the Lesson Outline section as "From the Kit."

You may have some additional Ideas for using the kit materials. As with
the lesson plans, please feel free to make use of the materials fn the
manner which,best suite your teaching style and the needs of your studeAts.

.
. ,

' We hope you find this module and the material% useful and enjoyable.
I S

la i 6
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DRINKING, DRIVING AND DECIDING

'Goals and Objectives

OVERALL GOAL: To 4p students make responsible decisions. bout theinpse of alcohol,he.'

.especially as it relates to driving.

OBJECTIVES: 1) The student will be able to identify the physical and behavioral
effects of alcohol on the 1)0(1y/especially as It affects driving

. A

12) The studenPwill be able to explain blood alcohol content,
and predict the number of drinks it takes for him or her to
bee* impaired and/or legally under the'infleence, and the
factOrs which affect how alcohol influences hith/hee.'

3) The student will be able to identify a variety of ways for
coping with Social 'pressures.'

+

4) The student will be able to discriminate between responsible and
irrespontible decisions related to alcohol.

5) The student will be able to identify the physical and behavtioral
4111effects,oT drugs, other than alcohol? on the body, especially as

,It affects driving ability.

6) The student will be able to identify his /her feelings and
attited4 aboyt the use of alcohol, and understand hqw they
influence his/her decisions.

7) The student will be able to identify the laws which relate
to alcohql and driving in his/her community and to estimate the .

probable cost of being arrested for DWI.
. .

8) .The' student.wilt be able to identify his/her own levels of
'risk and, the impact that might have on driving behavior:

C
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MythPosters

AAA Transparencies

Alcohol Content Poster

Factors Postdrs

Think Drink Wheels

Think Drink Cards

Decision Making Transparency,

Risk Levels Transparency

Feel Wheels

4
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KIT CONTENTS
.4,

8.

1 set .of 10

.1 set of 16

1

set of 10

5

5 sets of 49

a

5
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'SESSION 1

PRE/POST TEST.
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TEACHING METHODS:

TRIG:

Pretest/Post-test

Alcohol. Information

11

PAGE: I A

APPROXIMATE T1ME4 30 minutes

1

Speciat PopaitivtiorlSt44:

Prepare copies of the test and attitudes survey.%

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

N

t

1

From the Guide:

Alcohol & Traffic
Safety Quiz, p. 2

Attitude Survey., -

p, 5

Read Yellow Pages
Safety, p. 88-97.
Physical Effects,
p. 26-45

.

Distribute the papers,to the students.
C:

Ask students to Andividual ly complete the quiz and survey to the bes; of
their abilities. this is not a graded test. After completion, options
include:

a) Correct the papers in class and discuss any questions which are still
unclear. .1

b) Collect the papers and wait until the Ast day to compare with the post
test. '0

c)- Use the attitude survey for comparison at the end.

11

NOTE: A post-test can betyven by using the same forms on the last day.

1.
A

'1

4

1

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES '

Teachek evaluation
oi activity.:
Ptem6e einete

1 .2 3 4 5

"Ugh! Wow!

12
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v ALCOHOL AND TRAFPIC SAFETY QUIZ

1. In the state of Washtngtog the blood alcohol level at which a driver
is considered uvier the influence is: (a) 0.05 per cent (b) 0.08 per

cent (c),Oelbper cent (d) 0.15 per cent
*

2. ate of Washington the chemical test for blood alcohol most

frequent) used is: ..(p) blood (b) .saliva (c) breath (c) 'urine

(e) blood
0 Is

Which of the foT19,41116 least affects blood alcohol bevel: (a) stomach

content (b) weight (c) drinkingsexperience (d) time elapsed

4. -Studies suggest that driving performance may be'impaired when-blood '

is alcohol concentrations are as low as: tar 0.02 per cent (b)0.04 per-

cent (c) 0.07 per cent (d) 0.10per Slit

,,5, Which of the following irtatements.best describes an effect of alcohol

on driver performance: '(a) better concentration (b) increased hearing

ability (E increased attention span (d) reduad ability to react quickly

6, Approximately whet percentage of'fatal traffic accidents involve the

,ouse of alcohol: (a) 10 percent (b) 25 percent (c) 50 percent (d) 75 percent'
,

7....4,,Every day in the United States Approximately how many people are killed '4

'Xgn car accidents where alcohol was involved (a) 25 (b) 50 (c) 75

Xd) '200' (e) 250

' 8. The drinking driver may show which of the following: (a) overconfidence

(b) risk taking desires\e)e/decreased Judgement (d) slower reaction time

(e) all of the above. .mpg
9. When, driverls compared with rinking driver who has

a .t percent blood'alcohol level, how much more likely (s it that the

drinkIngdriver wiJI become involved in a traffic accidentl (a) no

*
difference.(b) to times greater (c) 25 times greater (d) no one knows

.

10. 0n the basisof present-day knowledge°, the greatest single drIver-ffelated

cause of fatalhighwiy collisiehs is: (a) emotional upsets (b) inattention

lc) fatigue '(d) Alcdhol

Y. n 1 3
0
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Which othe following is first affected by drinkitig: (a) brake -

reaction time (b) coloi perception (c) the reasoning process 4d) distance
judgment

12. There Is a,lew in WashingtOn for persons possessing a driver's license
whiclistates pat if they are arrested -for a driving violation and are
suspected of driving whjle intoxicated they have consented to a chemical
test,for the presen4e of alcobdl. This law is cayled: (a),...the Chemial

Test Law (b)-the Implied Consent Law.(c) the Intoxication Law qco the
Dilving While intoxicated 01) Law

.

I). If-a driver in the state of Wdshington is arrested and refuses to take
a chemical est, this refusal will result in: (a) fine of $500
(b) cdurtroom,trial (c),immediale suspension of one's driver's licensev
(d) ail of the above

14. The majority of the general publiA's response to current anti-drinking/
driving efforts is': (a) they demand an effective program (b) they
exhibit an attitude of tolerance toward drinking drivers (c) they
want harsh penalties for guilty offenders (d) all.of the above

15. 'Teenagers are more likely to(hLave difficulty driving safely after
drinking because of all the following, except: (a) driving is a new
and'cdmplicated skill for them (b) they have,had less experience with
alcohol's effects (c) they often weigh less than adults (d) they spend
more time driving than adults do

4.

16. Alcohol use is associated with a significant number of which of the
following: (a) pedestrian accidents (b) private airplane accidents
(c) household accidents (d) all of the above

17. The most impo
40 body is the:'

ability to
is 'drinking

t. factor in Wermintng the effects of alcohol on the
rcentage4f alcohol in tte bloodstream (b) person's
cohoi (c) kind of alcoholic beverages the person

e or the per2on

1r
Oks,

re

18. What kipd.a.,te,.orary eye problems can result from drinking alcohol?
(a) reduced ei ,vision. (b)iblurring:(c) harder to see in the Jark
(d),011 of the above -

19. Alcohol and barbiturate ("reds"), wheNtaken,together, have what kind
. of effect oh the body? .(a) cancels each other (h) make? no.difference

(c) they make each other more potent (stronger) (d) increases the risk
of becoming an alcoholic

20. A person who drives a car under the influence of marijuana would exhibit
which of the following signs: (a) slower reaction time (b) loss of
coordination, judgement (c) all of the above (d) none ni.the above

4,

21. -The average total cost of a driving while under the influence (DWI)
conviction is: (a) .aboUt $200 plus one day In jail and alcohol infor-
mation school lb) about $500 plus one day in Jail plug alcohol information
school (c) under $200-plus one day in Jail and alcohol information school
(d) over $500 plus one day in jail and alcohol information schodl

227 At my weight of pounds, I can drink up to drinks in an hour
before becoming legally intoxicated.

-14



True or,Faise Questions .4

23. The action of alcohol on the nervous system resembles

that of ether or other anesthetics.

24P1By eating some solid food along:with your drinking

0 Sou will not become an intoxicated driver.
. .

28. Judgment, vision, and '.reaction time in driver

performance.are impaire'd by even small amounts

of alcohol.

r

26. Alcohol affects the latest learhed and the most
complicated skint first.

27. Alcohol is a stimulant.

28. Being convicted of DWI will Cause an increase in
your car insurance rates.

4.

, 0

I

Lnp

t

7

15

True' False
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Pre-Test

ATTITUDE SURVEY

a

Directions: Plate-a ch%ck (4 on the blank to the right of each statement

under,the Word STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, UNSURE, DISAGREE,'STAONGLY

DISAGREE which most accurately indliates yoerfeeling about

the statemeli.

,t STROlLY
AGREE AGREE

5

ng after drinking is a

dangerous practice.

2. 'It is sometiTee900,to see
9-hapi,,weil you canaVrive after

drinking.

3. You have to be.crazy to ride
with a driver Who has hid'a.
*few drinks.

,t-

4. Some drivers are more compi-
tent after a drink or two than
other drivers who.have not
coned any,alc9hoi. -

5. Since the odds' are relatively

small 'you'll get into an 4,

accident or get' caught if you
drive when drupk;it's all'
light to driye home. IMMIN ilmr4W4444

=4414=

.144=444=

0.114411

STRONGLY

UNSURE DISAGREE , DISAGBEE

.//4.
ea,

6. Most people can actually drink
quite a bit 4,AA5 drinks) and
still drive Just as safety as
without drinking.

7. A drink or two helps people to
drive better because it relaxei

them.

441

8t- Teenagers refry' greater risks drink-'

, ins and then driving than d6

:adults.
.

. inE14444.4ff

4
9.;:i'There is vary Ifttle evidence

that alcohol. contributes -tom'

traffic acol nts.

10. Persons convicted of drunken
driving shOpld,he given a jail,

.

shntence.

441.411 1.41..1

16 .

.4

MENMINI

14M4IIMINNI441M

04/4!41410

14.444411.

.mi4114/4111
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1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

II.

ALCOHOL AND TRAFFIC SAFETY

'ANSWER KEY

QUIZ

4

4

a

.4

ri

'..

(c) .10

(c) 'breath

(c) drinking experience

(al: 102-percent

(d) reduced ability to reactoluickly

(c) 50 percent '

, A

(c) 75

(e) all of the above

(c) 25'times greater

(d) alcohol

(c) the reasoning process

(b) the implied consent law

:1

,

13.

14.

15.

16:

17.

18.

(c)-44mmediate suspension of one's driver's license

(0) they exhibit an attitude of tolerance toward drinking drivers

(d) they 'spend more time driving than adults do

'(d) all of the above .

(a) percentage of alcohol_in the bloodst$eam

(d) all4of the %hove

19..(c) they make eaeh4other more potent (stronger)

(c) all of the above

21. (d) over $500 plus pne day in jail and alcohol' information school

22. -Answers vary

23. True 27. False

14. False 28. True
.

25 true

26. True v A

ry
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'STSSION 2

EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

/ AS A RESOLT.OF THIS SESSION, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO

IDENTIFY THE PHYSICAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
a

0 ON THE BODY, ESPECIALLY AS. IT AFFECTS DRIVING ABILITY,

I

1

\ ,

is
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TEACHING METHODS: Lecture/Discussion

TONT: ' Effects of Alcohol

PAGE: ;I

APPROXIMATE TIME: 60.minutes

0

The student will be able to identify the'physical and behavioral effects of alcohol on
/
the body, especially

as it affecitstdriving ability.

Spezia Papadtcon Siips

Obtain an overhead projector. Prepare copies of the body diagram.

1

From the Guide:

RESOUICES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

0 J

Body Diagram, p. 8

Instructor Provide

Overhead projector

From the Kit:

Myth Posters

41AAA Transparencies

.

f-4

Read Yellow Pages
Effects of Alcohol
p. 26=45

.0-ther Drugs,

p. 46-61

19

,Distribute copies of the body diagram to each student.

. An the back of the "sheet, ask each student to write onerfact,he or she knows

about alcohol's effect on the body.

Asiestudents to take notes on the diigraM during the 'lecture.

. Leiture on the following topics: (Respective AAA transparency numbers are

indicated)

a. Processes of absorption, distribution, oxidation, and elimination. (#4,5)

.b. Path of alcohol in the body. (#5)

c. Alcohol, as a drug. ,

d. Alcohol content of beer, wine and liquor. (01)

e.. hort-term effects of alcohol on body organs and systems (e.g., liver,

, brain, heart, etc.). (#6,9)

f. Long -term effects of alcohol on the body systems and organs. (#6)

g. Interaction of alcohol with other drugs.
h. Effect crealcohol on behavior and emotions. (#8)

Allow 6casional tinlvfor questions and answers during the presentation.

,

. When finished, ask students to,abeck the back of their diagrams to see if

the statements they wrote were-true.. Y '
--irk

. Using the mYth posters, conclude by discussing of the common miscon-
options abOut mcohol.

.

,

$

0 r e

COMENTS 41,8

SUGGESTED CHANGES

ratchet evatuation
aettvity.

Mae akte:

1 2 3 4 5

ugh, wow

2O
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TEACHING METHODS: Film, lecture, discussion

TOPIC: Effects of Acohol .

C

S

Pr
e
p

0
n

O
-u

t

n
e

1111
PAGE: 9'

APPROXIMATE TIME: 50 minutes

'The student will be able to identify the physical and behavioral effects of alcohol on the body, especially as

it affects driving ability.

.
r

Spezia Pitepaution Stepa:.

Rese rve.film, projector and screen.

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

From the Kit:

AAA Transparencies

Alcohol Content
Poster

instructor Provide

'Film

Projector
Screen

Read Yellow Pages
Safety, p. 88-98

affects, p. 26 -i5

22

NOTE: This activity requires a copy of the film, "Under the Influence ". Copies ha e

been plated in each ESD film library. Copies.may also be available from the

Washington State Patrol, local Community alcohol cehters or Southerby Procki tions

P.O. Box 15403, Long Beach, California 98815.

1. Introduce the film by explaining, that it attempts to demonstrate the effect .

alcofloi has on driving ability. ,

,

2. Show; the film.
....-

. 1

3. DisCuss the film using questions such as:
. ,

/

a. .0o you think it was believable? Why or why not? ...

b. How do you think you would do in a similar test?

c. How 1uch can'you drink before you get to an .08 or .10 BAC (Use BAC- COMENTS OR

handout to verify.) .

SUGGESTED CHANGES

d. about ridingwould you feel,about riding in a car driven by the people in the film? reachert evatute,tion '

eo How do you think people feel when th;), ride with you after you've been

drinking? .\ .
, .

,,i activity.

nomae airbag.:

f. Why do'people drive differently while under the influence of alcohol?

g. How did you feel about: The man who wanted to "honk It on" ,
I. 2 3 4. 51

The Black woman who thought she could "fool every-

The blond man who was so "confident?"

Wow!Wow!one?"
,

Ugh(
k .

,

;.
*,

.4. 'As you discuss the film, be sure to-covei- the.following topics.

Continued on followiqg page. . ,

----

ith a

. 23
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TEACHING HEIHODS:

TOPIC: Effects of Alcohol

,

Speciat Papa/14On' Step's: ,

r-') .

RESOURCES

0
n

0
u
t
I

I

n
i e

ro

,

)

PAGE: 10

.0. .

APPROXIMATE TIME:' .

t

I

C
'ma

ACT4V1TYA

Activity dontibued.

4. a. ,Path of .alcohol thiough the body.
b. Alcohol Is a drug. AE

c. Alcohol content of beer vs. wine vs. liquor.
d./.Short,term effects of alcohol o9,body organs an4 systems

brIn, heart, liver)
e. Long-term effects of alcohol on body organs and systems.

'f. Effects of alcohol on behavior and emotlpns.

, 24.

A

S,

111

i. EVALUATION

a1(e(e.g., eyes,4ars,

...

..

c

ii

V.

COIjIjENTS OR

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacher' evatuation
al activity. -

F4eaae. cadet -

1 .2 3 4: 5

119 4 . earl
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SESSION 3

BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT
' ."*"

AS `A RESULT OF THIS. SESSION, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE 'TO

EXPLAIN'BLOOD ALC01101. CONTENT AND ESTIMATE THE NUMBER OF

lbRINKS TAKES FOR-HIM OR HWOVIBE IMPAIRED AND/OR
rYw

LEGALLY UNDER THE INFLUENCE, AND.THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT

HOALCOHOL INFLUENCES HIM/HER.

1



.

0" TEA NeMETHODS: .Lecture And individual work
I

TOPIC: B1oOd Alcohol Content f'

PAGE: 11

APPROXIMATE TIME: 40 minutes

. . 8 A

The student will be able to explain blood alcohol content, and predict the number of drinks it takes for him or her
to become impaired aNd/or 14tally under the InfluencEl_spd the factors which affect how alcohol influences him/her.

.

.4
%

t
0 A

114
/ ,

Speeiat fteparcat4on'ttelm:

Prepare copies of the'Blood Alcohol Content handout.

RESOURCES

From the Guide:

Blood Alcohol
Content ha tieut,
p.'13

From the Kit:

Alcohol° Content
poster

AAA Transparencies

Faptors posters

Read Yelhow Pages
Safety, p. 88-98

ACTIVITY

1

Using the "Alcohol Content" poster, remind the /students of the relative alcohol
content of beer, wine and Ilquor.

,

. Discuss; Alcohol Content (BAC) with the class, making.sure to cover;
(ANA Tran pare cies noted bdolow)

, 4

a. Rate.of oxidation (#4,5)
b. Effects of alcohol on the body at various concentration's (#3,13)
c. PrObabglity of driving accidents at various levels (#1.1, 12)

.

Using the factors-posters, discuss the various factors which Tiliuence
1111kohol's effect on the bgply. Stresthow4 as a result of these factors

alcohol can affect two .people very differently. (#7,8)
..,

4104. Ask the students to estimate how much alcohol it takes for them to reach the
level, in two hours. Have them write it on the back of their, papers.

. Distribute the BAC .handout, and help students, determine how to read it.

. Discuss the foltwing Blood Alcohol Contents, and allow studentS to use their
cOarts to determine approximately how much alcohol it takes for them to reach

each level. Refer back to.the factors posters:

.05 - above which might be convicted of 09--below which assumed not under
the influence.

.08 - egoi WOO-a:lion in some*states.
- legal intoktcation in Washington

Actitilty contique8 on following page
A,

EVALUATION

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGE

Teachet evat
06 aetiaty.
Mae eikete

I 2 3 4 5

Wow!owt

28'



4 TEACHING METHODS:

TOPIC: Blood Alcohol Content .

!AGE: 12

APPROXIMATE TIME:

O
C
LI

Pr,

e
*Spezia PittpaitiLtton Stew

aM

RESOURCES ACTIVITY

.8

O
to

I

29.

AcliVity continued.

7. Conclude by discussing the need to know your limIts,,particularly related

to decisions about drinking and driving.

8. Have studenti check their estimates to see how clode they came to guessing
the naber of drinks it takes for them to reach a BAC of .10.

z*.

A

EVALUATI-PH

.-;

CONVENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacheh evaluation
o aettytty.
Pteaae etteter

.2 3 4 5

Ugh/ WOW/

30
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RIO

00.

To find your BAC:

First

13

BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT A4

Find your weight in the ieft hand coiumn. (For ;eights

not shodn, use the closest figures and then aarage.)

9icond Select the coin showing how many drinks you have had.

Note: One drink equals 12 ounces.of beer, one shot of'

hard liquor (80 proof), or five ounces of wine.

Figure i

Third Using the number of hours in which you coniumed those thinks,

find your BAC.
BAC CHART

Nen

I Walt 2 Drib . 3 Dtints 4 0nnks

3 3 1 4 3 2' 1 4 3 2 1 tA 3 21
Wes#S

'OW
30 -

V

-
s

At - - .06 .01 .07 IS 10 10

.

.12 .12 AS 16

303 - - - -.02 - - .04 .06 AS .07 CS .011 .09 .10 -.12 .13

120 - - - .02 .- .03 Al .03 Al .06 .01 or. CS OS 06 .11

140.. - - - 01 - ...- CO .04 02 .03 .06 .06 04 .06 Al 09

..160 - - .- .01 - - 02 .03 .01 .02 13? A6 .03 .06 AS 06

110 - - - .01 - - 01 .03 - .02 .03 Al .02 .044 .06 .07

203 - - - -. .. - AI *.02 - .01 .03 At 01 .03 -481 06

4

r

Mut
Haus

1 Ormolu II Drinks 7 Wets 1 Was

4 3 2 1 S 3 3 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 I

Weir
Obt.1

SO .17 .17 .19 .20 Ai 22 22 .23 26 .17 .17 .30 '.21 '.30 .32 .33

103 .13 .14 AI .17 .16 .13 is 11 20 .23 .26 .24 .16 .27 .71.

120 .09 .11 .13 1.14 .13 .14 .11 .17 .16 4. .10 .20 19 20 22 23

MO .07 A* AO .12 .10 .12 J3 is .13 A4 .16.17 A6 17 AS ao

mo Al .o7 pa .10 of .09 .11 .13 .10 .1) .13 .11 .13 .14 .13 17

190 Al .03 .07 .00 Ad .06 .09 .11 AO .10 .12 .13 .11 .12 14-
IS ,

203 .03' Al -.06 Al AS .07 AS .09 .07 011 .10 .12 09 .10 IT 9

4404116 14411~04. 411..Ilke41411 IS t. MOH. OM (.1 f Mite 04 04~ .

Examples: A) A 180 pound person who drank five drinks in three hours would

have a BAC of .06. -

REMEMBER:

B) A 95 pound person who
a RAC of .08 - .10.

Your reaction to alcohol

drank 3' drinks in two hours would

is affected by factors, such as:

1) What you've eaten 4) Your drinking experience

2) Your mood 53 Your personal chemistry

3) The setting .
6 Other drugs you've taken

n .1

have



11111
, TEACHING METHODS: Lecture, group activity and discussion

.TOPIC: ,'Blood Alcohol Content

PAGE: 14

APPROXIMATE TIME: 60 minutes

,The student will be able to explain blood alcohol content, and predict the number of drinks it takes for him or

her to become impaired and/or legally under the influence, and the facors which affect how alcohol influences

him/hdr,
a

.
Spetka. Pitepaluttion. Steps: , .

1PreOare copies of the activitc worksheet ant blood alcohol content handout
I

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

I

e
8

0
n
-o

'n

From the Guide:

Think Drink work-
sheet, p. 17

Blood Alcohol

Content handout,
p. 18

from the Kit:

Think Drink wheels
Think OHO C?rds
Factor Posters

Instructor Provides

Blackboard
Chalk

Read Yellow Pages
Safety, p. 08-98

32

. Mk how many people know what Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) means and have them

share their definitions. Write the definitions On the board.

.
Use student's ideas to arrive at a correct definition of BAC. Explain how

It increases and decreases based on consumption, absorption and oxidation.

sing the factors poster, 'review the factors which Influence an Individual's

jse

esponse to alcohol. Stress the fact that two peoOle who drink the same

amount of alcohol can have different BACAN. Also note that two people can

behave very dIffereptly with the same BAC.

. Tell the students that they will'be involved in an activity which will help
demonstrate the concepts discussed above. Explain the Think/Drink activity

,instructions to them. (See following pages - ThInk/Arrnk Procedures.)

. Conduct the activity.

6. After the activity is completed, regroup as a class or discussion. Students
. ,

should refer to the records they kept during the activity to answer the

following questions:

a. .What .good things happened to you at the party? At what blood alcohol

content did these occur?
b, What bad'things happened to you at the pafty? At what blood alcoho)

content did these occur?

Activity continued on following page.

COMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teatha gigue-Lott
1,6 activ274.
Ptecae aute:

1 2 3 4. 5

Ugh!

33 -



TEACHING METOODS:

TOPIC: BloOd Alcohol Content .

OPTION

PAGE: 15

APPROXIMATE TIME:

Specie Reputation Stew

O
U

t

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

"

34

Activity continued.

6. c. Why do you suppose there were dyfereNt cards within each
alcohol contents?

d. How did body weight-affect BACs? ,
A. Now did time impact BACs?
f. If this situation were a real one, at what point would you

drinking?

y

7. Distribute BAC handout and help students become familiar with

8. Discuss the following blood alcohol contents, and allow each person
chart to determine how many drinks It takes him/her to reach that

Blood AlcoholContents

.05 - above which might be convicted for DWI--bel which assumed
the influence.

.08 - legal level of intoxication in some states.

.10-t legal level of Intoxication in Washington.

7. Conclude by discussing the need to be able to identif for yo
limits, particularly related to drinking and driving. res
to consider that each BAC is hvfluenced by

range of blood

decide to stop

how it is used. '

to use the
level.

1
COMMENTS 0$-

SUGGESTED CHANGES

not under Teacheit evaluation

otc activity.
Lease eistelj.:/

.2 3 4 f
s

aga
fac,ors

act o

Ugh! Wow!

35

person's a var tof

NOTE: See the next lesson (p. 19) for ideas on how to.expand this

meet the objective: The students will be able to identif
ways for coping with social we

il

urn,*

,
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TH1NK/DRINK
ACTIVITY PROCEDURE

1. Divide the class into small gr9ups of no more than six per group. Groips

should represent a mix of sexes,,body weights, ethnic backgrounds, and
learning abilities. Informal circles on the floor or desks grouped to-
gether are recommended to encourage players to talk back and forth as

they play so peer influence tan occur.

2. Pass out one set of cards for each group and one BAC Wheel per group.
Have each group separate their set of cards into plies face down

according to the six different color deck's, each indicating-a different
blood alcohol content. Give each person a Think/Drink worksheet and a

pencil.

3. Ask participants to pretend itls Friday nitt and they've been invited*
to a friend's h use for a party where drinks are being served. They've

had a long har week and are ready to relax.

They are each free to decide for themselves '(in turn) if they want to
drink and,how many drinks (if any) *ley want. 0

4. Explain and demonstrate the BAC Wheel and the six decks of cards in terms

of what/4 person does when it is his/her turn--namely, he/she:

a. decides whether or not to 'drink' and how much--from 0 to Y/drinks.

Player may "pass" on any tarn or dl'op out of the game and become

an observer. Eacir turn represents 1/2 hour of time.

b. operates the BAC Wheel according to his/her consumption decision,

the game ,ItImel and his/her real body weight.,

c. takes the top card from the 1:010r-coded deck that contains the blood
level range indicated for hie/her by the BAC Wheel in step (b).
Non-drinkers choose the top card from .00 pile.

d. reads the Information card aloud to the group arta-the:1 records on

the record sheet provided how much he/she drank and a brief summary

of this result. A sample format is included on the following page.

e. returns the card drawn to thp bottom of the deck.

f. allows the next person to fallow suit, beginnind`with step 4(a), by

passing on the'BAC Wheel to him/her.

Note: When a participant is told that he/she has "passed out," he/she

retires to the sidelines to observe.
-

Instructor should announce the party will end, e.g., when two people

have "passed out" or when one.has "passed out" and the others have
decided to stop drinking or within a given time perLod.

11

6. Tell the participants that there ere no scores; they should be able to
tell by their record of events Whetherthey 'won' or 'lost'.

36
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ba

Ilmr

Time

TH1NK/DRINK WORKSHEET

No. of Drinks MC

17

4.

Your Behavior (the effects)

1st half hour

(1st turn)

This hour

Total

.

a

.

r

Hour
(2nd turn)

.

This hour.

Total
,

-

as
Hou

4
nd half

(3rd turn)

This hour

.

Total

e

11 a
.

% .

Two hours
(4th turn)

This hour

.

Total 6

_1

,

COMEONet,)
ZUST ONE MORE

4

4

6
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To find your BAC:

<
Figukre 1

First

18

BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT

Find your weight iA the left hand column. (For weights

not shown, use the closest figures and then average.)

Second Select the column showing .how many drinks youhave,,had.
1

Note: One drink equals 12 ounces of beer, one Shot of
hard liquor (80 proof), or five ounces of wine.

Third

4

Using the number of hours in which you consumed those drinks,

find your BAC. ,

BAC CHART

Mug
Han

1 Or Mk 2 0.1,14
....

:44 3Drinks 4 Dna la

4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 -4 3 7 3 1 .

Might
04,.1

SO ' - - - .02- - - .05 .08 .07 .10 .10

--...."

.10 .12 .13 .16 .16

11:0 - - .02 - -Is .04 .06 .05 .07 CC .09 09 .10 .12 .13

120 - - - .02 - - .03 .04 .03 .04 .06 a .06 CC ,02 .110,

IQ - - - at - - IR .134 02 .03 .05 .01, 04 AS OS .09

180 - - - .01 - .- .02 .03. .01 .02 .04 .06 .03 .04 .06 .01

163 - - - .01 - - .01 .03 - .02 .03 .04 .02 04 .06 .07

203 - - - - - - .01 .02 - 01 .03 .04 01 .03 04 .06

Mut
Hein

6 Drina 5 Waltz 7 Dunks 8 DAM,

4 3 3 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 t 1

wartal
60 .17 17 MI ,20 .19 22 22 25 .25 27

,
27 .30 29 .30 Al 33

103 .13 .14 .19 .17, .16 .18 .19 .21 20 32 23 As 1.24 .36 27 28

120 .09 .11 .13 .14 .13 .15. .11 .17 .15 .17 .19 .20 .19 .20 22 .33

140 .07 .09 .10 .12 .10 .12 .13 .15 .13 it .11 .17 .16 .17 .18 20

SW .06 .07 .09 10 .54 .09 .11 .13 .10 .13 .13 11 .13 .14 .16 17

ill° .04 .09 .07 .09 .06 .09 .09 .11 .09 ..10 .12 .13 .11 .12 14 II
203 .03 .04 .06 .09 .0$ .07 a .09 .07 09 .10 .12 09 .10 12 13

Sheers esie iromne el 41;t1111 11 VW GM ia WIN 'Ike*

Examples: A) A 180 pound person who drank five drinks in three hours would

have a BAC of o08.

B) A 95 pound person who drank 3 drinks in two hours would have

a BAC of .08 - .10.

REHEHDER: Your reaction to alcohol is
Mhat you've eaten

2) Your mood

3) The setting

affected by factors, such as:

4) Your drinking experience
5) Your personal chemistry
6) Other drugs you've taken

Ps
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SESSION 4-,

COPING

AS A RESULT OFTHIS SESSION, THE STUDENT.WILL BE ABLE TO

IDENTIFY A VARIETY OF WAY, FOR COPING WITH SOCIAL PRESSURES*

AO.

39
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TEACHING METHODS: Discussion- ,

TOPIC: opIng W5th Pressure

A

PAGE: 19

. APPROXIMATE TIME: 50 minutes,

Cu

S

P.-
r.
.0

The'sbudent will be able to identify a variety of way' Pc:IA.:coping with sociAl pressures.

*ThiClessonis a continuation of theiThink/Drigk Game on p. 14.

SpeeiAt Pnepoidtion Stew

4.

RESOURCES

A

t,

Read Yellow Pages
Decision flaking

p. 10-16

40

ACTIVITY

0

EVALUATION

,

NOTE: This lesson consists of a 4iscussloneabout peer pressure..' It is intende4

to be used Immediately after students have played the Think/Drink game. (silo

page 14: .0

Before stityting the discussion, establish the folloWinArules: 1

0
a. No put downs. If people disagree with a common which was made, have

them do so In a positive manner.

b. One person speaks at a time. No side conversations.

c. You may choose to pass. .If you don't want to share, that's okay.

2e Lead a discussion using any of the following questions:'

a. Were you pressured to drink? To not drink?

b. Did you pressure anyone to drink? To not drink? If so, why? If not, why

not?
c. How did you respond to pressure to drink? .Why? To not drink? Why?

d. How did yob-respond to people who chos'e hot to drink? To those who chose

to drink? To those who chose to get drunk?

e. What could you do if pressured to drink when you don't want to, or when

you want to stop? What are your choices?
f. What are the consequences of each choice listed in part (et above?

g. 'Hdw did you feel about the person(s) who pressured you to drink? To not

'

' h. What do your, friends usually\Vo when4pressured,to drink? 411
. .

Activity continued on

COMMENTS OR -

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teachex evaluation
og activity.

Mae catty

1 2 3 4 15

Ugh! yowl



*TEACHING METHODS:

TOPIC: Coping With Pressure-

Special PapvuLtton Stew

' PAGE: 2r--

APPROXIMATE T110E1-

0

u

RESOURCES

Activity continued.

ACTIVITY

During thethe dlspgssion, the Instructor should try to refrain from offering his or

her opinion (i.e., the "right" answer). Allow students to learn from each other's

comments.

3. To conclude the, lesson, divide the class into groups (5-6 in a group), asking

. the groups to brainstorm responses to the following question:

If you were planning a party where no alcohol was'avallable, what would you

plan to do? That is, what are some ways to have fun withdut booze? ,

4. Return to the large group ggd share Ideas from the smaller groups, allowing
people to respond to the different choices. Ush the same discussion ground

rules mentioned earlier. --

42

1r

EVALUATION

.4
tOMMENTS OR

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacher evaluation
of activity.
Please chide:

1 . 1 3 4 5

'Ugh! Wow!

43 r
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S

S. iir
!.TEA :ING METHODS: Di s cuss lint

,
t PAGE: 21

IC Coping With Pressure

The student wirl-be able to identify a variety of ways to cope with social press

4

APPROXIMATE TIME: 30-50 minutes

Special Pttepwation Steps:
tt

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

A3

U

.ten

1

Instructor Provides

Chalkboard
Chalk

Read Yellow Pages
Decision Making
p. 10-16

44

Ask students to list a variety of feelingi which might be experienced in

pressure situations related to alcohol. For example: embarrassment, anger,.

fear,.nervous, etc. List these on the board.

Select one of the feelings identified and ask the students to further explain

what' it might mean to feel that way in a situation related to alcohol,

Continue the discussion of that feeling by asking, "What are.some things that

tell you when you are experiencing that feeling? What are some ways people

behave under the influence of that emotion?"

. To conclude your discussion of that feeling, brainstorm some possible ways to

cope (deal) with It. Also,,brainsform the consequences of 'AO suggested'

coping option. /
.

Have students select other feelings from the list on the board and discuss

the issues in steps 2, 3 and 4--

What does it mean to feel that way?
What are indicators'of ,that feeling?
What are ways of coping with those feelings and pressures? ,

Conclude the discussion by thanking people for sharing their thoughts.

COMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Tearitet

os aetiv
Make et/tete:

1 2 3 4 5

11910 Wow!

45
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SESSION' 5

. :DECISION MAKING

AS. A RESULT OF THIS SESSION, THE trUDENT WILL BE {ABLE TO

DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN RESPONSIBLE AND IRRESPiNSIBLE DECISIONS

RELATED TO ALCOHOL.

I

5

46 r



1111
-TEACHING METHODS: Indivicicalridrksheets, group discu 1

. TOPIC: Respynslble Decisions

PAGE. 22

*APPROXIMATE TINE: 45 minutes

The student will be able to discriminate between responsible and irresponsible decisions related to alcohol.

Spec a Pittpa &Won S.tepi

Prepare copies of the hand011it. Obtain an overhead projector.

RESOURCES

From the Guide:

Scenarios, p. 25

Feom the Kit:

Decision-Making
Transparency,

ilistructor Provide

ACTIVITY EVALUATION

' NOTE: In any activity where individuals are asked to share how they feel, they

have the right to ctiOose not to share. In turn, the group and instructor

must not pressure,, anyone to share. Remind the group of this before'begin-

ning the 'lesson.

1., 4

I. Ask stu dents'to foltm groups of five or six people. Encourage students to sit

with people they usuallyido not sit with.

2. Distribute the'handout to each person.
Al

3. Working Monet have students read the first situation (01) and list on the
back Of their papers as many alternatives as they can think of. Encourage

createifity. Inform the students that what they write may be shared later on.

. After some time has passed, ask students to circle the one behavior they would

choose for themselves.

. Within their gfoups, allow students to share their
onethey chose for themselves and why: After hearl

stedents may want,to change their decisions.

. Discuss the fact that as a group they were able to
any one individual was able to do.

- Returning to the large group, use the transparency

making model. Eiabora'te on each of the nine steps.

comment, and identify if they used any of tile steps

Overhead projector

Read Yellow Pages

Decision Halting,
p. 10-16

4,7

Activity, continued on following page..

lists of options and the
ng each other's Ideas,

identify more choices than

to p .resent the decision -

Encourage students to
in making their decisions.

.0/

COMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teachet a/ablation
of aettvity.
Made algae:

1 2 3 e' 5
'Ugh! Wow!

48
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TEACHING METHODS:

I

' TOPIC: Responsible VecIsiooS
,

PAGE: 23

APPROXIMATE TIME:

0
C+

u

.Pr

.e

a

%peciti.t Meptvuttion Ups:

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

I

e

o-'

t
I

I

n

49

Activity continued.

8. Again working alone, ask students to read the second situation (12). Using

the decision-siaking'model, ask them to again select the optiom_they would

choose.

. As a Jarge group, ask for one volunteer to share his/her choice. Ask the

class to identify, fin a positive way, the consequences of that choice. Ask 4
for additional volunteers to share, and ask the class. to identify the con-

sequences of each choice.

When there are, no more volunteers, allow time for studenteto change their
decisions if appropriate.

11. Using situation 13, as the large group to suggest orally, possible choices

and the consequences of each choice. Follow this up with the following

question: What shobld be done in this situation? (Should implies what the

law, the community, parents, church, etc. say is "right".)

CONNEHTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Allow discussion. An additional question might be: "Why do individuals choose

to behave in a way which society, family., church, 'etc. say is wrong?"

.Refer to step five of the model.

12: To conclude the discussion:

a. Revie4 the deciAlon-making model.

Activity continued on following page. 4111

I

Teachvt evatuatton
os activity.
Pleas e c,Otcte:

1 .2 3 4 5

Wow!



TEACHI4111NG METHODS:

TOPIC: Responsible Decisions

N
OPTION A

PAGE: 24

APPROXIMATE TIME:

eclat Pupa/cation Steps:

ES
Mgt

ACTIVITY EVALUATION

V

'o

.t

e

k

51

Activity continued..

12. b. Point out that for any problem
choice, many consequences.

c. Emphasize that what is "rilht"
for another, but we are all obi
society as a whole.

I

there are always many choices, and for each

for one person is not necessarily "right".
(gated td act in the best interest .of

A

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teat:ten evaluation
o act2tatm.
Pted4C dicete:

1* .2 3 4 5

'Ugh! Wow!

52
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. 'SCENARIOS

Si This Is the first time you've been to a kegger and'had to drive home.
You feel a little funny and different as you drive your parents new

car. YOu don't want to stop drivAmg because you really want to show
off your new license. On the other hand, you don't want to get in an
accident or lose your license because of a DWI. If you can find a good
excuse, you are willing to pull over, lock the car and hitch, but you're
too embarrassed to ask Someone else to drive.

What, could you do?

What would you do?

2. You met your best friend, Pat, at your neighbor's house to watch a show
on T.V. During the show, Pat had four or five beers.

It is time to leave, but Pat is obviously to drunk to drive. He lives

?two miles away. 'Your friend's parents will be home in ha'lf an hour.

What could you do?

What wou)d you do?

3. You drove to the party and you'll have to drive home. All your friends
are there and they are having a great time drinking and smoking dope.
Usually you would Join them. Someone offered you a beer and a couple

of your friends are watching. Yor hate to look like a "NERD," but you
do have to drive home.

What could you do?

What would you do?

4
5 t)
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' TEACHING METHODS: Small.and
O

largeigroup discussion
0

ToPICI Responsible Decisions
asi

PAGE: '26

A0ROXISATE T114E1.50 minutes

us

.. . .

%. * .
. .

student will be able to discriminate between responsible and Irresponsible decisions related to alcohol.
....

.
...)

P

. e,

apeigat Pivalutionpt44:
, +4. ,

. C-'
' Prepare copies of the worksheets (one for half of the class and one for the other half).

4

RESOURCES '

4' ACTIVITY
.4

EVALUATION

is:
0

0
. 41

t

From the Guide: d

The Older Brother,
a.28.

AcKeggert p.3.0

Instructor Provides

blackboard
Chalk ,

Dictionary

rt.
n
e

NOTE: in any activity where Individuals are
have the right to choose not to share
must not pressure anyone to share. 3L
ning tip lesson: ,

1. Ask the class to define the words ?responsible" and "irresponsible." You may

want to wrtte atfew key words on the boar . Read a definition for each word

from the aletionary.

2. Generate Clist of reasons "Why People Drink" and ',Why Peop4 brit Drink"

by asking the/class for ideas. Write these on the board. Add other reasons.

you feel 'should be included. I.

3. For each reason listeoron the board, poll the class on whether they think It

is a responsible oreirresponsIble reason: Allow discussigh.

asked to share how they feel, they
111 furn,ithe group and instructor

mind the group of this before begin-

.1

J.. I

SUGGESTED

'4. DiVide the class in half, Distribute the "Older Brother" worksheet to one
Machin evatuation
oi activity.

half and the "Kegger" worksheet to the other half. Have thelstudents
. '

completeete their resipetkive worksheets individually.
ramie:

,

Read Yellow Pages 5. Divide each half of the class Into groups of four or five (by worksheet) and
I 2 1 3 4 5

Decision-Making - ask each small grogeto try to coke to a consensus on each question on the U wow!,

I/. 10-16 sheet.
. A

C
6. Return to the large group and ask fcir each small group to report on: .

541. : Activity Continued on,fol.l.ting page.
.

..11110.Q

d3 *55
. .



TEACHiNG METHODS:.

TOPIC: Responsibie Decisions

Sper_idt Pupae-don St40:

RESOURCES ACTIVITY

1

8

0
1)

Activity continued.

6. a...Whether or not they were,able to agree.

b.' if they agreed, what was their decision?
c. if they did not agree, why?

7. To conclude the activity, discuss With the group the following concepts:

a. People don't always agree on what is a responsible decision warding
alcohol. .

b. How a person feels about uldohol will influence his/her decisions about
drinking.

c. Some factors `which must bE considered in order to make a responsible
decision about alcohol include:

'PAGE: 27

APPROXIMATE TIME:

0

1

I

56
4

Your own safety and welt-being
The safety and well -being of others
The. taw

Your 'religion

Your job:

Social norms
Etc.

4.

EVALUATION

COMMENTS, OR

SUGGESTED CHANGES

ratchet ev
o6 activity.
Mast anestet

.1 2 3 4 5

'Ugh! Nowt



Read the following situation. Circle the appropriate number which indicates
what you think about the decision described. Then, explain briefly why you

answered as you did.

TIE OLDER BROTUER

1. Mark, who is 16, asks his older brother, Rick, who is 22, to buy a

case of beer for him.

Responsible Irresponsible

1 2 3

Why? 4

2. Rick agrees to buy the beer on the condition that Mark doesn't

after drinking.

Responsible ^Lirresponsible

1 2 3 4 i

Why?

3. 'Mark promises not to drive.

Responsible IrresponsiMe

1 2 3

Why?
'4

4. Rick buys the beer.

'Responsible '
irresponsible

1 2 3

t

9

Why?

4.1111.-

6 58
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5. Mark shares the beer with his two friends at a party.

Responsible

Why?

,.

Irresponsible

6. Mark has had three beers and doesn't want to break his promise, so
he lets his friend drive. His friend has had five beers and is Mark's
size.

Responsible irresponsible

Why?

)

1 2 3 4

V

A'

,

4.

-, . k
P

1,,

wag.

R. 5

.r 59
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4.

Read the following situation. Circle the appropriate number which indicates

what you think about the decision described. Explain why you answered as

you did.

THE KEGGER
4*

1. Rick and Heather, both 16, decide to go to a Friday evening kegger.

Responsible

Why?

r

2 3 4

2. Rick drinks beer, while Heather has coke.

Rick
Responsible

Heather
Responsible

Why?

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Irresponsible

Irresponsible

Irresponsible

3. Feeling that Rick has had a little too much, Heather offers to drive

him home.

Responsible

Whv7

1 2 3 4

60

Irrespon
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4. Hot wanting anyone else to drive his Car, Rick refuses.

Responsible irresponsible
2 3 4

Why?

5. Heather, not wanting to make Rick angry, gives in and lets him drive.

Responsible

Why?

sts

2 l 3 4

Irresponsible
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\--,. SIX-HOUR COURSE

IF YOU HAVE UP TO SIX; HOURS, THE FOLLOWING LESSONS CAN BE

ADDED TO THE BASIC COURSE'

A

,

.E.9 62

F.



SESSON 6

OTHER'DRUGS

. AS A RESULT OF THIS SESSION, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO 4

IDENTIFY THE PHYSICAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS (OTHER

THAirALCOHOL) ON THE BODY; ESPECIALLY AS IT AFFECTS DRIVING

'ABILITito

Cari -44-7
elnogen5
(.--,......-

g1911illiell1111111111111111wto



11/1
TEACHING METHODS: Individual work and discussion

TOPIC: Alcohol and Other Drugs

PAGE: 32

APPROXIMATE TIME: 60-90 minutes

f The student will be able to identify the physical and behavioral effects of drugs
especially as it effects.driving ability.

S

other than aIdphol) on the

Pr
e
p

-Spedat PupalcationS106:

Duplicate copies of the Drug Knowledge Inventory):Marijuana vs. Alcohol" and "Dangerous Mixes':

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

e
S
S

473

U

t

n

From theN.dulde:

Drug Knowledge
Inventory, p.92

Answer Key, p. 38

"Dangerous Mixes"

handout, p. 39

"Marijuana vs.
Alcohol" handout,

Read Yellow Pages
Other Drugs, p. 46-
61

64

1. Introduce by saying that most of us feel we know a lot about drugs, but we
might be surprised at how little we may know. Today's activity gives us the

chance to test our knowledge about drugs.

2. Distribute copies of the Drug Knowledge Inventory to all students.

3. Explain that students will not be graded on this activity.

4. Ask students to fill out the Inventory to the best of their abilities.

5. Correct the inventories in classusing the answer key.

7. Review the inventory with the students and correct any misinformation.
Place special attention on how drugs effect driving performance, using the
appropriate handout.

. Conclude by pointing out thatcorrect ,infermation is only one part of a
responsible'decision.

MP-

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacheic evaluation
oi activity.
Ftemse ebtete:

1 2 3 4 5

Ugh! Wow!

65



DRUG KNDWLEDGE INVENTORY

This is a teaCHS9g test to he lp you and your teacher assess your drug
education needs.

Your score on this test will not be used for the purpose of giving you
a grade. By answering the test to the best of your ability, your teacher
will be able to determine what information you already know and areas lir
which you need more information.

Directions: Please circle the one most appropriate letter for the items
below. Do not leave items blank.

Dependence

1. Drugs which create physical dependence will cause:

a. emotional and physical craving and a need to increase dAage.
b. emotional and physical, craving, but no need to increase dosage.
c. emotional craving, but no physical craving or need to increase

dosage.
d. regular use, but no craving or need to increase dosage.

2. Drugs which create psychologiCal dependence will cause:

a. emotional and physical craving and a need to increase dosage.
b. emotionleand physical craving, but no need to Increase dosage.
c. emotional craving, but not pOtical craving or need to increase dosage.
d. regular use, but no craving or need to increase dosage.

Drug Use Patterns

3 The strongest and most serious drug dependency from a medical standpoint

is:

a. heroin
b. alcohol
c. barbiturates
d. nicotine

sr

4. In the Un ted States today the most common drug of dependence Is:

a. ' otine
b. heroin
c. alcohol
d. tranquilizers

5. Drug abuse is a problem which,is found most often in:

a. college communities
b. high schools
c. city slum areas
d. middle class suburbs 66



6. Which terms refer to barbiturates2-.

a. Amyt41, Nembutal, Seconal
b. Beniedrine, Dexedrine, Methadrine

c. Libccumi Miltown, Thorazine
d. CodOne, Herein, Morphine

7: 'The most important medical use of b4iturates is:

a. to bring about sleep.
b. to reduce tension.
c. to relieve pain.
d. in research.

8. Which one is the most likely description of a person who has taken more
,than a prescribed amount of a barbiturate?

a. giggling, daydreaming
b. even-tempered, withdrawn

c. drowsy, slurred speech
d. restless, perspiring

Narcotics

9. Which terms refer to narcotic drugs?

a. Amytal, Nembutal, Seconal
b. Beniedrine, Dexedrine, Methedrine

c. Codeine, Heroin, Morphine
d. all of the above

10. Which of the following terms refers to a synthetic narcotic?

a. methadone

b. opium
c. heroin
d. morphine

11. Thi most important medical use of narcotic, drugs is: \--1

a. as an anesthetic
b. to relieve pain
A. to reduce tension
d. 12,selearch

12. Which one -is 'the most lialy description of a person who has taken more
than a prescribeo6amount of a narcotic drug?

a. e d and hyperactive'
b. ,ho e and aggressive -

c. nervpus and fearful
d. quid/ and inactive
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1" WhatAppens w
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unborn baby's mother is a nancotic opiate addict?

a. 'The baby is aka opiate addict at birth.

b. The baby is likely to be physicallydeformed.

c. The baby is likely to be mentally retarded.

d. The baby will be unaffected." .

7

Tranquilizers

4
ilr

Which terms refer to tranquilizers?

a. Amytal,INembutal, Secona.1

b. Benzedrine, 'Dexedrine, Methedrine

c. Codeine; Heroin, Morphine '

d. Librium,mMiltown, Thorazine

15. The mct important medical-use of tranqutfizers is:

ar to bring about sleep/0,
b. to reduce tension

to reliev
d. alertness

16. How great a problem is tranq uilizer use in the United States?

.

aflhumber one prescribed drug
b. Number tro prescribed drug'

c. Number three prescribed drug 1

d. Number five prescribed drug

'Amphetamines

17. 7thich of the following terms refer to amphetamines?

a. Amytal, Nembutal, Seconal

b. ,Benzedrine, Dexedrine, Methedrine
c. Librium, Hiltown, Thorazine
d. _Codeine, Heroin, Morphine

18. The normal' medical 6se of amphetamines it ini

a. relief fro rowsiness and depression ,

b. relief from ear. and anxiety .

c: relief from restlessness and excitability

d. research on human behavior
1'

19. ,Which is the most likely description of a person1who has taken more

than a pr scribes dose Dean amp6etamirle?re

,04

a.' Giggling, daydreaming, enlarged pupils
b., Inactive, quiet, small pups
c. Poor balance, slurred speech, short temper
d. Restless, perspiring, renlardtd pupils

\, 68 #e -44
# *fig 17



MallucinoOlins

20. Which ter" refer to haliuctno0ens7

a. Cocaine, Novocaine
b. Oilauaid, paregoric

Tuinal
.d. Mescaline, psylocybin

.21. The most important medical use.of hallucinogens is in:

a. overcoming depression
,b. treatment of mental and emotional problems t

c. controlling fear and anxiety
d. research om human behavior

36

22. Which of the following is intensified by taking hallucinogens/41/4-

a. Concentration'
. b. Imagination

c ,Judgment

d.) Motivatio$,

Marijuana

-v

23. Themost important medical use bf marijuana Isas

a. as an appetite enhancer and in the treatient of Nucoma
b. for use as'a relkxant ana.for treatment of asthma -

c, as
r

a minor tranquilizer
d, to relieve nausea in cancer patients Undergoing chemotherapy.

24. .Effects of heavy marijuana use:can include:
t

-a. strong aggression and violence
b. red eyes, lack of ambition, nausea
,c. infections, permanent loss of coordination
d. %ingotthe abovk

25. Which are the moseprobable immediate Welts of marijuana use?
,

a. Daydreaming, altered sense of time !I4
b. Restgesseess, quick temper.,
c. Inactivity, small pupils
d. Slurred speech, poor balance Nob

26. In Washington State thq possession of small amounts of marijuana
7 is consi4ereda:

. .

a), felony Vine of,S1,000.- $16,000 or one, or more years in prison,
,.

or both) t

b. misdemeanor (fine of up.toe$500; or up to 90 days in jail, or
both) N.,

c. legal

d. none of the above

69
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Smoking. (Nicotine)

37

27. Cigarettes contain nitotine. Nicotine is a drug wiM ch produces:

a. psychological dependence
b. physical dependence
c. both a and'b
d. non of the above

28. The number of people smoking cigarettes in the U.S. has:

a. gone down sincI.44 surgeon general'i report,
b. remained the same since the surgeon generals; report
c. gone up, especially in young women, since the surgeon general's

report
d. gone down, especially in women, since the surgeon general's report

Directions: Please circle True or False for the items below.

True or False 29. Caffeine is a drug found in tea, coffee and joke.

True or False 30. PCP is a downer (depressant drug).

True or False 31. Two downer drugs working together produce an effect
known as poeentiationt

True or False, 32. "Good" drugs (prescription drugs) annually kill over j
30,000 Americans.

et

True or False 33. "Adult.Dose" is based on a healthy 25-year- 1 female.

ay

True or False 34.. Aspirin is the, number one way people commit c de.

True or False 35. 10%-'61\the American population (peoply overt68) use
25% 9f the prescription drugs sold in the U.S.

4

;

70
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KNOWLEDGE INVENTORY ANSWER KEY

I. A

`2. B

3.

4, C

5. D

6. A

7. A

8. C

C

Aitt A

,
4

c
11. B

12. D

13. A

14. D

-15. B

.16. A s...

17.. B

18. A

D

20.

21. D

I

36

22. B

23.

24. B

25. A

26.

27. C

.28. C

29. T

30. F

. 31. T

32. T

33. F

/ 34. F

35. T

0

w V

h

7.1

4

100

,.
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'DANGEROUS LUIS

.fullle effect listed bete cap.be altered dramatically
faeto-filipTsideinliinihibilktbfaniku-nt of

baa7
ceboTair4dPtaiiitincer w ell rchrOnic ailnknts.

lineludrs; InlaycCdd lira = depresilon, e.g., drowsiness
ANTIHISTAMINES Increased central-nervous-system

and alegyeeNnea
.

ASPIRIN
. = Stomach and intestine bleeding.ratifinv

NARCOTICS
lr> cehtralnerrous-systeso

it 9 Cant War. ...= deP on with acute intoxication. ..'
, 4-7 Possible respiratory arrest.

NONNARCOTICy., e PAINXILIERS _.
.

Stomach and intestine' tation
and possible bleeding.

.
.

ANTABUSE
me0.:~0 .. flushing. hYPerwmillat1on,y+ An 1st/new' vomiting. drowsiness. d

yi , a
HIGH BLOOD

Increased effect. In some cases,

PRESSURE --
blood pressure can be lowered to

-MEDICATIONS
dangerous levels.--- - -- - -

0R41 Increased Anticoagulant effectQ
ANTICOAGULANTS % leitiallYt decreased effect-

in chronic drbdteri.

ORAL A reaction sinner to the interactiohyi 14(4) ARTIE:limn= . of Antabuse and althhol. Decreased

DRUGS
intldiabetic ef f ea.

'
ANTIBIOTICS

Yreactiunsimilar to the
interaction of Antabuse and

4-. alcohol

SEDATIVES AND Increased central-nervous-System
TRANQUILIZERS - depression. -

Vaj g. bon. Ware, 1.4Aosre 72r .
. .

SOURCE:

The New York Times

Magazine, August 6,

1978.
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Marijuana
vs.

Alcohol
t.

.As people take sides In the debate liver which
substance is worse for youmarljuana or
alcohol It Is easy to lose sight. of another
question. Does, anydne benefit from eats of
thqse substances? Below Is a chart comparing
the two drugs, containing the most recent
information on marijuana. It was presented-in the
Sixth Annual Report to the U.S. Congress on
Marijuana and Health from the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare. Read the
evidence and decide for yourself.

Effects on Behavior (large doses)

M confusion, Impairment of
memory,drowsiness, withdrawn behavior

A sleepiness, vomiting, unconsciousness,
con)?

Physical Effects

M not proven or ruled out. Reversible and dose-
related changes in Drain waves occur. Also
tachycardia; poor peripheral vision,
respiratory Irritation, Impairment of
pulmonary function, lowering of testosterone
levels, poisible chr9mosome changes;
possible impairment of Immunity to disease

A substantiated at high doses. Impairment of
senses; memory; coordination, liver function,
oirculation, digestion, reaction time,
appetite, etc.

Physical Addiction .1

M none

A 1 In 10 drinkers becomes an alcoholic

Lethal dose

M not attainable
A possible. Only .5dA alcohol in blood is

fatal

Effects on Behavior (small doses)

M sensitivity Increased, talkative, silly -

A senses less acute, talkative, silly, less
inhibited

Driving Ability
M definite Impaliment very slpiltar to

effects of alcohol. The number of users
who drive _while intoxicated Is rising
rapidly. Effects may outlast the,
Intoxication by several hours.

A impaired reaction time, judgment,
coordination, but effects diminish with
removal of alcohol from blood

Tolerance

41 can develop

A. does develop

M=Marijuana A=Alcohol



IN Wert. 41 .4144.111111114111

M has occurred involving irritability,
restlessness, decreased appetite, difficulty
sleeping, tremors, nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea

A ore; shakes, tachycardia, anxiety,
hallucinations, delusions, seizures

Flashbacks (recurrence of intoxication
without ingesting more of the drug)

M have occurred in both heavy and
infrequent users

A none

Psychological Changes

M usually lessens aggressiveness, slows
personality development, may be used
as coping agent, heavily influenced by
set alp setting, may cause acute
anxiety, cloud mental processet, cause
disorientation

A may increase aggressiveness, slow
personality development, be used as
coping agent, replace previously
important things in drinker's life

Lead to Other Drugs

M not physically. May happen by
association with those,who sell other
drugs

A not physically. Users seldom seek other
drugs psychologically

Potentiation

M unknown effect with other drugs
A may be highly darigerous if used with

other drugs

Detection In Body

M difficult but long-lasting. Cap be
detected up to 7.14 days. No roadside
test for driving under the Influence

A easily detected by breath test which
can be done at roadside

411111.imegmomMiimModMIPOIMININ,IiiiMIDIROPOMPOM,IMMIIMI-

Signs of Dependence

M lack of ambition Or goals, loss of
'energy, confused thinking

A same as marijuana plus Increasing th?
amount used, memory blackouts,
drinking in the morning and alone,

. change in personality

M-1:Marquane



Incidence of Use

M 36 million have tried it. One-eighth of
thei youth surveyed used it In a given
month

A 100 million users. Onse-third of the youth
surveyed used it In a given month

Breakdown In Body

M complex anNong storage in body, may,
block the breakdown of other drugs

A simple, rapid breakdown to carbon
dioxide and water

Loss of Motivation

M possible

A possible

Debilitation

M not particularly
A may be very debilitating

4.

1

Effect on Pregnant Woman's Fetus

M unknown

. A Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, prematurity,
stillbirth

1

Purity of Drug

M unknown, often adulterated or mixed
with other drugs like PCP; Amount of
THC varies in each batch

A dose regulated and pure In purchased
product but may be mixed imprVoperly by
buyer ,

Organizations to Help Abusers and their
Families

M Potsmeksre Anonymous

A Alcoholics Anonymous, Alateen,
Aianon, Community Concern for
Alcohol, etc.

Medical Uses

M May prove useful In treatment of
glaucoma when used In drops Into the
"yes, may prove helpful In treating
nausea suffejed.by those receiving
chemotherapy

A none today

bs.

Value to Society is a Whole

You deride

A=A ohol

-1ISIPenSaiesIN

ar-f.S11.15.t.1112i st1102/1.4-** C. natInia..0 rar....tibet. r*,
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TEACHING METHODS: ,Large group discussion/readin PAGE: 42
4110

TOPIC: Drugs Other Than Alcohol APPROXIMATE TIME: 30-40 minutes

O
C

Pr

e

The student will be able to identify the physical and behavioral effects of drugs, other than alcohol, on the

body, especially as it relates to driving.

a-

Speciat Pupa/cation Steps:

Prepare copies of the handout.

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

1

e

O

1

From the Guide:

Drugs and Driving,

p. 43

n
e Read Yellow Rages

Other Drugs, p. 46-
6F

.75

I. On the board write the following categories: Marijuana, Tranquilizers/

Sedative Hypnotics, stimulants, hallucinogens, over-the-counter drugs

2. Under each category, have students brainstorm how taking that kind of drug
might affect driving ability.

3. After Os lists have been exhausted, distribute the handout "Drugs and Driving'

4." Using the handout as a focus, discuss each category clarifying any questions
or misconceptions.

C

COMHENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacha evaluation
of activity.

Haft

1 2 3 4 5

Ugh! Wow!

76
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DRUGS AND DRIVING

le

Millions of people take drugs every day and don't realize these drugs can
affect their driving. Alcohol, tranquilizers, marijuana--or any other mitlq-
altering drug--can affect the mental and physical (psychomotor) skills needed
to drive.

43

Different.people's driving skills can be affected differently by the same
drug. The driver's weight and emotional state, the amount of the drug and
when it was taken--all influence the driver's ability to size ugi an emergency
situalion 0106 judge speed, for instance.

Mixing drugs can be doubly dangerous because each drug adds to the impact
of the other. This is especially true if one of the drugs is alcohol.

Even some over-the-counter medicines can Affect driving skills. The hallucinogens
and the highly unpredictable PCP can also interfere with driving.

ALCOHOL .

Each year alcohol, a depr sant drug that affects coordination, judgment,
perception, and emotiona state, is responsibie for about 28,000, or half,
of all American highway deaths.

Studies with driving simulators show that drunk or nearly drunk subjects
overestimate their abilities and make riskier choices behind the wheel.
Some studies indicate that women's driving performance may be affected
more quickly and by less alcohol than men's. (This is probably because the
average woman is smaller in size, which makes her less tolerant than the
average man to the same amount of Alcohol.)

Alcohol inctoues the deptesuutt erects o tAanquitizetatiptd bair.b.atauitea.
Mixing these Arlo, on on obi the 'toad, can be extAernety hazaAdou4.

MARIJUANA

Although marijuana appears to have more effectonon the senses and perception
than on the strictly phsical aspects of driving, even typical social doses
affect driving skills.

Driving simulator studies show that subjects under marijauna's influence
are more likely to miss important visual cues, to have narrower fields of
vision, and to be slightly less coordinated. They also have more difficulty
"tracking," or staying in their lane, and they don't respond as quickly to
Sound. Other studies have pointed out that marijuana can affect judgment
and concentration. %

, 1,

Some studies show, however, that subjects on marijuana tend to take fewer
risks, and that regular users tend to show less impairment in driving skills

ithan Inexperiepced users. 77
1
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Mang peopte think that amoking maaijuana and chiying L4 za6et than drank 4:ng

and daiving. But daiving'i6 zar5eat without dup.

TRANQUILIZERS AND OTHER SEDATIVE- HYPNOTICS

Tranquilizers are central nervous system depressants which help relieve
tension, and anxiety. Since the different tranquilizers have similar effects
on driving skills, only diazepam (Valium), the most commonly prescribed,
is considered here.

Studies show that therapeutic doses of diazepam may slightly impair psycho-
motor skills by slowing reaction time, interfering with eye-
and affecting the speed at which the brain processes sensor
Driving simulator tests show that persons on diazepam are so
likely than others to check "roadway" conditions. On the
quilizers may enhance the driving skills of some anxious peop
they are prescribed because of their calming effect. ,

4

Flurazepam (Dalmane) is the most widely prescribed sleeping pill. Studies
show that it accumulates in the body and that its residual effects impair
driving skills. when test subjects drank alcohol after only a single night's
dose of Flurazepam, their skills became highly impaired. Elderly.people
need to be especially careful when driving the day after taking this drug.

and coordination
information.

what less
r hand, tran-

, for whom

The other sedative-hypnotic drugs, including barbiturates, are powerful
depressant that calm people down or help them sleep. Sleepy or oversedated
drivers, however, are not good drivers. Driving simulator tests show that
doses of secobarbital (Seconal) slowed reaction times and made it harder
for drivers to stay in lane.

Mixing Aedative-honotico With atcohot, atao a deptazant, can be tatemety
dangemb. VAinka pew "downeM" make bad taaveting eampanion4.

STIMULANTS

Amphetamines, cocaine, and caffeine stimulate the central nervous system.
Modest amounts of these drugs usually make people feel more alert.

In fact, studies point out that small doses of amphetamines, given to
subjects for a limited period of time, improve performance of most dri ing
skills. However, these subjects tend to overestimate their performance
and take more risks. Actual driving records indicate that people who take
amphetamines are slightly more accident prone, probably for these reasons.

While heavy amphetamine use will keep drivers awake _and active for long
stretches ofttmeyi will alSo make them less coordinated, edgy, and, as
one accident study found, four times more likely to be involved in a car
crash.

Little information exists to date about cocaine's effects on psychomotor
driving skills. Research does show, hoever, that typical social amounts
of cocaine can produce lapses in attention and concentration.

Although caffeine can help the drowsy driver stay alert, it can't make the
drunk driver sober. Studies show that ordinary amounts of caffeine do not
improve an inebriated subject's driving skills.
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HALLUCINOGENS AND PCP

These drugs distort judgment and reality, cause confusion and panic, and
can produce psychotic-like reactions. They should not be mixed with driving.

OVER-THE-COUNTER DRUGS

Many over-the-counter drugs produce drowsiness in some people that can affect
their driving. Drivers should read the labels and be especially careful
with antihistamines, other cold preparations, or any medicine that relaxes
or promotes sleep.

I

0 (90 0o
allillibilr&0191111110
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SESSION 7

FEELINGS AND DECISIONS

AS A RESULT OF THIS SESSION) THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO

IDENTIFY HIS/HER FEELINGS ABOUT THE USE OF ALCOHOL) AND

UNDERSTAND HOW THEY INFLUENCE HIS/HER DECISIONS.

80

1
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TEACHING METHODS: Group work ',. .44 72> ".., ..., .. ..-..

4. .

\PAit: 46

TOPIC: Feelings Ad.DecisOns

!

OPTION - ,

APPROXIMATE TIME: 50 minutes

4f' The student will be able to identify his/her eelings alpOut the use bf alcohol and understand how they influence
his/her behavior:

.
4/4

C
iS

Specirtepartatitin Steps:r

P
°

'
. 4."

RESOURCES

-

I ' From. 3.Xit:

0 Feel Wheels 0

4u.

I

/
n
A Read Yellov; Paps

Decision Making;
'p.

ACT4V1"tY

1. Divide students int6 five groups.

Z"." grOUZ;=3----cticle*around a "Fedir-Wheel."

EVALUATION

3. Have, each student take out a markec(e.g., pen, ring, coin, etc.).
Tr

4: Expliin the each time you read a statement, studbnts are to place their marker
on the wheel accorting to how they feel abOut the statement. Note: If

students do not wiA to exprel&eltirkfeelings, they can put their markei. in
y the spice marked "sanctuary." :PE they have a' feeling that"is'not represent
-"'" on the yiheel,,they can mark "free zone" and if their feelings are cOnging

and/oi- they are unsure they f 1, they Cam"mark."transition."

Select statements from the list pro ided jbee.follow.ing page) or create your
oyn.4.

After marking their feelifts, give the groups time lo discuss why they marked

A
the way thelfill. ,

4 Discuss with students how being under the influence of feelings effects them`
,frAecisions.and behavi rs. . r

op

. At 'the conclusion of the aciivity ask each studeit to s a
statement with the class. :

.81

e .,an ' I learned..."

CONVENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teacake& evatualion

06 activity.

-Maze akete:

1 2 3 4 5

Ugh! i wow!

8.2
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FEEL WHEEL SITUATIONS

e
1. How do You feel about meong you -don't know being picked up for

DWI? a
/

2. It's late Fridiy night when you ge% a phone call at home. It's

your:besttfriend calting from jail. He/she has 13een arrested for
DWI and wants youtto. come and drive him/her home. Mark your feeling
on the wheel., Discuss what you would do.

ow do you feel
in an accident?
,i411 that perso

How do ySu feel
drink at home?

-

about a drunken driver who kills your best friend
Mark you feeling. Discuss what should be done

n.

S

about a parent who allows his/her'teenagers to
I a

5. What are feelings about aving keggers?

-
4

,

_

i.;--

.

6.

7.

8,

9.

I

your,

How do _you_ feel about asking someone.y00 don't knout to buy_beer
for you for a paftyr

.

How do you feel about you date who doesn't drink alcoholic beverages
,

at a party? _
s

How do you feel
to get help?

how do you feel
to drive home wj
what you would d

10. How do you feel
drinking?

about

i

friend who has\ drinking problem but refuses.
.

sr
S

,..

about a friend who is drunk at a party and is leaving
th three other people? Mark your feeling. Discuss
o. .

16

about ridingyn a car with a driver who has been

. 1

1 : How ,do
.

you feel about being approlAbed by a "wino" who ask? you for
\,a quarter to buycoffee.

)2. How do you feel about adults who buy alcoholic beverages for minors?

13. How do you feel abontepolice who cruise drinking spots Friday and
Saturday nights to catch young people drinking?

4

14. How do you feel about the host/hostesisat a party who lets peon.*
drive home who are under the influence of alcohol? What could you do?

apt*Ala.

4,,
Oil .

3

a 4)
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TEACHING METHODS: Individual work.and smalp group discus ions
,

e
TOPIC:" Feelings and Decisions

PAGE: 48

APPROXIMATE TIME: 30-40 minutes

4
The student will table .to identify his/her feelings and attitudes about the useAof alcohol,, and understand how *C they influence his/her decisions. '

I'I.tit

S

Speciat PrteNsatton Stela :

(a. .6Prepare copies of the worksheet.

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATiON

e
S

S
0
n

0

t

1

n
.e

From the Guide:

h 'Attitudes
eet, p.

Instructor Provides

Chalk

Chalkbbard

Read Yellow Pages
Decision-Making
p. 10-16

. Explain that thislectivity will give the students do opportuni
their owp" feelings toward alcohol and a chance to 1o8k at
safety and well-being.

. Distribute the worksheets.

to explore'
it Lmp4ct orl

. Have etuderits iank !he characters oR the sheet as the directions indicate.

. \When all students have completed heir rank take a quick tally to see how
many ranked each character as #1 o #2 and har many ranked each character
as #7 or #8. This should show the extremes. 4

Write the tally on the board.
a.

Ask if there are any general comments.

, Divide the class ineb groups of four to six.

Ask them to individu9lly took at the "D5iver" and think Of as manytipossible
consequencespf this b avior as they can. Write- these down on the back of
the worksheet. Then sk'them to do `the same thin9 with the "Father."

,
.

When completed, ask the students to share within them- groups first, the
_

consequences of the "6 fiver's'' behavior and second, the -consequences oE_the.
"Father:s t behavior.' Pow time for discussion,.

"
-

. .

the end of the discussion, ask the students to re -rank their worksheets,
"

at

ifthey would like 65, as a &suit of their disCussion.

4-
. . .

7

.6

COMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES'

reacher evatuation
o ,

Mae et.44e:

1 . 2 -3 4 5

ugh! Wow,

.
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ALCOHOL ATTITUDES
0

Directions:

49

Read the description of the fictitious people listed below and rank them on the
basis of how.strobgly you feel about the:behavior of each individual. No. 1

would represent the individual which you feel his the most negative behavior
and Ho. 8 would be.theleast negative behavior. For example, one might rank a

person who deliberately gives x_child an apple in Which he/she has hidden razor
blades as No. 1, and one who chbats on,his/hgr diet by haying a candy bar as 4p. 8.

iridividal Rank 0
Group Response

Friend An adult who buys beer in a grocery sire
to give to her/his friends who are unddr'21
years of age.

Counselor A student who comes to a pounselor in school

to tell hiM/her of his. involvement with alcohol,
and the counselor tells his/her *rents:

Boozer Person who comes to the office party drunk.

Teacher Teacher who believes very strongly that alcohol
is bad and has told a few .things to his/her

students that weren't true just so, they would .

be uce not to drink.

Father Father who nks a couple of beers each evening
to be sociable but yetis When he hears his 15-
year -old son has been drinking at a party.

Driver. A 22-year-old girl who has been drinking hea 1.1/

at a'partyiand decides to drive her friends h
in her new Or.

Police Police officer who knows of 4 sophomore kegger
but doeSn't inyestigate because he/she says,
"ads will be, kids."

Alcoholic Han who argues with his wife and caves family
problems because he can't hold a Job.

4
Sc
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EIGHT HedRItOURSE

IFAUIHAVE UP TO EIGHT HOURS, THE'LESSONS IN THIS SECTION

CAN BE ADDED4TO THE PREVIOUS LESSONS.

87
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SESSION 8

THE LAW,

ASI,ARESUITT OF THIS SESSION, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO

IDENTiht THE LAW§ WHICH RpLATg TO ALCOHOL; DRUGS AND

DRIVING IN HIS/HER COMMUNITY AND ESTIMATE THE PROBABLE

COSTS OF BEING ARRESTED FORA DWI OFFENSE,

94

CW46.61:5702

7a96A: 010

314 -52.

AC 3i4 -20-050

83



tEARNG METHODS: Lecture /discussion

- TOPIC: The Law

PAGE: 50

, APPROXIMATE TIME:' 50 minutes

fo

C
u

'Pr
ep

The student will be able to. 1. Identify the laws which relate to alcohol and driving in his/her community.

2. estimate the probable cost of being arrested focDWI.

p Phepaluttiot Steps:

copies of the worksheet., Invite a state patrol officer or other law enforcement speaker (Optional).

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

e

0

0
A.1

t

n

From the Guide:

"Monetary Cost of
9W1" worksheet,
p. 52

1. Ask students to write down one question they Ire about the laws relating
to any three of these areas:

a.. DWI ,

b. Minors'and alcohol
public.

///d. Being drunk iplpublic
e. Having alcohol in a car
f. Penalties

g. Breathalyzer
h. License suspension or revocation

2. Discuss with the class the laws of-the state of Washington-which relatea

a drinking anddriving. Discussion should include the areas mentioned above
plus (and not limitedto):

a. Physical control
b. Deferred prosecution
c. 'Imp-lied consent

d. A1S

e. Habitual oflinder
f: Serving alcaoPto intoxicated persons

Read Yell Pages

Laws 78-87

89.

1

3. Ask the students to refer to their written questions to see if they were all
answered. Deal with remaining-questions.

Activity contihued on following page.

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teaches evaluation
06 azata.iy.

Pteme eimicte:

1 2 3 4 i

Ugh! Wow!

90'

LI
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TEACHING METHODS:

TOPIC: .
The Law

PAGE: 51 .

APPROXIMATE TIME:

7

Speaa Iltteproition Steps: 4Y

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

Activity continued.

4. Ask studentsto brainttorm what types of costs might be incurred as a result

of being arrested for DWI (e.g 9, fine, insurance, etc.).

5. For each category listed in 14,ask students to estimate the actual approximat

average cost.

6. Distribute copies of the worksheet, discuss each category and the actual

costs associated with them.

7. Conclude by asking students to think of things they could purchase /ith the

money.spend on a QUIP

91

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teaches evatation.
activity.

SteuSe cLkete:

1 .2 3 4 5

Ugh! wow!.

92
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ENO

"MONETARY COST OF A DWI"

First Offense

52

CAST

1. HIGHER INSURANCE COST - average cost is $800-per
year (must carry at least three years) $ 2,400

2. LAWYER FEES - Average cost is $250 minimum,, $700
maximum. It may be as much as $1,000 with a jury
trial and appeal. 500

3. FINES - Average fine is $300 300

4. COST OF ALCOHOL INFORMATION SCHOOL - Average is $50 50 ,

r 5. BAIL BONDSPERSON - (approximate) 40

6. TOWING FEES - Statewide average fee 26

7. STORAGE FEES

8. DAMAGES - Your car (other car plus property damage
if uninsured--maybe a damage suit, too) Personal

injuries to yourself or others?

9, TIME OFF FROM WORK - If you work, estimate the money'
that you woul lose by being in jail () day), time
off from work for court (1 day)

10: REINSTATEMENT OF YOUR LICENSE

11. LICENSE SUSPENDED (include bus fare here) for
usually 30 days

12. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

13. OTHER

GRAND TOTAL: $

DID YOU KNOW? You can *ovoidal! of the above by.taking a short taxi
ride home. You can talisa taxi about 1500 miles for around $500.. It's ;p'
free to stay where you re until you sober up, or have a sober friend
drive you home. Pk

0

10'

0.



SESSION 9

'RISK

AS A RESULT:0F THIS SESSION, THE STUDENT WILL BE ABLEtTO

IDENTIFY HIS/HER OWN LEVELS OF RISK AND THE IMPACT THAT

MIGWT HAVE ON DRIVING BEHAVIOR.

'

.94



TEACHING METHODS: Worksheet/Discussion

TOPIC: Risk Taking
,

I
.

/(

41Ik
PAGE: 53

APPR6XIHATE TINE: 3O -40 minutes

o
C

Pr

st p

The student will be able to identify his/her-own levels of risk ansi the *act that might have on driving behavior.

Spezia PAeparaton,Stiepor, "
Reserve dvfead. buplicate

0
Situations handout.

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

-1

e, "Risk Situations"

From the Guide:

handout, 55

-From the Kit:

()
A

Risk Levels
Transparency

(),

I.
n
e

Instructor Provides

Overhead peoJecior

Read Yellow Pages
Decision Making

p. 10716

95

I..: Introduce by ask(pg why some people take higher and lower risks thin others.

,do. Have students speculate sbout their risk-taking theories. Explain tha/

this lesson deals with risk- taking and its impact upon decision-making.

2. Distribute Situations handout to each student.

3., Using the transparency, explain what it meant by high risk -low gain, etc.

Give an example (e.g., most people wquld agree that a,person who shoots

heroin on weekendsmoerd be involved in a high risk--legal, health, economic--

and.low gain activity).

4. Have students fill out worksheets.independently, indicating their 'perceptions

of risk and gain in each situation.
4 1. *re ,

5. Have students form smallgroups and discuss the risks Involved and how to

handle, the situations listed.

f.% Summarize their conclusions by discussing the following questionS:

a. Why are some people more likely to take risks than others inoa given

Situation?
b. Expand on. the statement that risk and gain are both in the eye of the

person contemplating the risk.

c. Would you agree or disagree that to learn or grow or change, one must

risk?
d. as risk-taking good or bad? Why?

Activity continued on following page.

/ea

'COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES

Teaches evaluation
014 activ.ity.

Please atete:

2' 3 4 5

Ugh! Wow!

96



'.-TEACHING METHODS: fo.
I

,,

.. TOPIC. . Risk Taking

A
PAGE:54,

A #ROXIHATE TIME:

fa
c
us

Pr
eP

I

e

0

/3.
s

0
o
u
t
I

I

n
e

i

(

1 ,

A'

Spezia. ntepaluttco" * Steps: ,

to

1

. 1 ...

F / RESOURCES ACTIVITY

1

.

. 4

Activity continued.

6. e. How might risk taking impact ybur drinking behavibr? .

f. How might risk taking impact your driving behavior?

O

.11

r

97
,

(

r

)

EVALUATION

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTED CHANGES,

4 Teacher evaluation,
Of activity,
Mae csimte:

1 2. 3 4 5

Ugh! . Wow!

G Q
Is .c.; -
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High

4 '

Risk

Medium . Low

J

1

55

RISK SITUATIONS
t .

Driving home after (lit-Inking too much,

2. Having.two drinks inone hour and then
° 'driving home.

'3. Riding holt with a.driver who has been
drinking.

,4. rRiding home with a driver who has been
smoking marijuana.

La

5. Hitchhiking late Satyrday night.

6. Taking a pain pill which-wasjorescribed
for your mother last year.

Taking some "Ng-Does/hen studying late
for an exam.

8. Using smoking as a method to keep your

weight rdown.

.
.

9. "Borrow" some vodka from your parents for

a party.

10. Rock Climbing.

11. Hang gilding..

12. Taking.a pill (you don't know what it is).

13. Reporting a friend for selling drugs.

14. Telling a friend he/she has a drub
,problem.

15. Telling a friend they have had too much

to drink and they'-can't drive.

16. Refusing to drink at a party.

High

Gain ith

Medium Low
<



TEA NG METHODS: Indi -dual work/discussion

TOPIC: - Risk ing -

PAGE: 56

APPROXIMATE TIME:"30-40 minutes

The student will be able to Identif,y his/her own levels of risk and the impact that might have on driving behavior.

Special - Nepauition Stew

.(`

RESOURCES ACTIVITY EVALUATION

Read Yellow Pages
Decision:-Making

p. 10-16

1 00

1. Indlrbduce the lesson by sharing a situation where you (the instrucior) have

takenji risk. Ask students why some,people take higher and lower risks than

others do. Explain that this lesson deals with risk taking and its impact /
upon decision making about alcohol and safety.

2., Ask students to 'write down the greatest risk they can ever remember taking

in the following areas. PHysical, economic, interpersonal,'and,alcohol

, related. (These should be risks students are willing to share ih.a small

group.)

Once students have'completed the writing, ask them to group in groups of

flVe to six and share the risks they identified.
A

_

. Ask students to then rate themselves as. being high, medium,
4.

'riskor low

takes inithe following categories.. physical, economic, interpersonal, and

-alcohol related. .
: ".* *

. As a class, discusOthe following questions;
1

a. What gain did you derive from the risks you kook?,

b. How might risk taking effect your decisions about drinking and driving?

c. Is risk taking good or bad?
d. Would you agree or disagree that lo learn or grow or change, one must

risk?

p

COM/SEMIS OR

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Tegaho,R,vatuatipn
ai activit0.' 4

Pteaae atete:

1 2 3 4 5

Ugh! Wm!.
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1

GLOSSARY

Absorption: The process by which alcohol enters the blood stream from

the small intestine and stomach. The rate.of absorption is affected

,by rate of consumption, body weight, presence of food in the stomach,

body chemistry, and type of, beverage.

Abstinence: 'Not drinking any alcoholic beverage.

Addiction: ysiological and/or psychological dependence on a drug. The

overpowering phypical ori emotional urge to do something repeatedly ,that

an individual canr)dt control, accompanied by a tolerance for the drug

and withdrawal symptoms if the drug use is stripped. (See also physio-

'logical and psychological dependence.)

Alcohol (Ethyl): }he intoxicating chemical (C H OH) found in liquors and

produced by the action of yeast on sugars tnd.starches. Ofte referred

to as "beverage alcohol" as opposed to methyl alcohol which is not

consumable and is primarily used for industrial purposes. Alcohol is

s classified as a cenifal nervous system (CNS) depressant.

Al-Anon: An organization of spouses, relatijes or friends or alcoholics

who meet totry to-provide each othq( with support and to solve common

c prpb1pma.

Alateen: An organization of children of alcoholics who meet and try to

provide each other with support and solve common problems.

Alcoholics Anonymous ("AA"): An organization of alcoholics who meet to

discuss their problems in an effort to control their addiction to.alcohol.

Alcoholic: The term "alcoholic" has been variously defined at different

times and by different people. However, three aspects of the alcoholic

have generally been agreed upon:

I. The alcoholic's drinking pattern
is expected by the other members

2. Alcoholics have an urge to drink
once they start that they cannot

3. An alcoholic's drinking creates
health problems for themselvds,

is incoMpatible with what
of society.

or to continue drinking

control.

either social, economic or
their family and/or society

1%.

Alcoholism: As defined in the Uniform Act, alcoholism means an illness

characterized by habitual lack)of self-control'as to the consumption of

alcoholic beverages or thla consumption of alcoholic beverages to the

extent that a person's health is substantially impaired or endangered

or his social andieconomic function is substantially disrupted.

1)
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Barbi turate: A,chemiCal derivative of barbituflc acid which will piOduce

a calming eflect well as sleep,-and which is capable of prodlcing
mental and/or physicalmdependence with prolonged or frequent use.

Bender: (slang) A period of continuous intake of alcOhol with theintent V"
of gettinp drunk. is

Blackout: K,period of femporary amnesia which occurs while the person is .

drinking. During a blackout, the person is conscious and walks talks,

' and acts but.cabst remember, any of the.events the next day. .

Blood Mcohol Content (BAC) (or Blood Alcohol Level):, The percentage
of alCohol in the blood stream at any given time.

Breathaly4er: An instrument used to measure the alcohol content of a

person's blood through an analysis of the person's breath.

CBrewing: The fermentation of grains that results in beer or ale.
V

Central Nervous System: The Ostem, Which controls and coordinates the

other,systems of the human body.
a

Cerebellum: The back part of the brain; controls the balanced movement of

muscles..

Cerebrum: The part of the brain aN ive and in front; t controls thought. ,

Chronic: '9f long durations, denoting a diseaseof slow progress-and long : 4111

confindance.

Cirrhosis: The replacement of liver tissue with scar tissue due either__,___
to malnutrition and/or excessive and prolonged alcohol use.

'4 .

Decision-Making: Any action one chooses to take or not to take is the result

of a deolsion-,making process. Decie.190,emajcing is a skill whip) must be'

learned.. Becoming aware of this process, the opportunities to make
decisiots, and one's decision-making style frees an individual to be, and

Pbecome
what he or she chooses. It also brings the concept of individual

r 'responsibility for one's behaVior very clearly into focus.

Deferred Prosecution Law (RCW 10.05): Persons may petition the court, 7'

stating, hat their crime was related in part to an alcohol, drug or

mental problem. The court may then refer that person to an appropriate

diagnosis and evaluation facility. Final prosecution may be deferred

,pending results of that evaluation.

Delirium,Tremens ("Dlr.'s"): A serious and sometimes fatal cond ition some

alcoholics develop when they suddenly stop drinkings< much like the

withdrawal symptoms of other drug addicts. Symptoms can include

hallucinations ("delirium"), uncontrollable shaking ("tremens"), terror,

and agitation, and fever.

rot

r
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..
Depressant: ..Any chemical'whichdiminishes the activity of lite central

nervous system,, usually iesditing in dulled reflexes, .impasiced thought

processes, and distorted perceptions, when taken in large amounts'.

Alcohol is a,CNS depressant.,
.

. c

p etliiicationn 1) Also called "drying out." The process of sobering

up and withdrawing from toxic or poisonous effects of alcOhol.,

2) The process' earl-led out by the liver in chapgrhg

chemicals like alcohol n o non-toxic substances..

7 Distillation: Evaporation

vapors into a'llauid.

liquid by heat and condensing theqesultant
.

Distilled Spirits (Beverages): Beverages made by the distilling procesil

usually containing at least 20%/alcohoh by volume. -These incrude

whiskey, bin, rum, brandy, tequila, vodka, liqueurs, etc.

D.W. I. (or Driving Wh ile Under the Influence or "Drunk Driving') (RCW 46.61.502)"

. A person is guilqy of driving while under thelinfluence of intoxicating

ilcluor or any drug if he/she drives a vehicle within this state while:

I') He/she has.a B.A.C. of 10 percent of Mbre; or

2) He/she is under the influence of or affected by 'intoxicating

liquor or any drug'; or

"" 3) He/she is.under.the combined influence of or affected by

intoxicating liquor and, any

Elimination: The process by.which some of the alcohol consumed (2% - 5%)

is removed from the body via the brea4h, urine or.sweat glands.

F.A.S. (Fetal Alcohol Syndrome): .The phenomenon of adverse effects noted

by physicians among offsprings of women who drink alcoholic beverage's

'Orli-tatpregnancy.

Fermentation: The chemical reaction that produces alcoho4 when yeasf and

' sugar are combined. The process by'which wine and beer an manufactured.

Hangover: The unpleasant physical sensations experienced after the e'ffect

of excessive drinking wear off. Symptoms can include nausea, headache,

thirst, and fatigue. No effeCtive cure is known.

Hard Liquor: Term used to refer to distilled beverages as opposed to beer

and wine.

Impaired Driver: The driver whose skill and judgment have. been decreased

due to alcohol. and/or some other drugs or conditions.

Implied Consent 1..pw (RCW 46.20.308): A law which stipulates that by obtaining

a driver's license an individual has Implied his/her consent to submit

to a chemical blood - alcohol level (breathalyzer) test upon the request

of a law enforcement officer Or have his/her driver's license revoked

for six months.
.1
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Intoxication: ,The
4

phylical and emotionaleffects
in Washington, one is lege/ly intoxicated (as
one, has a blood - alcohol, level of .10 per pent

of excessive drinking.

related to driving) if
or higher.

Kegger: (slang) A party held primarily for the purpose of drinking beer.

-Bee& Is Usually supplied in the form o egs. Most common with Junior

let high,,senlor high and
,
college groups.

.

.. . . 4, .,

Malt Beverages: Alcoholic beveragis produced-frombarley, hops, core,

sugar, water, and other ingredi nts. Includes beer, ale;--dtc.,
i f

Oxidatioo: The process by which the 'ilVer converts alcohol Into heat +w . .

energy and releases-carbon dioxide (which is exhaled) + wafer (which

is eliminated as urine). ,,,,t,
'.

Physical Dependence: Addiction to a drug. It has two parts: (I) the user

has vet" painful withdr4wal sickness when he quits using the drugs.

1(2) -the body gets used to the dreg. So it takes more and more of the

. drug to'get the effect the_user wants.

Physiological Dependence: the'physical urge to use a substance that an

Individup cannot control. The individual requires an' increasing dose
.

of the SUbdtance tolget the same effect and physica' withdrawal signs

develop if the substance used is stopped.
.

Poienflate: Taliiralcef drug more effeCtive'oY more powerful; usuellly by
. . .

the meansagf isecond drug:, Fof example, alcoholpotentiates the effects

of many drugs.

Potentiation: If one drug causes a second, drug to be metabolized slower

than -normal, the drug remains in the system lon6er than it is-supposed

:to and the effects of the drug are greatIrmagnified.

4
Presumptive Level: The revel of alcohol concentration in the Wood which

Is legal evidence of intipxlcation.(0.16% in Washington and most other

. 'states).

Problem Drinker: Peoplerwhose use of alcohol creates problems for them-

selves and/or others. Individuals who 'are problem drinker's may or may

mot be alcoholic. b
*

Prohibition: The period in American history from 1919 to 193 when it was
Illegal nationwide to manufacture, transport or sell alcoholic beverages.

Proof: A number wThich is.equivalemi to double the alcohol content of

whiskey (86 proof whiskey contains 43% alcohol).. In Colonial America

the high alcohol contenkof 9 beverage was considered "proven If,

when combined with gunpoWde{, it was capable of burning with a steady

,

.4

-
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PsYcholoqicjI.Opendence: A condition resulting from,repeated use of a. drug
.

..----s--
In.alich the individuamust continue to take the drug to satisfy a

strong emdtiortaiDneed.
.

Skid Row: (Skid had) Term used to refer to the area of cities where

"druien bums" hang out. Also a derogatory term applied to thOse,people. I

.

Social Drinker: A person whd drinks occasionally at social functions and

whose drinking doesnot'create personal or socialrproblems.,/
r-

. ;

Stimulant: Any chemical which increases the activity of the central nervouisw-

'
system, usually resulting in sharpened reflexes, and either sharper. or

distorted perceptions depending on the dose and chemical.

-

v
Synergism: The simultaneous action of separate drugs which, togethe

.1

have greater total effect than the sum of heir individual effi't ;

the potentiating effects are not 'additive + 4 = 6), but are uiti-.

Nplicative (2 x 4 8). (Also, see Drug Interaction.)

.

Temperance: 'Literally, use of alcohol in moderation. Historically,as

'in the Temperance Movement, either use of alcohc in moderation or total

abstinence.
I A

Tolerances Physical tolerance is the body's ability to overcome the usual

effects of edrug so that an increased dosage is needed to achieve the

same effect as before for the individual. Also an- individual's' ability

to compensate for the physical and psychological effects of alcohoruge..

Treatment: Means the broad range of planned and continuing in-patient, out-

patient, and residential servces including diagnostic evaluation,

counseling, medical, psychlatrft,
psychological, social service care, g

and occupatioc 'services which"may IA extended to substance abusers and

which is gee .rd influtfccing the behavior of an individual to

achieve a s ehabilitation.

Whisky or Whiskey: distilled beVerage.madetrom fermenitegrath with

cdritent betwee 80 and 110 proof, and aged in charred oak barrels.

ti I

.Withdraital: After developing physical dependence on a drug, th 14is the

resultof discohtinu/ng its
Intake.With alcohol this causes various

reactionsirom mild disoriAntation,
hAllucinations,shaking, and con-

vulsions to "deliribm tremens" ("D.T.'s").
.

4
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MYTHS ABOUT ALCOHOL

it has been relatively few years since scientists have begun to look

closely at alcohol and the effetts that this substance has on the human

organism. Many of the things Ile currently believe about alcohol are,
thixTfore, things that have been pasSed down to us through the countless
-ceRTUries since alcohol was first used by human beings. It is only natural

0 that some of our beliefs would fall into the category of myths rather than

scientific fact. , .
tr.

Listed below are some of the more common myths. You fay want to kook at

other things you believe about alcohol in light of'current research.

A. ALCOHOL AND PERFORMANCE a

I drive better after a few drinks. Alcohol does not normally increase

physical or mental skills. What it may doiis increase confidence Ind

decrease judgment and self-crjticism The drinker may feel as if his

performance has improved when in reality it may h e lined. ft least

half of the fatal highway accidents involve drinking.

Alcohol. increases sexual desire and ability. Contrary to popular belief,

theirrore you drink, the less your sexual capacity. The depressant action

4 of alcohol lowefs inhibitions. Therefore the drinkker,may respond more

freely 4o sexual stimulation. But,, like other activities, too much alcohol

reduces performance abilities. 1

r

B. ALCOHOLISM

I don't know any 'alcoholics. Maybe you just don't.kriow you know any

alcoholics. Some of your best friends may.have drinking problems. They

don't seem "different," and they usually try to hide their illness, even

from themselves. About one of every ten people w12.9<drink has a drinking

, problem..

109



"Most aedoholics tre skid row bums. Alcoholism shows no favorites. It is

found among alk_dlasses of pebble. it has been estimated that only three

to five per cent of all alcoholics live on skid row. Furthermore, it seems

that only a minority of those living on skid row are .alcoholics.

You're not alcoholic unless you drink a pint a day. There's no simple rule

of thumb. Experts have concluded that how much people drink may be far Ids

important than whe6 they drink, how tiey drink, why they drink, and what

happferis to them whO they drink. .

Most alcoholics are middle-aged or'older. A University of California

research team has found that the highest proportion of drinking problqms

is among men in their early twenties. The second highest incidence eccurs

among men in theii 40's and 50's.

Alcoholics are moralky weak. Although there are still people who disagree,

alcoholism ha been medically and legally classified as an illness. '.Alcoholics

are no more rernsible for their drinking than tuberculosis Relents are

for their coughglg.

All alcoholqcs drink in the morningt Although the craving for a morning

drink is a compon symptom among chronic alcoholics, there are those who

dOn't display il-. It is not when.drinking occurs, but the lack'of co trot

over it when,lt does occur that defines alcoholism.

You can't become an alcoholic by drinking only beer. Even though the

.percentage is'relatively low (2% - 5%), beer still contains the potentially 1111

addicting ingredientethyl aldohol. People who drink beer merely have

to drink morSiiguid tenet drunk than'they would wine or whiskey.

'Alcoholics drink every day. Some alcoholics dr4nk only on weekends, some

abstain for months. Alcohol4sm is not determined by how often people drink,

but whether or ppolithey can control their drinking once they start.

Women don't become alcoholics. -Moen do become alcoholics, bu t are not

as likely to be diagnosed as such, since they are more easily camouflaged 4

by the prote2tive setting of the home. During recent years, the estimated

ratio ofemerto women alcoholics has dropped. The increase in 'the number

of I./omen alcoholics has been explained both as an increase in the willArig-

ness to be treated, and therefore "discovered," and as an increase in
..%

the actual Onumber of cases. ..., I
,

I'm just a social drinker. Just because you never dritk alone doesn't

mean you can't have a drinkirig problem. Plenty of ."social drinkers"

becomesalaaholics. ) /

I ,_
.

t

The really, serious problem in our society is drug abuse. Right. qpd the

number onedrug problenCii alcohol abuse. About 10,000,000 Americans

--1 are addicted to alcohol.

ti

0.

4,
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C. ,ATTITUDES ABOUT DRINKING

People who drink too much only hurt themselves. And their families,

and their-friends, employers, strangers on the highways and you.

Thank God my kids aren't on drugs! If the ?'re hooked on drinking

they'r,-.e on drugs. With ten million Adericans dependent on aicoho

it''s time we stopped pretending it isn't a drug.. The kids' favorite

drug is the same as their parents' favorite: alcohol.

"What a Nan!" Still on his:feet after a whole fifth. When we stop

thinkirig it's manly to drinOt6o much, we have begun to grow up. It's

no more manly to over-drink than it' is to over-eat. Often people who

seem to be able to out-drink, others are developing a tolerance ,for

alcohol and become dependent on it.

wk

Getting drunk is funny. Maybe in the movies or in jokes, but not in

real li.fe!, Drunkenness is no funnier than any other illness.

D. DRINKING PATTERNS

If the parents don't drink, the children' won't drink. Sometimes, but

the hignest incidence cl/ alcoholism occurs among offspring of parents

who are either teetotalers or alcoholics. Perhaps the "extremism" of

the parents' attitudes is'an irhportant factor.

E. HANGOVERS

The best cure fora hangover
they 4611 have one thing i r,1

ventive medicine. If you do

e F. PR6PERTjES OF ALCOHOL

. . . to. Everybody has a faltorite, but

n: They don't work! What works ? Pre-

t drink too much, you won't get a hangover_
*,

Alcoho arms the body/ Alcohol makes the drinker feel warmer because

it causes blood tO rise -h.:). the sts.lh's surface. However, when this happens,

thy' body t9mperature actual-ti lowered because the surface heat is lost.

$
Alcohol cures, colds. Aiihoughsome symptoms of the cold might be tempor-

arily'r,lieved, alcohol does not cure colds:-:

Eating foods made with alcohol can cause intoxication. When a) cohol

is used :in cooki.ng, little remains in'thb food as the alcohol evaporates

when heated. Even if the alcohok is not heated, not enough is used to

hap any effects except for taste. 4,

Mixing drinks causes greater intoxication. Only the-,consumption of

ethyl alcohol, the ingredient common t9 all alcoholic beverages, causes

intoxicl.tion, not the mixing of drinkss A person may tend.to consume

more when there is a variety of drinks3but-it is still only the total

amount of ethyl alcohol that counts.

.

Alcohol Is a stimulant% Alcohol Is about as good a stimulant As ether:.

Vt1TT'linrMila 4gPreis:lart. "The Yfilgt inairteiaalolflfile=itnIria? orho:rraif::Cit;?,

is the,areawhich regulates inhibitions, judgment,.and self-fib ntrol. It is
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the lack of such restraints that causes the apparently "stimulated" or
uninhibited behavior and people may do things they might not otherwise do.

People are friendlier when they're drunk. Maybe. But they're also more

hostile, more dangerous, more criminal, more homicidal, and more suicldal>
Half of all murders and oho-third of all suicides are alcohol related,

Alcohol is-a medicine. It is true that alcohol was called the miracle
of life when the distillation process was discovered around the fourteenth
or fifteenth century. These claims never held up, however, and there
are currently very limited medical uses. for this drug.

It's okay to combine alcohol and other drugs. Using more than one drug

at a time can'be extremely hazardous. The effects may be additive
(2 4 = Pp, multiplicative (2 x 4 = 8) or they may interact in unknown
ways. Malkof the drag overdoses and deaths are related to combining
different drugs with alcohol.

G. SOBERING UP

Black coffee and a cold shower will sober you up. Alleged methods for

sobering up range from hot coffee to cold showers, from fresh air to
food. The oniy effect any of these treatments can have is to produce
a wide -awake drunk.' An awakened drunk, feeling sobered up, may attempt
to perform tasks, such as driving, of which he/she is no more capable

v than thorsleepy drunk. Time is the oniy method of sobering up. There

is no way to

1

increase the oxidatioOre--the rate at which, the

/
body elimi

24
tes alcohol.

.

V

I
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RESPOi11511 DECISION-MAKING

The goals and objectives of this course speak to "responsible

decisions about alcohol use. it Is important to clearly

define this term in order to prevent misconceptions. A

"responsible decision" is different for each individual

I/. based on a wide variety of factors. For some people,,(e.g.

certain religions, alcoholics) the only responsible

decision is not to drink at all." For others, responsible

decisions encompass not only whether or not to drink, but

also, if one decides to drink, when, where, how often,

how much, etc. However, decisions about alcohol are not

limited only to decisions ab ut drinking. A sample of

alcohol-related issues requiring responsible decisions

Include:

- As the host at a party, do you push drinks on your guests?

- Do you let guests drive home from your party when you know they're

in no condition to drive?

- Do you provide non-alcoholic beverages for people who cFioose not to

drink?

- If you've had too much to drink at a party, will you stay at a friend's

house, let someone who's sober drive, call a cab, or drive home anyway?

- If you drive to a party and know you must drive home, will you drink

at all?
,

- If you or someone in your qamily has a drinking problem, will you seek

he When? Where?

The ability to make responsible decisions depends on various factors:

knowing and practicing decisiOn-making skills, understanding the inflonce

of our feelings, epotApps, values attitudes and self-concept on our

decisions, and our' ability to- cope.

to

Due to time limitations, the alcohol inforCalion
.

school is Ilmiteg"as to

how much emphasis can be placed on the issue of decision-making. However,

because of its importance and because opportunities can, and do, arise --

to deal with lit, decision-making must be included as part-trrT iompfettensive

alcohol information school.
.

. . e ;

A. DECIS/ON-MAKING SKILLS ,

People areofaced with many life situations rn Which decis,lons must be

made. Decision-making is something everyone does every day. Because it

is a common act, it receives little a+tention until a person is faced

With an importaRt?ecislon that bas long-term consequences. ''

Al hough the ailcohol information schools attempt to help participants

learn how to make personally satisfying decisions, a *major portion of a6-

instructor's time Invq4ves,developing information or supplying it to par- af4

ticipants: Aithough.extremely important, obtaining Information is orilY

. AW
.00
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segmentcif the decision- making process. A question that should be

asked is, "If you are going to provide information to others, what do Ou ill,

want them to do with that information?" We should provide opportunities

for people to put information p.use.

Decision - making can be defined as a process in which a person selects

from two or more possible choices. A decision does not exist unless there

is more than one course of action, alternative, or possibility to consider.

If a choice;exists, the process of deciding may be utilized. Decision- .

making enables The Individual to reason through life situations, to solve

problems, and, to some,extent, to direct behavibr. -r

There are no "right" answers or outcomes for the decision made, but

rather the decision Is judged on an effective use of a process that

results in

g
satisfying consequences. Important to the development of

these skills is the environment which they are practiced. A non-

judgmental atmosphere would seem st appropriate. Since there Is no

CrIght" apdwer, the person making a decision stilpld be free to select

from any of the choices available.
.

Decision-mOing is a process which can be cSrried out if an individual

possesses certain skills. tit is imperative, therefore, that opportunities

be provided by the family, school and communit)kjor individuals to acquire

and utilize those skills
A

which include: -.h /

1. Admitting a problem exists and facing it:
A person cannot begin to decide about a
situation without first recognizing the
problem or situation does in fact exist.

2. Defining the problem and who owns It:
A person attempting to deal with an issue
must first clearly identify what he/she
is attempting to deal with and then decide
If the pFoble$1 is his/hers, or belongs to
others,' or is a shared problem.

3. /Identify if the Problem can be solved:

There are some things which we simply can
ao nothing about. Once These are identifibd
'as roadblocks, more energy canpe pit into
Dealing with the real issues.

4. Listing alternative solutions to the problem:

A basic step in ecision- making is to

----Identify what alternatives are open to a

person In a situation.

^
A,

5. Predicting consequenbes for oneself and others:
Once alternatives are identified, it is im-
portant to weigh the potential consequences
inmplved in Poch, and then rank them In order 410
of preference.
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6. Identifying and congulting sourc2s of help:

One sh6uld consider what sourcesof help

are available to aid in'Onerating or carry-

ing out alternatives.. In order to, do this,

the person involved needs to have some
knowledge of the resources available or how

to find them. ti

7. Giving help to others when needed and wanted:
The key words in -this statement are needed

and wanted. Help cap only be effective when

these two criteria are met.

8. Deciding and eval,uating the results:

If the decision/did not provide satisfactory

results, another alternative can be <tried."

Evaluation of results alsO allows people
to keep track of their ability to come u,p)

with satisfying solutions.
.

.

.

Skillful decision-makers have greater control over their lives because

they can reduce the amount of uncertainty in their choices and limit the

degree to which chance or their peers determine their future. Two individuals

, may face a similar decision, but each person is different and may place,

differing values on ctutcomes. It is the individual who makes each decision

unique..; Lea fling decision-making skills, therefore, increases the possibility

that each pe on can achieve that which he/she values. Decisions also have

limits. Each
'f.

decision is necessarily limited by what a person is capable

of doing, by what a person is willing to do, and by the environment in

which the decision is tieing made.

B. FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS

The emotions and pressures person is Feeling at any given time can

strongly influence that person's ability to make responsible, decisions.

The individual must be aware of those emotions and Pressures, as well as

the feelings they create. Once the person understands the various

emotions, he/she will be better prepared to reCognIze'an emotion of

feeling when it is everiencedu and better able to Identify the influence

of feelings on his/H6r decisions. This is not intended to create persons f

who are emotionless in their actions. Instead, it can help people

consider all of the factors which influence their decisions ratherdthan

acting purely on emotion.
. .

The method of dealinTsottp feelings in the classroom Is selected by ,

the instructor. It should reflect the comfort level of the participant

and the instructor alike. Whatever methods are chosen should be non-

threatening to all those involved, 'with the end goal being an improved

ability to make responsible decisions under conditions of emotional

pressure.

C. 4ALUfS ANWATTITUDES

Values have been said to be deep, long-laSting commitments to a concept-4

or doctrine that is highly prized and about which action Will be taken

in Satisfying ways. Values give direction to life and may be considered

to be determinants of behavior.



"ka
The term values in_this section is Intended to me e goals an Individual

has identified for him/herself. That processrbf Identi ation is rarely

a conscious effort to sort out all of one's atti des and behaviors and

then categorically state here are my values - 2, 3, etc. More often,

it is a matter of being aware that the things one says and does reflect-

. the values one has unconsciously chosen for/oneself Therefore, she

decisions a person makes are an indicator of the values he/she holds.

The lesson plans in this guide include some activities/designed to help

Participants become aware of and clarify their values related to alcohol.

Thedspedific methods used will vary with every class and every instructor.

Regardless of the method; the key is always helpirig participants identify

in what direction they are headed and hether or not they feel good about

that direction. When participants find themselves feeling'uncomfortable

with the ,values they holdithey oust' be given opportunities to investi-

gate ways to change those values and the corresponding behaviors. This

is more clearly defined under practice (section F).-

Attitudes, on the other hand, are more short term in nature than values.

They are feelings that, people have about issues, people, etc. that

usually ?lay a role In influencing people's decisions.

Attitudes carle'the predecessors to values and usually their impact on

one's behavior is less than the/impact values mdy have.

Since attitudes play 6 role in decision-making, it is important to help

participants become awefe of and deal with their attitudes.

D. 'SELF-CONCEPT

13

Sdlf-concept iS defined herekas the total perception.an individual has

apotiht him/hersetf. That is, being dble to answer, the questions, "Who

am I?" and "Who am I in relation to others?" .41

Self-concept is enhanced when the individual has a strong, positive

feelingeof belonging and a sense of worth. A person who is comfortable

with him/herseAf will be better able fo make a decision in the face.of

peer 'pressure on whether or not to drink and be-lesS influenced by that

pressure than a person with a poor self-concept. ,

As a result of the process of,education, every participant should feel
that he or she is an,IMportantsand wortImitille individual. At the same

time, participants should realize that they are notperfect and that

change can be a very positive thing. P&-ticipants should be able to

identify both thelrstrengths and weaknesses, while erstanding, that'

there may be limitations to what each person can a "eve.

Within the context of the classroom, the Instructor arili the participants

should help each other realize the strengths they possess. Individuals

should attempt to develop poslth'e ways of interacting with other members

of the class. Participants in the class should feel free to ask quest; S,

state thelr,opinions or make observation's without fear of reprisal,
'condemnation or ridicule.. Slafarly, participants should feel free to
be themselves, realizing their relationships within thetclass and re-
specting the rights and privileges of others. At alt times, all involved
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must be sensitive to the feelings of each other. Every .effort should

be made to be positive when dealing with other people. 'Criticism can

become an Important part of the classroom environment when it Is in-

tended to be constructive rather than destructive:

As participants begin to develop strong, positive self-concepts, their

abilities to make responsible decisions will improve. They will be

better prepared to make decisions in their own bpst interests and le

the interest of
)
their fellow human beings.

E. RISK-TAKING

It is human to seek more from life than merely remaining airve. There

is a never-ending search for satisfaCtion in living. As we seek

answers to the questions about what will bring us satisfaction we do

not have absolute answers. Therefore, there is an element of risk

in each decision we make about living.

\We cannot live without "takingchances." But as intelligent beings,

"we should be able to weigh posftle injury or loss against possible

gain and decide whether a risk is\worth it.

A study of,risk--17a-king behavior indicates that taking chances is .

closely tied to an Individual's skills in using the decision-making

.process. Persopal Values also determine how willing the individual ,

is to take Fisks.

There are four kinds of risks -according to Oruker:

- the- rsk one must accept

- the risk one can afford tb take

- the risk one cannot afford to take
j the risk one cannot afford not to take

Rifks always involve some type of gain; however, these gains can range

frpm high to low. This creates a kind of matrix.
ti

r

HIGH RISK

LOW GAIN

HIGH RISKt

( HIGH GAIN ,

LOW RISK

---LOW GAIN

LOW RISK

HIGH GAIN

It may be extremely dffficuit to move people from a high risk personality

to a low risk personality. 14 Is the tendency of'people who are low-risk

takers themseives,to try to change other people's behavior. Instead, It

may be more worthwhile, through the Rrocess of decision-making, to help

people identify the possible gains (ctnsequences) of their risk-taking.

Once this can be accomplished, people can begtn to change from high-risk/

low -gain situations (i.e., alcohol and drug use) to high-risk/high-gain

situations (I.e.; sky diving, motor cycle racing). The risks remain

high, but the potential outcomes are more positively rewarding.

117
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F. PRACTICE
f II%

15

To quote a familiar,saying, "Practice makes perfect." Decisio -maKing

is no excepIion. iklthough perfedtion may never be achieved, practice

can help the individual develop"his or her decision-making"skills.

We all make a Large number of decisions each day, which may range from

very trivial to very major. In every case, the skills of decision-

maklAwcan. be put to use either conyiously or unconsciously.

In the decision-making process, students should become aware of the

steps which Include:

1. Defining the Problem What is the prUlem? Who's problem

is it? Who is being affected?

2. Alternatives -'Have all possible alternatives been honestly

consi4ered?
3. Consequences - For each alternative, have all the possible

consequences teen honestly considered?
4. Cost-vs-Benefit - Have all the consequences been honestly

cOmparebi With each other.?

5. Deciding'-\Was the decision honestly made based on the steps

one through three?

41_ 6. Evaluation - What were thp results of that decision?

7. Reconsider - Should a new decision be made?

8. §teps five, and six should be repeated when needed.

Participants can be given a variety of opportunities to discuss how
;these elements have been Lind in the past or actually putti .ng them into

use, in other types of classroom activities.

H.. CONCLUSI*ON

Instructors cep continually provide participants with experiences which
encourage them to incorporate the elements previously described into
Their own decision-making process. The process should,,kle applied to

a variety of different levels, ranging from major to minor decisions.

This ability to practice will assist the participants when faced with
decisions to make outside the classroom.

The envirtnment within the classroom is critical to the effectiveness
of a comprehensive alcohol education program. How participants interact

with each other ap the Instrdctor will determine to what extent they
will benefit 'from the lessons. Discussions of fbel4ngs, values, decisions
and self-concept are likely to touch on areas that are very important

to each person. The ,instructor and participants must always keep in

mind that each person has the right to)histher feelings and values, and
that in many instances, there may be no "right or wrong" answers. Each

person also has the option to "pass," that is, to choose not to share

his/her feelings with others. The instructor must be especially careful5.

about how he or she responds to comments and questions. If participants

feel that the instructor or other participants will put them down for
what they feel or believe, then they.will seldom express their feelings
and beliefs, thu's missing an important part of the learning process.

118
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. .

information, feelingss values, self-concept, risk-taking, and decision-

making must alecae tonsidered in relation to each other. Each factor

/

.influentes the others and the interrelationships must always be con-

-, sidered. As a result of the process of education, participants should

/ have a better understandingof the ;decisions they malie.and the factors t

which influence those decisions. Tqat understanding should enable them'

to make more responsible decisions in the future.

I

p

t.
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INDUSTRY.

I. MANUFACTURE OF A4.COH01.

A. Types of Alcohol

17

The all used,in beverages is termed grain alcohol, or ethyl alcohol; ,

thy) latter being its chemical term. There,are several other kind* of

alcohol. The mosAomon is termed woad alcohol, its chemical name

being methyl. It is obtained by heating wood In,a closed container.

The resultant vapor is condeneed,into a liquid, hence the name wood

alcohol. it is highly poisonous. When u ed 'as a beverage, death

or blindness may result.

"'-

There is also denatured alcohol. This is a term applied to ethyl
alcoholwhich for industrial purposes has had added to i4 methyl

alcohol, benzine or other substances. These materials fender the

alcohol unsuitable for beverage purposes but do not interfere with its

use .in ijnduStry.

#

;Ethyl alcohol has very wide and valuable utilizations in industry. Some

of these uses are: as 0 sgIvent and in drugs, flavoring extracts,

perfumes; hair tonics, shaving lotions and various cosmetics. It is.

a source mtterial from whichrplastics and certain synthetics come.,

It is also'a source forii which are produced chloroform, ether, ethylene

andvinegar. it is_used in the preparation of soaps, dyes, imitation
*

leather, explosives, celluloid and photographic film. On account of,
.0

its low freezing point, it is used as an anti,-freeze in automobiles.

Being highly inflammable and combustible as a vapor it is valuable for

heat and light and may be used'instead of gasoline, though methyl

alcohol being less explo*iye, is generally used for these purposes.

B. Production Methods

Ethyl alcohOl is commercially produced by the fermentatAon process

using such microorganisms as yeasts and bacteria. The fermentation

of starch and sugar with yeast gives ethyl alcohol and carbon dioxide

as follows in a simple equation:

(C61.410015)n C012°6

Fermentation

;, j 2C2H50H 2CO2

Starch Glucose + Yeast = Ethyl + Carbon

Alcohol Dio441,a

Most of the ethyl alcohol produced commercially by fermentation is made

TA
from the 'blackstrap molasses' that remains as a residue at the sir

refineries after the crystallizable cane sugar has been removed rom the "

cane sap. *
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There are two kindsof alcoholic beverages produced initially by

fermentations: (I)' nendistifled beverages and (2) distilled beverages.

--a I 1
I. Nondlstilled beverages - this category Includes wines, beer,

ale,, hard cider, Of: The concentration otalpohol in wine ranges

from 10 to 23 per cent by vold6, being befTnTien 12 and,14 per cent

/- iniost wines. Wines are fermented frelt.juices. Usually, dry wines

4 have only slight traces of sugar left In them following'fermentation.

Sweet wine (or "pop".wine) contains from 2 to 15 per con% iugar

added-after fermentation is complete. Higher concentrations of alcohol"

in wine (called fortkfied wines) a're secured by adding brandy or .

.

wine spirits at the time of commercial bottling. ,Sparkling wines,

1/4,, such as champagne, contain greater quantities of carbon,didkAde. They

are dry and contain about 12 per cent alcohol.

I ,

u

,

American-made beer usually contains from 4 to 5 per cent 9, alcohol

by volume, and from 3.2 to 4 per cent by weight. Ale, like beer,

t is a malted beverage and contains from 6 to 8 per cent alcohol by

flume. Both beer an(' ale are produced by yeast fermentation of

prepared 'wort' from th flo r of small grains like wheat and barley.
4 ,

Thus, the term 'grain at came into use. 4

Hard cider or apple wine is produced by the yeast fermentation of

sweet apple juice. Mos.t'apple wines contain from 5 to 10 per cent

alcohol by volume.

2. Distilledlgerages - a clals of beverage 13piritsl that'include

whiskey, brandyrum, gin, vodka,vetC.
4.

*
Whiskey is made from the liquid portion of the fermentation tank,

called 'distiller's beer.' This liquid,is distilled in a simple

stilt to produce raw whiskey. Most raw whiskeys are made from

cereal grains and when proper1

e

distilled yield from 60 lo'80

d

per cent alcohol by volume., w whiskey is then aged in barrels',

*eto improve the pavoc.and th bottled. The "proof" designation

on the label indicateS the alcohol content (e.g. 80 proof. i 40%

alcohol by volume).

Brandy, or cognac of French.derivatIon, Is male by, distilling wine.

It contains from 40 to 50 per cent alcohol by volume. Brandy is

aged in wooden casks like *hiskey and has some traces of methyl'

(wood) alcoholeln it.

It.
Rum is a beverage distilled AIN?) molasses derived from sugar cane.

It usually contains.higher levels of alcohol than whiskey.
, 4

Gin is made from neutral spirits (ethyl alcohol) andowater. Juniper

berries and orange peel are added'to the mixture for flavor. The

mixture is either distilled or simply strained. 1ln is usually 80

to 100 proof.
.

Vocla, ilke,gin, Ars a mixture of neutral spirits (ethyl alcohol) and
,

water. Much of the commercial source is 100 proof.
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it is important to note that when used iin the usual

(4 alcohol in one Ain4 44 egad/ 6cn diatitted and

beveitageo. -

HARD

BEER ,
WINE LIQUOR

12 oz. = 5 oz. 1 oz:

(12%) (100 proof)

or

24. oz.

(20%) Or

19

manner, the votume

non -CU atilt
/I.

= ONE

DRINK

4

II USE$ OF ETHYL ALCOHOL

The alcohol of greatest concern in our lives, socially, psychologically

and physically is ethyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol is and'has been used

for a variety of reasons in our.society: Religious, medicinal,

Culinary, social and celebration. A brief discussion of each Is

included below;

.....1" Religious - many gioups use alcohol, Usually wine, during

'ceremonies and special occasions and do not discourage the

responsible use of alcohol by their members. Among these groups

are Catholics, Episcopalians, Lutherans, some Pr sbyterians,
ctCongregafionalists, anfrJews. At the same ti me other religious

groups prohibit the use of alcohol by$their mem ers, e.g. the ,

Mormons, most,Baptists, the Methodists, the,Seventh Day Adventists, 4 .

and the Jehovah's Witnesses.. When discussing the use of alcohol it ,<;')

one4ould be awlre of religious differences and take time to

discuss them.,
.

4

2: Medicinal - in the past, alcohol has been used for 4-variety

of medical problems. Most of these uses have been discontinued

' in lieu of better mediial techniques, procedures, and medications.

Today alcohol may be prescribed by q physician to aid in relaxa-

tion or circulation. However, th racticd is also decreasing

as 'other medicatiOWS and techniques discovered.

si c''' .
3. Culinary - Various wines apd liqueurs have been used for centuries

in the preparation of many foods: ,e.g.beef burgundy, chicken

cacciatore, creme dergenthe over Ice cream,, rum balls, fruit

Ncake, etc: Although these foods do contain ethyl alcohol, it

15 usua ly used In very small. amounts for flavor and has little .

or no 6 ecton people consuming the food.

4. Social 4L,tKe reasons for drinking socially and the situations

where socieri drinking takes place ate 'too numerous to mention. here.

However, it is important when teaching about the uses of, alcohol

to differentiate between social use and abuse of the drug. In our

society we gederally accept the social airiker. As long as people
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drink In a responsible manner, their drinking is considered appro-

priate. If the drinking is irresponsible, that is,injurious to

the individual .or society, it should be identified as problem drinking

and discussed in that context.

. 5. Celebration - for many people in our society it is traditional

to have a drink or to use alcohol on some Occasions such as: weddings,

graduations, holidays, new jobs, wakes, closing a business agreement,

etc. It should be noted that this is only considered responsible

drinking if the drinking is nqt excessive.
o .

III. MARKETING ETHYL ALCOHOL

A. Competition and Advertising

As in all industries, produrers and distributors in the alcoholic

_beverage industry ;vie with Bach other for the buyer's dollar. in

addition to the usual marketing practice, competition operates

within three limitations which are unique to the industry. Two of

them apply to liquor advertising, which is stringently regulated

by both government and by the industry itself: The third is in the

area of price control.

From state to state and from community to community there are wide

variations among the governmental restrictions on advertising

alcoholic bbverages. Frequently prohibited are advertisements containing

scenes of drinking and athletic events. Billboard advertising,

window displays, and prize contests are not allowed jr, some localities.

However, within local, state, and federal regulations, the alcoholic

beverage industry spends about 4.5 per cent of its total income on

advertising.

In accordance with controls imposed on members by the industry itself,

distilled liquors are not advertised on radio or television. Beer

and wine, however, do use these media. Perhaps as a carryovpr from

the prohibition era, the alcohol industry is watchflil of its

advertising, because it aims to create and maintain a favorable

public image.

The same techniques of persuasion are used for alcohol ads as for

other products. 'Many of these common techniques are explained below:

I. Testimonial. An important person may testify that he/

she has used a product. The buyer thinks, "If that person uses

.4 if, it must be good." the person may actually k ow nothing about

the quality of the product.

. 2. Appeal toy the senses. Pictures or sounds are used to appeal

to the senses. The buyer begins to 'tpste' and is motivated'to

buy.
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3. ,transfer.. .A good-looking, sociable, sexy or well-dressed

man or woman may sell the product. The buyer associateS'the
"0-

product with someone good-looking pr admirable and imagines
tha-Aby ,using the product he/she will become like that person.

0.41
4. .Bandwagon. ,Language y be used that suggests that 'everyone'

or-lall the people' are do ng it or using it. The buyer doesn't

waptelo be Left /out, or does not want to appear 'out of it,' and

so bOys the prodWt.

ti

5. -Plainfolltt.: An ad may show an averageperson relmikending the

-product, so the average buyer identifies with that person, takes
the advLce, and buys the* product.

6. Glittering generality. An "ad may use words like 'best,!

'your first, ne's never your last one,' 'the only' and 'great.'

TIM claims love no substantiation in fact, but because buyers
P ar0 bombarded with words that have positive associations, they

midelve positive impressions of the product. 4

7t Appeal to romance or fantasy (similar to transfer). White

knights, green giants, skilled super athletes may be featured
in altommercial. Unreal features and powers are attributed to

. he product but the buyer associates these powers with the
product anyway.

8.' Humor. People tend to remember or at least have a positive
association with en ad that makes them laugh; when they remember
the 0, they think of buying the- product.

9., .Statisticg. Buyers tend to be impressed by statistic . Ads

may leave out contingencies or variables such as whb c ducted

tife study or What kind of people were polled.

'10. Cerdstackihq. Ads may givi_one-sided portrayals of their

products. Only thd beneficialr-aspects are mentioned, not the
weaknesses.

Fact vs. Opinions Statements that are opinions that can't
,/Ire or haven't' been proven carry weight and`Seem like facts if

toe buypr is convincedthe speakers know what they are talking
about.

-,12. Concern for the public good. Ads which claim concern about

social or ecological problems.

B. The Marketing of Alcohol in 1978
0

Each year Gavin-Jobson Assocrate of New York compile a variety of

Aatistics on lipt,or production, distribution, and consumption,
and publish them in The Liquor Handbook. The recently released

4979 edition of this4publication, detailing liquor statistics for
.978, included the allowing figures:
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Liquor Consumption The year,1978 appears to have been the best

..year 05 the seventies for the liquor industry, possibly signalling

the end of a 10-year trend of declInLhg growth rates. Apparent

consumption of distilled spirits in 1978 reached 44,811,590wine

Aations, an increase of 2.8% over 1977. This figure translates to

2.04 wine garkons of distilled spirits per capita, and 3.01 wine

gallons per adult,(of legal drinking age) in theUnited States.
. -

Consumer Spending Consolers spent an estimated $14.9 billion on

distilled spirits, compared to $3.6 billion on wine and $19.7

billion on beer. The three top selling liquor brands in 1978

were Bacardi Rum, Seagram's 7 Crown, and Smirnoff Vodka, with sates

estimated at over six million cases ech.
.

Taxes The Federal Government collected excise 14xes in excess of

S4 billion on distilleespirits, nearly $1.5 biklion on beer,

and '$,197 million on

Advertising Since liquor and broadcasting industry codes prohibit'.

advertising of liquor,on radio-andotelevision, distilled spirits

are advertised in magazines, newspapers, and such outdoor media

p billboards, 'buses, brid taxis. Magazine advertising accounted' , I

for 71% of all distilled spirits advertising by liquor producers

in 1978, at a cost of sil4ghtly more than $181 million. The industry

spent art additional $43 million (17%) on outdoor advertising and

$31.mll.lion (12%) on newspaper advertising, fo* a total advertising

expenditure of $255 million in 1978. (These figures do nqt Include 1111

the advertising expenditures of liquor retailers').
1

Magazine advertising expenditures in 1978 increased a record 52% '

over 1947, and were double the expenditures for 1975. Much of

this change can be attributed to the Seagram Company (36 brands,

including Chivas Regal, Lord Calyert Canadian, and yolfschmidt \

Vodka), which increased its magazine budget from $17 million in

1976 to $26 million in 1977, to $70 million in 1978. Other major

liquor advertisers include: Heublein, $15 million (19 brands,

including Black Velvet, Hereford's Cows, nd Smirnoff's Vodka);

Hiram Walker, $13 million (16 brands, incl ing Canadian Club, ..-*

Kahlua Liqueur, andlTwo Fingers Tequila); Igget Group, $12.5

million (12 brands, including Grand Marnier 1AM/our, J&B Scotch,

and Wild Turkey Whiskey); $nd Brown-Foreman, $10 million (12 brands,

including Canadian Mist, Jack Daniels, and Southern Comfort).

These five companies accounted for 66% of magazine liquor ads in

1978.
l

C. Liquor Sales Regulation
V

When discussing liquor contract laws in various states two major

categories must be.considered--open license states and control.

states. Open.license states are those states where the alcoh0lic

beverage business operates as a private enterprise under state regu-

lation through a system of licensing. In control, states, the business o

buying and selling packaged alcoholic beverages Is, to some extent

operated by the state. Washington is one of the 18 control states

in the U.S. Packaged hard liquor is the most common state-sold liquor.

1r.
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The regulating agency for the state of Washington is the Liquor

Control Board. It consists of three members appointed by the

governor to Staggered nine=year.terms, with the adv.ice and consent

of the Sefiate: The Board is generally charged with;

1) management of state-operated fiquor stores

2) licensing and regulating of businesses and persons-

involved 1nwthe-fhle of liquor

3) preventing underage drinking and over-service

4) regulating the manufacture of alcoholic beverages within

the stale
5) regylation of Advertising of alcoholic beverages

6) enforcement of all liquor control laws

The rules andc,"gulations which spell out the authority of the Board

area too long d detailed to be included_here.

IV. PUBLIC REVENUE FROM THE ALCOHOL INDUSTRY

A quick look at the bottle on the shelves in any liquor store in

Washington would show the average price for a fifth of distilled spirits .

to be about six dollars. This six dollar total price is the result of

a variety of costs, taxes and profits.

RETAIL PRICE
BREARDOW

It CENTS PER

FLUID OUNCE
STATE SALES TAXES

1

PRICE ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
DISTILLED SPIRITS 86 PROOF

RETAIL 56.35

S104

15% STATE SALES TAXES .69

NET PROFIT .94.

OPERATING EXPENSES .52

FREIGHT COSTS

FEDERAL TAXES SI 67

r-

DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUOR
TAXES AND PROFITS

MOS STATE GENERAL FUND

EA STATE GENERAL FUND
28% CITIES
72 COUNTIES

502 STATE GENERAL FUND
AOS CITIES
102 COUNTIES

I
.

d
_FEDERAL AND STATE TAXES
AMOUNT TD $LUT OR 53.5

DISTILLERY PRICE SI 37 Nii:.... sal/ CENT OF THE 55.35 RETAIL

PRICE

RETAIL !RICE S6 35
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These state taxes along with license fees, permitTfees, penalties,

forfeitures, and all other money collected by the board are deposited

in the "liquor revolving fund." ,Part of this fund is set aside for

the operating budget of the Board. All Class "H" chard liquor)

license fees, penalties, and forfeitures, up to $1,000,000 every
two,yemp, are distributed to the University_ of Washington and
.Washington University for medical and biological research.

The excess over $1,000,000 plus 20`per cent of all classes of license

fees are allocated to the Departgept of Sicial and Health Services
for operating the State Office on Alcoholism.

4*

Profits obtained by the state through the sale of alcoholic beverages

are distributed so that 50 per cent goes to the general fund, 40

per cent to cities and 10 per cent to counties. Cities and counties

are required to spend 2 per cent of their share on alcohol related

programs.

/

A specianales tax on liquor sales is divided between 65 per cent to

the State general fund, 28 per cent to cities and per cent"to counties

with the same 2 per cent requirement for alcohol relatediprograms.

The state general sales tax collected on the sale of alcoholic beverages
and the 4t per fluid ounce tax on distilled spirits are allocated

N to the State general fund: In addition, local retail taxesarecollected
ip state liquor stores on wine sales, as is done in the private sector.

;17,415a44/

nvle
LIQUOR TAXES
aira' PROFIT DISTRIBUTION
FORMULA:.

no% 4 5 STATE MIR L RETAIL SAL{S TAX

00% 44 PER I L1/4/JD DZ ON Dint LEO SPIRITS
I/

65% 15% SALES TAX ON DISTILLED SPIRITS.* MALT BEVERAGE tier
50% DRORi L OTHER INCOME

StAlE

Fund/

70 52%

If%

127

GENERAL RIND FOR D S HZ
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF RASHINGTON

ASIINGION SW( tolvERCITY
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During the 1973"calendar year, the grbss state revenue generated by

liquor sales totalled $281,647,781.

Contrary to the national polity applied to mot industries, the

government imposes ?Tice-cutting restrictions on the beverage aldohof

industry. By keeping prices high, government hopes to limit consump-

tion. In eighteen states, retailers by law must adhere to the retail

prices set by the manufacturers. The alcohol indust)4 of cpurse,

promotes high levels of alcohol consumption. However, more-and more

measures are being made to encourage "responsible decisions" about

drinking. Most-noteable are the efforts to discourage drinking and

driving.

11.
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EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

A. OVERVIEW

Current medical doctrines agree-that whatever affects one organ may

influence others, and that physical, mental, and emotional Influences

are interdependent. Any discussion of the physical effects of alcohol

must/ therefore, keep" this interdependence in mind. The result being

tfiit the physical effects Of the drug alcohol may be influenced by

variables which are difficult to mepsure, at best. The atmosphere of

a cocktail party, or that of skidroad, a midod of despair or of elation),

maywell influence alcohol's effects on the individual. With these

important considerations, this chapter -presents information about the

effects'of alcdhol on the body's activities',

Any +pod or drdg (and alcohol is both) taken into the digestive system

is immerses, in powerful chemicals and is tossed about by the muscular ,

Contractions of the stomach and intestines. Most foods, as a result

of this process, are reduced to forms simple enough in molecular and

chemical structure to be absorbed and used by the cells. Alcolgl is

one of the few foods that is already simple enough to be absorbed at

once. Its molecules are small enough and its chemical pattern simple

enough to be'used for fuel almost immediately after swallowing.

The way alcohol is used and disposed of, its metabolism, conststs of

four phases:

1, Absorption, which takes place in the stomach and small intestine,

where alcohol enters the bloodstream.

2. Distribution in which alcohol travels in the blood to each

organ, tissue, and cell. By simple oiffusion, alcohol leaves

the bloodstream, and enters the cells.

13. Oxidation, in which the hemical structure of alcohol is

remodeldb to releas eat and energy. The heat and energy,

or calories, resu ting from the oxidation Of alcohol are used

by the body cells. Whereas most foods may be metabolized in

any cell of the body, alcohol is metabolized chiefly An Ole

dells of the liver:

4. Elimination, during which a small quantity (two to five percent)

of the alcohol escapes unused via the breath, urine, or sweat

glands.
,

Two of the phases of alcohol metabolism, absorption and oxidation, will

be discussed more fully below because they are pertinent to the problems

arising from misuse of alcohol., The effects from alcohol result when

its oxidation lags far behind .I,ts absorption, A

B. ABSORPTION, .

Absorption Is the process whereby the tiniest of blood vessels, the

sapillarles,.in the walls of the stomach and small intestines pick up

Alcohol very soon after it Is swallowed and transport it throughout

the body. Within a few moments after a sip or two is taken, some of ,

129.
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it is detectable in the blood. Once It enters the bloodstream, the
alcohol begins to affect the various organs Including the brain. It

Is during the time lag between Intaketand use, or between absorption and
oxidation, that alcohol's effects are experienced. There are numerous

Influences which may hasten or,dliter the absorption rate.

On the physical side, how fast people drink, their weightwhether they
nave recently eaten, their drinking history, body chemistry, and the
type of beverage and mixer used are all influential. On the psychological
side, the drinking situation, the drinkers' moods and attitudes, and their
previous experiences with alcohol are all contributing factors.

1. Speed i deihking The more rapidly an alcoholic beverage Is '

ingested, the higher will be the peak blood-alcohol concentrations.
Thus, these levels are lower when the beverage Is "nursed" or taken
in divided amounts than when it is gulped or taken in a single_dose.

2. Bod wei ht. The greater the weight...of the body muscle of

an Ind idual, the lower will be his /her blood- acohol concentration

result ng.jfroM a given amount of alcohol. For example, the blood-
alcohol level produced la a 180-pound person drinking four ounces
of, distilled spirits will usually be substantially lowef than that
of a 130 - pound person drinking the same amount in the same length
of time--and ,the larger person will usually show fewer effects.

3. /Presence of food in the stomach. Eating ;tine drinking notably
retards the absorption of alcohol, especially when alcob461 is

consumed in the form of distilled spirits or wine. When alcoholic
beverages are taken along with a substantial meal, peak blood-
alcohol concentrations may be reduced by as much as )p percept.

4. Drinking history and body chemistry. Each individual has a
personal pattern of physicplogical functioning which may affect
his/her reactions to alcohol. For example, under a number of
conditions the stomach empties more rapidly than is normal, and
alcohol seems to be absorbed more quickly. Emptying time may be
either slowed or speeded by anger, fear, stress, nausea, and the

condition of the stomach tissues. In individuals with a long

history of drInking,,tolerance to alcohol develops, so that an

increased dosage must be lised to give effects similar to those

obtained with the originals dose. Thus, a per-Jon with extensive

drinking arnhipms. is likely to require far more alcohol to get

"high" than an inexperiebced drinker. In individuals with serious

far advanced drinking problems, the curve of tolerance is reversed,

and again they are responsive to relatively small amounts of

alcohol.
r-

5. Type of beverage. In all the major alcoholic beverages--beer,
wines, cocktail or dessert wines, liqueurs or cordials, and

distilled spirits - -the chief ingredient is identical: ethyl

-alcohol. In addition, these beverages contain a variety of

other chemical constituent's. Some come from the original grains,

1 3 j
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grapes, and other fruits. Others are produced during the chemical

process of fermentation or during distillation or storage. Still

others may be added as flavoring or coloring. These nonalcoholic

"congeners" contribute in their own right to the effects of
certain beverages, either directly affecting thefbody, or af-

fecting the rates at which alcohol is absorbed into the blood

and is oxidized in the tissues.

Beers, wines, and distilled spirits may'vary markedly in the

rate\.at which the alcohol they contain 'is absorbed into the

blood. In general, the higher the concentration of the alcohol,

the more rapid Is its absOrption, and the higher the concen-
tration of "congeners," the slower is i'ts absorption. The net

result is that beer and wine have slower,effetts than when the
same amount of alcohol is consumed in the form of liquor. How-

ever, any two drinks which contain the same amoant of alcohol

will eventually ve the same effects. Diluting an alcoholic

beverage with a
1

her liquid, suckas water, also helps to slow
down absorption, but mixing with carbonated' beverages hay

increase the absorption' rate.

C. 'OXIDATION

The speed of alcohol absOrptlon generally affects The rate at which

one becomes intdxicated: conversely, the speed of alcohol oxidation

affects the rate 0 which one becomes sober again. Once absorbed

into the bloodstream and distributed throughout the body, alcohol
undergoes metabolic or oxidative changes. These processes occur in

the liver. Alcohol is changed first into acetaldehyde, a highly
irritating, toxic chemical; however, this substance rarely accumulates,
since it is changed quickly into acetate. Acetate (the (ame as that

produced as an intermediate in sugar and fat metabolism) is transformed

into a variety of other compounds, and eventually is changed compleftely
,into carbon dioxide and water. The total metabolic process yields
about seven calories of energy for each gram of alcohol. (This is

compared to nine.calories/gram of fat and -four calories/gram of

carbohydrate or protein.) Almost all of the ingested alcohol is
metabolized by the liver; however, from 2 to 5 per cent is excreted,
chemically unchanged, mostly in urine, breath, and sweat.

1. The Rate of Oxidation may have a small influenCe on behavioral4
tolerance to alcohol, but there are no significant differencei

in the ability to oxidize ,alcohol between the alcoholic person

and the nonalcoholic. Normal drinkers can metalobize on the

average approximately 7 grams per hour of pure alcohol; 8 grams

in the form of whiskey and 9 grams in the form of beer. As a

general rule, it will take at least as many hours as the number
of drinks consumed to sober up completely.

Considerable effort has been devoted to a search for some method
-_which_could effectively speed the rate of alcohol metabolism,

and thus provide rapid sobriety. Recerit interest has been shown

in administering fructOse, a fruit sugar; however, neither this
nor any other agent has yet been found to make any clinically

significant difference in the rate of alcohol metabolism. The

ideas of exercise, fresh MP', cold showers, hot baths, shock or

er-
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black coffee are still tried and may caus a person to feel more

wide awake, but the fait remains that they have no effect oR the

oxidation rate. Ali one can do is wait, and let.the liver do its

work.

D. HANGOVER

4414k 'A familiar aftereffect of overindulgence is the hangover--the.morning-
after,misery of fatigue combined with nausga, upset stomach, anxiety,

a d headache. The hangover Is common and unpleasant, butfarely dangerous.

It ffects the moderate drinker who occasionally drinks too much, as well

as t e excessive drinker after prolonged drinking. With tolerance and

very high prolonged usage of alcohol, hangovers are replaced witil 'alcohol.*

withdrawal syndrome. The exact mechanism is unknown. Symptoms are usually

most severe many hours after the peak of drinking, when little or no

alcohol can be-detected In the body. Although the hangover has been

blamed on mixing drinks, it can be produced by any alcoholic beverage

alone, or by pure alcohol. There inadequate evidence to support

beliefs that it Is caused by vitamin deficiencies, dehOration, fusel.

oils (nonalcoholic components of alcoholic beverages-Wch are relatively

toxic, but present in clinically insignificant amounts), or any other

nonalcoholic components.

E.

No satisfactory specific treatment for hangover is known. There is no

-scientific evidence to support the curative claims or popular remedies

such as coffee, raw egg, oysters, chili peppers, steak sauce, "alkalizers,"

vitamin preparations, "the hair of the dog," or such drugs as barbiturates,

amphetamines or insulin. Doctors usually prescribe aspirin, bed rest,

and solid food as soon as possible. Hangovers can be prevented by drinking

slowly, with food in the stomach, under relaxed social circumstances,

in quantMtes limited enough(to avoid intoxication.

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS

Alcohol is a drug, every bit as active physiologically as many

of the so-called "drugs" that are usually ingested as pills.

Its primary effects are in the-central nervous system although

the whole body is affected.
/

Alcohol Is often thought of as a stimulant, becguSe it appears

to make people more lively and Indeed, in very low

concentrations, it does stimulate cellular activity In most organisms,

from the simplest bacteria to the most c plex Mammals. And, in

R711
smaller quantities, alcoholic beverages slightly increase the heart

rate, slightly dilate blood vessels 1 arms, legs; and skin, moder-

ately lower blood, ressure, stimulate appetite, increase production

of gastric secretion, and markedly stimulate urine output. But as

with most other biologically active chemicals the general physiological

effects of alcohol depend on the amount or concentration in the

specific cells, tissues, or organs affected. In higher concentrations

it can depress function, seriously injure or even kill cells. .
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Alcohol Is -technically considered to be a depressant, since it

primarily depresses functions of the central nervous system. The

reactions afro related not necessarily to the amount of alcohol

drunk, but to Its concentratiop in the blood. When blood-alcohoL

levels are low, their effect is. usually mild sedation, relaxation,

or tranquility. Slightly higher levels, at least-in some-people,
may produce behavioral changes which seem to suggest stimulation

of the brain; they become talkative, aggressive, and excessively
actives However/ these changes are thought to result from depression

of the most highly developed brain centers 'which.norfrally inhibit

or restrain such behavior. At still higher levels? great depression

of lower parts of the brain occurs, producing lack of coordination,
confusion disorientation, stupor, anesthesia, coma, or death.

A

(See brain diagram on page 43.)

F. LONG-TERM EFFECTS

4410

Drinking alcohol in moderation apparently does the body little

permanent harm. But when taken in large doses, over long periods

of time, alcohol can prove disastrous, impairing bOth the quality
and length of life. Structural damage to several major organs,

sucheas the heart,..brafn, and livec4may result.

1 Liver. The most common effect in the liver after alcohol intake,
which may occur after intake of less than intoxicating amounts,
Is fatty liver--an accumulation of lipid or fat in varying
portions in the liver cells. Fatty liver generally appegrs to
have few functional effects and is reversible upon cessation of

alcohol intake. However, recently a syndrome of sudden fatty-
liver deaths has been d6scribed and it has been reported to
be an important cause of sudden death in individuals between
the ages of 25 and 44.

,

Alcoholic hepatitis is usually considered more serious than
fatty liver. It involves an inflammation of the liver and
alteration in the structure and function of its cells. These

events, which by themselves are significant, are generally
considered to be precursors of the Subsequent and most serious
phase of alcoholic liver disease, cirrhosis.

Although the continuity between chronic fatty liver, hepatitis
and cirrhosis has long been susFilated, the question of the

progression of these injuries has never beemreSolved.

4irrhosls of the liver is a major.cause of incapacitating Illness,
and premature death in alcoholic persons. During cirrhosis the

tissues of the 106r change in form. Eventually scarring occurs

and the liver begins to harden. As this occurs, the liver loses

its ability. to carry out'its functions necessary to human life.

Mortality from cirrhosis has risen to the point that in some
large urban areas cirrhosis represents the fourth largest cause
of death between the ages of 25 and 45. Not all those affected

with cirrhosis are alcoholic people, however, nor do all alcoholic
persons develop cirrhosis. At one tune the concept prevailed
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that excessive intake of alcohol by _itself is not sufficient to

produce cirrhosis and that other factors nutrition) must

play a key role. However, recent studies have now shown that
alcohol in large amounts can cause.the whole range of liver Alseases

despite excellent nutrition. Poor nutrition may compound the

problem.

2 Heart. Although the causes of various heart digeases are not yet
fully underStood, concern about the posgible role of alcohol hag been

growing. HoWever, there appear to be contradictory fin'dings,fn two
different phases of research on heart diseaSe.

.

On the one hand, there it evidence that, unlike smoking or high bided -7

pressure, alcohol is not a significant risk factor associated,with

heart attacks. Other stales of nonalcoholic populations have indi-
cated that moderate alcohol use Is actually associated with a lower

risk of heart attack, raising the question whether small amounts of

alcohol may play a slightly "protective" role against coronary heart

disease. This appears to be due to a higher level of HOL cholesterol

(the protective form of ch9lesterol) with occasional drinking.

On the other hand, recent clinical studies as well as experimental
work on cardiomyopathy, a disease of the heart muscle rather than of

the coronary blood vessels, have indicated that even moderate amounts
of alcohol can stress tissue of the caridum, or the main heart muscle.
Medical reports have'verified the occurrence of fatalities due to
cardiomyopathy in alcoholic persons, even where malnutrition, which
formerly was a mien cause of heart disease in alcohplic persons was

not involved. Fortunately, the alcoholic cardiomyefliathy is fairly

Cuncommon as a cause of heart disease.
.

'...4,

Such contrasting findings complicate preventive health care policies

as wAil as physicians' advice to patients regarding alcohol use.

Howear, tire possibility of alcohol having both beneficial and
harmful effects is not necessarily a contradiction. Cardiomyopathy

and coronary disease are two distinct types of heart disease, Involv-
ing 'different parts 0 the cardiovascular system.

3. Gastrointestinal Tr ct. The effects of alcoh91 on other parts of

fl
.\\

the gastrointestinal tract have not been as intensively studied
as those on the liver, but sufficient knowlOge is available to

'indicate that chroniC heavy drinking has%.4ariety of injurious
effects on the 'gastrointestinal system.

When strong alcoholic beverages are taken, the irritating effect
causes direct local injury. The possible sites of such injury are

the mouth the stomach, and the esophagus. An increased frequency

of cancer of these parts of the digestive tract has been reported.

among alcoholic persons. Cancer of the esophagus is increased many-

fold among acloholics.

-- srngestion of alcoholic beverages stimulates acid production'in the
stomach, delays emptying of the stomach, and may damage mucous lining. III
The result is gastritis and a tendency to ulcers.

. Maladies of the small intestine are not often a medical complication'

in alcoholism, but occasionallY they are troublesome. Inability to

t;z
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absorb various substances, fat and some vita Ins have been reported

In alcoholic patients. The mechanism by whi h alcohol affects the

small intestine is at present wiknown. All the intestinal ipjuries

associated with chronic alcohol 'abuse 4peav;to be rapidly dilversible.

4
Alcoholism is occasional ly associated with pancreatitis and pancreatic

insufficiency. ,Individuals with a long history of alcohol abuse show

a diminished response to pancreatic stimulation. Thesse,abnormalitips

are only partially reversible when alcohol is discontinued.

4. CentPal Nervous System. Of all the physlikagical, metabolic and

Pharmacologital effects of alcohOi that have been discussed, the
most common and most important is that alcohol causes intoxication.
Incredible as it may seem, however, there is no general!, accepted

explanation of how alcohol induces intoxication. It has been commonly

assumed that alcohol exerts its fundamental effect upon the brain,by

' interacting in some as yet undefined way with the nerve cell membrane.
The assumption that alcohol interacts perhaps In a nonspecific manner
to impair function, forms the underlying premise of most theories
Of the actions of alcohol upon the brain during the present ceptury.
But, at present, no definitive answer as to the mechanism whenby
ethanol induces drunkenness or sleep can be given with certainty.

32

Although how alcohol causes intoxication may not be known, its

ability to damage the central nervous system has been well studied.

Heavyilrinking overmany years may,resuit in serious mental disorders
or permalenI, irreversible damage to the brain or peripheral nervous

system. Critical mental functions such as memory, judgment, and

learning ability can deteriorate severely, and.an individual's,
personality structure and reality orientation may dis.integratd as

well. ,.
.

.4

With serious brain damage in alcoholic persons, Korsalcoff's syndrome

may result. In this condition, patients cannot remember recent
events, and compensate for their memory loss by Making up fictitious

events. In 'addition, these individuals often suffer from polyneuritis

--an irelammation of the nerves that causes burning and prickly sen-

sations in the hands and feet. Vitamin deficieecy causedby excessive
drinking and inadequate intake of nutritious foods appears to be the

kora

primary cause of this condition. Vitamin therapy is often used to

treat the polyneuritis and memo deficit, although the effects are

not always reversibld and for t jority of affected persons, Only

partial recovery can be anticipated.

Some,sudies indicate an increased rate of brain cell damage associ-
ated with Moderate alcohol intake, while other studies indicate none.

Because of contradiction, this Implication warrants further in-
.

quiry.

5. Cancer. Studies have impliCated the excessive use of alcohol, espec-
ially when combined with smoking, in the development of certain cancers.
Heavy smoking and heavy drinking seem to be particularly implicated

1.35
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in mouth, pharynx, add larynx cancer where heavy intake of both

has not only an additive but apparently a potentiating effect In

increasing risk. Cancer of the esophagus Is also associated with

heavy-consumption ofdistilled spirits. Primary liver cell cancer

is more often seen in persons with history of Zhronic heavy alcohol

consumption. Cancer ot.the pancreas may also be associated with

'alcoholism. i
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6. Alcohol and Nutrition. Mainutelgam, tion is conynonly observed among

alcoholic persons. In recent years this has been more true .of those

found on skid road, but it is by no means rare among those in better

circumstances. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that
alcohol itself represents an important source Of calories. Each

gram of alcohol Provides 7.1 calories, which means that an'average

drink Of 86 proof whiskey contains about 100 calories. Therefore,

heavy drinkers need less food to fulfill their needs. Since

alcoholic beverages do not contain Significant amounts of protein,
vitamins, or minerals, they provide ally "empty calories," and the
intake of the vital elements of nutrition by a heavy drinker may .

readily become borderline or insufficient. Lack of money may also

reduce the consumption of nutrient-rich food by the alcoholic person.

`In addition, eve in a person consuming a ggod diet, heavy alcohol

intake can result in malnutrition by Interfering with the normal
processes of food digestion and absorption.' As a consequence,
there is inadequate digestion of the food actually consumed. Some

of the side effects of gastritis also reduce appetite, ,thereby lessenin
food intake. Moreover, alcohol appears to affect the capacity of the'
intestine to absorb various nutrients,*including vitamins and amino

acids. In addition, malnutrition itself further reduces 'the capacity

of the intestine to absorb various nutrients.

A particularly dramatic complication of alcohol Intoxication is low

blood sugar (hypoglycemia) which, if unrecognized, may be responsible

for, some of the "unexplained" sudden dOiths observed In acutely 'In-

toxicated alcoholic patients. This compOtatIon occurs In Individuals

whose liver glycogen stores., are depleted by fasting or starvation,

or in those who have pre-existing abnormalities of carbohydrate

metabolism.

G. INTERACTION OF ALCOHOL. AND OTHER DRUGS.

In light of the current interest In drug +Ise generally, and the particular

emphasis being accorded'the p?oblems of alcohol as the most commonly abused

drug, It Is pertinent.tp consider thestatus of the inter-reletionshl of

the use of alcohol.in combination with other drugs/ An interaction bet

i alcohol and other drOgs may contribute to fataljAtomobile accidents
and accidental or- suicidal deaths in individuals who have consumed barbi-

turates or tranduilizers while they were intoxicated. Indeed, more alco-

holic persons die from intoxication by drugs other than alcohol than

from alcohol intoxication itself. Moreover, both alcohol intoxication

and alcoholism may affect the dosage requirements and safpty limits of

medically indicated drugs--for example, anesthetics in, surgery and anti-

coagulants after heart attacks.

deo
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The Interaction of alcohol and drugs appears paradoxical. While initoxj-

cated, individuals are more sensitive to many drugs--for example, seda-

tives and tranquilizers; alcoholic persons when sober are unusually

tolerant oif many drugs. This is due to the fact that a single large

dose of albohol leads to the inhibition of the metabolism of other drugs,

while prolonged heavy intake leads to accelerated drug metabolism.

On the behavioral level, many other drug's when used simultaneously with

alcohol are capable of grossly distorting the usual responses expected

from alcoh41 consumption alone. This is due to the combined effects

exerted by alcohol and other drugs on the central nervous system.

The.interactlh result of taking alcohol and other drugs that also

depress the central nervous system may be either additive or potentiative.

An additive effect is experienced when a half-dose of one drug taken with '

a half-dose of another similarly acting drug produce the same effect as

a full dose of either drug alone. A potentiative effect resulis when

half-doses of two drugsAtaken together produce an-exaggerated action

that is stronger than the effect of a full dose of either drug taken

separately. An example of potentiative effect is the combination of

barbiturates and alcohol .whidh produces a depressant effect on the

central nervous system that is much greater than would occur from either

of these drags taken alone. '

During the past several decades, hundreds of new drugs have been produced

and introduced to the public. Many of these drugs are legally obtained

only through itedlcal prescription. Ottops are freely available on drug

store, supermarket, and specialty-shop counters.

Many of these drOgs 'when coTbinedpurposrely or accidentally wi-th alcohol

produce unexpected and possibly harmful effects. For this reason, the

use of any drug with alcohol should be carefully understoocLand any

questions referred to a qualified pharmacist.

1

'Specific Alcohol/Dm; Combinations. Because of the wide variety

in dosages at which alcohol-drug interactions occur, plus' the

great-variation in the types ofvadverse effects associated with

,particular combinations, the following section will focus on the

interactions betWeen alcohol and I
classes of widely

prescribed

a. Anal e ics., Even when used alone, the salicylates --
aspirin being the most common -- commonly cause mild gastro-

inf'as4. nal brood toss and, rarely, severe bleeding. Alcohol

alsoirrIlates the stomach and intestines. Their combination

can cause increased gastritis and fec 1 blood loss.

leol-
Alcohol combined with salicylates iso can-predispose patients

. to delayed clottingland possible hemorrhage, because both

drugs tend to inhibit blood platelet function.
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b. Anesthetics. Both cross-tolerance and synergistic effects 4

can result from alcohol-anesthetic combinations. Patients

who have alcohol In their systems require greater amounts of

anesthetic to induce sleep. With chloroform argt-erther,

cross-tolerance has bedn long obseryed. -

J

After the initial phase of anesthesia, However, the presence
of alcohol results in a supra-additive Interaction. A deeper

narcosis.develops, plus an increase in sleeping time and a

lowering of the concentration of anesthetic that is lethal.

c. 'Antlalcohol Preparations. As a treatment for alcohol abuse,

- 'disulfiram (Antabuse) acts to enforce abstinence. If a

patient taking disulfiram consumes alcohol, the resulting %
accumulation of acetaldehyde will cause a rise In blood
pressure, flushing of face, tachycardia, pounding headache,

fe
eense of apprehension, dizziness, rapid breathing, nausea,
vomiting; weakness; and fainting. Depending on the doses

of the drug aqd alcohol, the effects can be fatal.
. '

. .

d. nttanglnal end Antihypertensive Agents. As a result of an

additive interaction, alcohol may increase the blood pressure-
lowering CaPitIll_b_pf some of these drugs, leading to very

low blood pr4T4Ores, faintness* and loss of consciousness.
.

r , 4.
.1.- é.' Alititoagulants .e.The interference of alcohol withthe metabolism

\n,

of, oral pnticoagUlant drugs is variable, and not predictable,

...41t can Bkiscynically significant. (Athrombin-K, Coumadin,,

PankeriA). 4. .

siAcute Int
I,

eistIon can reduce fhe metabolism of these drugs,

. '
,,loadrag to. anticoagulant effects and the danger

cadhemdrrhage.

f. Anticstulsants. Aiserious Interaction between phenytoin

(Dilan n) and alcohol is the development of cross-tolerance
to'thli anticonvulsant drug in patients with epilepsy who

re also heavy drinkers. Alton 1 apparently,causes
ccelqrated removal of the. dru , making normal doses In-

adequate. Such inhibition cou d incroup the chances that
patients will experience toxi side eflicts with otherwise

appropriate dosages.
-

. .
, .

g. Antidepressants and Stimulants. Antidepressant drugs I clude

a4 fly of compounds of varying chemical structure that

he common ability to stimulate cell function:

Antidepressantscan produce either synergistic or antagonistic
Interactions with alcohol (Sending on the-Optio of sedative

activity to stimulant activity.ot the drug. For example,

one stimulant has a tendency to anfagonize the depressant '

effects of alcohol, whereas another, a depressant, can
potentiate alcohol's sedative effects.

4,
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In addition, antidepressants increase susceptibility to con-
vulsions and should_be administered cautiously in alcohol

withdrawal. Because these drugs produce low blood pressure,
they should be prescrib0d only for alcoholics who can be

carefully monitored.

l'n

Certain alcoholic b verages such as Chianti wine and beer.,

which contain tyram e, present very well known hazardous

effects in combinati with these drugs, duo to whyper-

tensive crisis. These drugs also slow the metabolism of

alcohol, causing intoxication to greater than expected.
. ,.

.,

h. Stimulants. Although it, is logical to expect that such

stimulants as caffeine and amphetamines would antagonize the
deprdssant effects of alcohol on the central nervous system,
the results of a variety of behavioral, mental, and psycho,
motor.tests have been variable.

Overall, the expected antagonism between alcohol and stimu-
lants occurs only sporadically and only in some selected

behaviors. Both caffeine and amphetamines may have either
antagonistic or synergistic action with alcohol, depending
on whether alcohol is releasing Inhibitions or exerting a

depressant effect.

1. Antihistamines. The additive effects 9f alcohc0-antihistamine-
interactions bre well known. The prominent sedative side
effect of antihistamines, experienced as drowsiness, is
increased to such an extent In combination with alcohol that
it is dangerous to perform any hazardous task while taking

thecoribination. Because of the impakmqnt of alcohol-
antihistamine interactions on performance-skills. patieRts

should be counseled to avoid the combination, especially
when driving or operating machinery.

Antidiabetic Agents/Hypoolycemics. Tolbutamide and alcohol '

interact'and cause unpredictable fluctuations In blood sugar

levels. The most serious side effects are symptoms of severe

hypoglycemia. Another dangerous severe alcohol-drug inter-
action with these products is the disulfiram -like reaction

dilcussed above. Because of unpredictability of these
reactions, patients should be cautioned about excessive

intake of alcohol when taking these medications.

k. Antimicrobials/Anti-Infective Anents. In combination with

alcohol, someOf these drugs may cauffa'disulfiram-like
reactions of nausea, vomiting, and Headache, and possibly

convulsions. In general, these iniiikactions are mildbr than

the reactions to disulfiram, and are due to the drugs'

inhibition of alcohol'metabolism.

, 139ti
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I. Barbiturates. The well-known danger to hymen life from

combined use of alcohol and barbiturates appears to result

from a synergistic interaction. The lethal dose for

barbiturates is nearly 50 percent lower In the presence of
alcohol than if is whet' the drug is used alone. Blood levels

of secobarbital or pentobarbital as low as 0.5 mg per 100

ml combined with blood alcohol levels of'0.1 percent can
cause death from respiratory depression. In cases of

severe alcohol-barbiturate intoxication, symptoms include
vomiting, severo motor impairment, unconsciousness, coma,
and death.

.In addition to its potential for direct lethal effects; the
alcohol -drug combination in sublethal doses can seriously
impair skills needed for driving by increasing complex
reaction times, causing some individuals to fall asleep or
exhibit impaired motor skills for several hours.

Alcohol abusers who have developed tolerance to alcohol
exhibit cross-tolerance to barbiturates. Some alcoholics

use barbiturates to alleviate alcohol withdrawal symptoms --
an extremely hazardous practice in view of the low threshold

for fatalities in the combined use of these substanCes.

m. The Minor Tranquilizers. Many patients use drugs from this

class in combination with alcohol because they are generally
unaware that tranquilizers are CNS depressants that can
increase the adverse effects of alcohol on performance\,
skills and alertness.

Alcohol acts synergistically with these drugs to depress
performance tasks and driving-related skills such as in time
estimation, attention, reaction time, body steadiness,
oculomotor control, and alertness.

A recent report of the Institute of Medicine of the National
Academy of Sciences suggests that some of these drugs used
frequently as a hypnotic, remain in the body for several
days. ( When alcohol is consumed the day after this drug has

been taken, driving skills are impairedt the report said.

n. The Major Tranquilizers. The major tranquilizers are also

central nervous system depressants. In combination with

alcohol they produce severe, possibly fatal, depression of
the respiratory center, and impaired herWic functions that
result In toxic manifestations. Use of -tranquilizers to

control alcohol withdrawal can be hazardous, because they

increase seizure susceptibility. In addition, low blood

pressure, a side effect of these drugs, can be exacerbated
by'alcohol. Several studies in humans indicate strongly,
but not conclusively, that alcohol in combination with any
of the major tranquilizers impairs driving skills.

o. 'Narcotics. Alcohol potentiates the depressant effects on the
central nervous system of the narcotic analgesics. Although

research has found increased impairment of motor activities
due to synergistic effects of morphine and alcohol, no

Similar results appear for codeine.

14 U
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teveral epidemiologic studies suggest that combined use of

morphine and alcohol potentiates the effects of both drugs

and Increases the probability of death. Although the nature

of the interaction is not known, repeated exposure to alcohol
.1 appears to increase sensitivity to morphine, and vice versa.

Other opiates have been ported to be Involved frequently

In deaths due to alcohol -Drug combinations.

H. FETAL ALCOHOL

Alcohft when
of the unborn

SYNDROME

abused during pregnancy ban affect the delicate system

baby.

Recent research reports indicate that heavy use of alcohol by women

during pregnancy may result in a pattern of abn
spring, termed the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.

lities in the off-

Fetal AlcOhol Syndrome describes infants born with a definite pattern

of physical, mental and betkioral abnormalities?

Fetal 'Alcohol Syndrome babies are shorter and lighter in weight than

normal. They may also have abnormally small heads, facial irregularities,

heart defects and poor coordination.

Many Fetal Alcohol Syndrome infants are mentally retarded and show a

number of behavioral problems.

areStillbirths and mIscarriag s a of a high frequency among women who

have used alcohol heavily uring pregnancy.

At present, we do not know'exactly how much alcohol, consumet over

what period of time, is needed to endanger the developing baby.

, --

BUT

Based co research it is believed that a Pregnant woman dearly risks

harm to her baby if she drinks three or more ounces of absolute alcohol

per day. (Six averaged sized drinks)

Between one ounce and three ounces, there is still uncertainty and

caution'is advised.

Tote completely safe, the best advice is to give up drinking while

you 9re pregnant.

Pregnant women and those likely to become pregnant should discuss their

drinking habits and the poteritial dangers with their physicians.
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THE PATH OF-ALCqH0L IN THE BODY

(Further explanation of each area is contained in the main body of

this section.) The statement. numbers are keyed to the diagram on the

following page.

1. Alcohol is taken into the body through the mouth and travels,to

te stomach via the esophagus. Alcohol, 1VI its initial state, Is

in'a form which can be immediately used by the body.

2. in-111W stomach, the alcohol is subjected,to a number of chemicals,

Because it is'already in its simplest form, these .chemicals have

little affect on the alcohol. Some of the alcohol Is absorbed
into the bloodstream directly froM the stomach, where it stimulates

gastric secret4on.

3. The remaining alcohol travels to the-small intestine where it is
absorbed into the blood.

4. Once in the bloodstream, the alcohol travels, to all parts of the

body. It affects heart rate, blood pressure, appetite, urine output,

etc.

5. Alcohol also affects the brain causing a variety of reactions
ranging from relaxation to unconsciousness and death, depending j
on dosage.

6. In the Liver, ilia chemical, alcohol undergoef the process of
oxidation, whereby it is eventually changed into carbon-dioxide,
water, and a release of energy. These chemicals re-enter the

bloodstream and move on to the kidneys.

.* The kidneys filter out the end prodots of the oxidation process,

which are finally excreted out of the body.

8. About 95-98 percent <A' thetcohol under es steps 1-7; however,

the remaining two to five percent escapes unchanged-via sweat, the
breath, and the urine.
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BEHAVIORAL-EFFECTS

A. OVERVIEW

41

Alcohol's effects on the brain and nerve cells, and in -krn on human

- behav4or, are similar to those of chloroform or ether. The Intoxicating

action of alcohol affects the brain first, since the brain Is highli".

sensitive even to very low alcohol concentrations. The disturbaneec

which-result are shown in the actftlties of the organs controlled by

the brain.

One characteristic of alcohol is not all the nerve centers in the brain

are affected by the same blood alcohol level. Some nerve centirs are

more resistant than others and are not affecteeby low blood alcohol

_levels. For example, the nerve centers controlling the automatic processes

such as breathing are the last to be affected. The first to be affected

are the centers controlling the higher functions that have been learned;

among these are the Inhibitions and judgment. elt is always important

to reRember that the degree to which people are affected Is not always

reflected in their behavior. Because people react differently'to alcohol,

there is no way of telling by outward behavior how much alcohol a person

has consumed.

ONO

B. DEGREES OF IMPAIRMENT

As was - stated earlier, the exact process by which alcohol causes intoxica-

-1-i-en is Oot clearly understood. How ver, it is commonly assumed that-

alcohol works to reduce or depress the functions of nerve cells in the

brain, Although the process is not known, the results of that intoxication,

hich we see as drunkeness, are relatively predictable. Blood Alcohol

416 vel (SAL) is a measure used t9 classify a person's degree of intoxication.

It refers to the ratip -of alcohol to blood in the body: e.g., a blood

alcohol level of .10 percent means that there is one part alcohol for

every thousand parts of blood. The following blood alcohol levels are

based on a 140 pound person who has consumed the alcohol over a short

period of time-(one to two hours). Each drink is considered to contain

one ounce of alcohol, the amount contained in one can of beer, one shot

of whiskey, or one glass of wine. It should be clearly understood that

these blood alcohol levels.and behaviors are approximations, since there-

are at least ten factors alone or in combination with other factors which,

may influence a person's respoKse to alcohol (see Section C).

Refer to brain diagram on page 43 for the followirlg section:

One to Two Drinks - (.01 to .04'BAL) osC

The first parts of the brain tote affected by alcohol are the outer

layers of the cerebrum. The cerebrum contains the centers-of association

of the brain, e.g., judgment, reason and inhibitions. The depl-,esion

of these centers begins to a mild degree, when the blood alcoho4 level

reaches .01 to .04. At this stage, a person may become more refixed .

and there may be a slight decrease in fine skills, but major changes

in behavior are usually not oblervable at this point.
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Three to Four Drinks - (.05 to .10 BAL)

42

As more alcohol renters the personblood, its effects begin to reach
deeper into the brain tissue, aff tang the cerebrum. After three or
four drinks, the blood alcohd) level reaches .05 to .08 and begins to
produce a feeling of relaxation as deeper areas are affected. At this
point, somei of the higher motor and sensory areas are also affected.
This causes a decrease in fine skills and a reduction of the person's
abality to respond and perform. at this stage are likely to be
more talkative, noisy, and moo y, and to Teel more alert and more capable
than normal, when in actuality, has been reduction in their re-
action'tiMe, judgment, and ability to respond to emergencies. Thus,
as their actual ability to perform decreases, their confidence in that .
ability increases.

Five to Seven Drinks - (.11 to .18 BAL)

As the blood alcohol level approaches the .09 to .15 ieveJ, the effects
of alcohol extend out of they(arebrum and into the cerebellurg. This
area of the brain is,an espiskitial link in coordinating sensory impulses
and motor activity. Alcohol's effect here is to greatly impair the person's
ability to respond to stimuli. The drinker's senses of hearing, speech,
vision and balance are altered. Decreased sense of pain, staggered gait,
and slurred speech may also be evident.,

rev:e#4,4,
Eight to -Twelve Drinks - (.19 to :30 BAL)

With eight to twelve drinks the blood alcohol level has reached the .19
to .30 level. The entire cerebellum, which controls perception and
coordination, as well as portions of the medulla, which controls in-
voluntary functions, may be affected., Reflexes are depressed, body
temperature may decrease, and circulation is impaired. iJnconsciousness
may occur. At this point, gross intoxication of al,1 physical and mental
,faculties is evident.

More Than Twelve Drinks - (.30 and Above BAL)

Fortunatel,y, most people in this condition are not in a position to drink
anymore. -They are usually unconscious and will remain In a coma until the
body has disposed of enough alcohol so that the nerve centers controlling
Consciousness may begin to function again. It is important to realize
that drinkert in this condition are near the point of death and may die
for one of two reasons if left unattended. One, if there is unabsorbed
alcohol In the person's stomach, the absorption process will continue
even though the person is uncpnscious and can build up the alcohol level

in the body to the point of .40 to .50, which is enough to stop the
breathing process. Asecond reason for death while in coma is vomiting,
whigh_ may cause the unconscious person to choke. For these reasons, a
drinker In a coma should never be left unattended and medical help should
be found.
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C. FACTORS WHICH INlUENCE THE BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

When discussing the average effect of a given blood alcohol level on an
average person, It'is important to keep In mind a number of factors which
influence how people respond toalcohol. These factors include: ,the type
of 6Icoholic beverage, how much of it and how fast one drinks, whether
one has eaten, body weight and personal body chemistry, the situation and
mood one is In, one's attitudes about drinking, and one's drinking experience.
(Explanations of other factors can be found on pages 27 to 28.)

Here are a few examples:

1. Situation. Often, we unthinkingly regulate our behavior when we're
drinking, dep6nding on where we are and who we're with. A young
person, having dinner with a friend, may feel slightly high after
one drink. But when having dinner with the boss the next night,
one drink may have little or no effect. The individual is keeping
a tighter ?rip on his/her Eire;Vior.

2. Mood. People's emotions can also affect their drinking behavior.
When at ease and comfortable, they are likely to stop after feeling
the relaxipg effect of one drink. But at another time, when they
are tense or angry, they might feel pressured to continue drinking
until their minds no longer focus on their problems.

People's reasons for drinkihg can actually affect their reactions
to alcohol, too. Someone who is drinking to have an excuse for acting
out may unconsciously exaggerate the effect that alcohol is hewlng,
while people who boast thgt they can hold their liquor may succeed
in masking the efiects of the alcohol.

3. Drinking Experience. Those who are used to alcohol recognize when
it is beginning to interfere with their judgment and coordination.
Certain reactions warn them when to stop drinking and when to control
their behavioq.

Inexperienced drinkers do not have a clear picture of how they will
react to alcohol nor have they learned to control their reactions.
In fact, since they are expecting something to happen, they may
purposely behave with less control. They may also be unsure of fhen
to stop and may drink more than they can handle..

D. DEVELOPING TOLERANCE TO ALCOHOL

There are many people who believe that with practice a drinker can develop
a tolerance .or resistance to alcohol. They point to the fact that-experi-
enced drinkers develop the ability to 'hold their liquor" without outwardly
shctsing the effects of it. Since there are so many misconceptions about
this, we need to examine more closely Just what is meant by tolerance. r

There are two kinds of tolerance which outwardly appear the same but which
actually are quite different.

Tissuejolerance. There Is some evidence that prolonged regylar Intake
of alcohol in large doses can create what is called tissue resistance.
The body's nerve centers, in a desperate attempt to keep the body processes
functioning in balance, attempt to compensate for the depressant effect

1.47.
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of the drug. The more they compensate, the more alcohol must be taken

to obtain the same degree of effect. Thus, up to a point, people can

1111develop a resistance in their nervous systems which enable them to off-

... set the depressant action of alcohol. In that sense, experienced drinkers

.will be more in command of their faculties thaw beginning drinkers having

the same blood alcohol level. However, such tissue tolerance is .developed

only after pr longed drinking regularly in more than normal amounts. The

average driiiier does not develop this tolerance to any significant degree.

_a.

Psychological Tolerance. There is another type of tolerance which most

drinkers do develop. It is Called a.pAkchological tolerance. This is

learnipg process, not a change in the functioning aiotthe nerve centers

,as.occurs in tissue tolerance. These drinkers learn to compensate for

the effects of alcohol much as a sailor learns to walk across the deck

of a rolling ship. They learn what to eApect sothat if circumstances

require it, they can control their behavior and perform accordingly.

For example, with concentrated effort, some people can walk a straight

line even though their blood alcohol level his reached the point of

seriously affecting coordination.

4
It Is this psychological tolerance that fools peciple into thinking that

a drivker is sober. That is why by,observation alone one cannot deter-

mine to what extent alcohol has affected the faculties of a drinker% The

fact that they look and act sober does not mean that they are any more

capable of skilled pertprmance than the beginning drinker who may appear

intoxicated.

0

(
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. DRUG CLASSIFICATIONS
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. Drugs can bejAassified by a variety of systems. They tan be separated

in different Broad categories using legal, medical, drug action, and some

social systems. Some overlap does occur among these Systems and as a result,

% tbere can be some confusion as to what is meant bye certain classification,.

of drugse . b. .

.

.

OTHER DRUGS
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tllLega Classifications IP' ',

*This sy stem rs used by the American legal and enforcement structure tca regu-

late theuie of dangerous dFugs.' According to the Controlled Substance Act,

t
five schedules are,, established for controlled substanpes and most dangerous

drugs are placed in one orthose five classifications, However,sa fet drugs,

especially socially accepted drugs, are omitted. Alc hol: reported to be

the most used and abused drug inthe U.S: is not lisf;ed on this schedule

system so it ha; sane limitations. A description of the fkve schedules

follows:
,

, . .

Schedule substances. ()rugs In this schedule are those that have.no

accepted medical use in the United States and have a high abuse potent al

Some examples are heroin9mac1juana, LSD, peyote, mescaline, psilocybin, r
the.tetrahydrocannabinols, morphine methylsulfonate, nicocodeine,,a nd

,
,

nicomorphine. . r
.

. A

Schedule II substances. The drugs, In this schedule have a high abuseapo-

tentlal Alb. severe psyChic or physical dependence liability. Schedule II

controlled substances consist of certain narcottt'drugs and drugs containing

amphetamines or methamphetamines as the single active ingredient or in cof-P

bihation with each -6ther. Example:1SW Schedule II controlled substances

are: opium, morphine, codeine, /iethadone, pantopon, Meperidine, cocaine,

straight amphetamines and methamphetamines. Also in khedule II are

amobarbital, pentobarbital, secobar'bital and mpthaqbalone.

Schedule III substances. The drugs in this schedule have aft abuse ppten-%

tial,less than those in Schedules 1 and II and include compounds containing

limited quantities of certain narcotic grugs and'nonnarcotic drugs, such

es: derivatives of barbituric acid, except those that are listed Ins

another schedule, methyprylon, chlortwadol, phencyclidine, nalorphine,

' bepzphetamine, and pfiendLmetrazine. Paregoric isein the schedule as well.

kegs .

Sched IV substances. The drugs in this schedqle have an abuse poteptial

less than those listed linl.Schedule-111 and include such drugs as: barbital,

piqenobarbital,zethylphenObarbital: chloral hydrate, meprobamatepsand

Mentermine.

Schedule V substances. The drugs in this schedule have an abuse potential

e less than those listed In Schedule IV and Consist of preparations containing

moderate, limited quantities of certain narcotic drugs,fgeneraily for antl-

cough and antidiagrhaal purposes, which may be distributed without a

-prescription order.

Le13
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Medical Classificationt

Physicians, dentist, nurses, pharmacists and'otheit medical professionals

rely upon another classo4fidationioystem. Drugs are groupedaccording to

the action of the drug upon organic tissue.. ()rider this system, there are

analgesics, anesthetics, diuretics, antibiotics, antihistamines, vaccina-

tions, antipyretics, anti-inflammatory agentt, anticoagulants, antidepres-

vnts, and so on. This system is combined with another system, the drug

action system, to fill some of the gap's, such as the stimulant drugs cate-

gory. K

Social Classifications
#

Drugs can also be grouped by their source. Accoringly, there are'prescrip-

tion drugs, over-the-counter drugs, non-drug drugs (also; called-socially

accepted drugs), illicit drugs, and alternative drugs. The latter category

refersto home rejdies used as.a substitute for a medication. An example

would be' milk or raking soda as an antacid! Other items considered as

rAdrugs by some professionals are poisons and food additives, Additional

1.7,methods of classificztjon in the social category are the routefof ingestion

and the area -of the body mest affected by the drug. Also, some people refer

to drugs by the.disease it is intended to control, such as arthritic and

Cancer drugs.

Druq,Action Classification

The most widely a ccepted methqd is the drug action system. By it, drugs

are classified according to the action prOduced upon an organism's nervou

system. There are five (and sometimes six) categories which are briefly

described as f011ows:

4k
1, Stimulants

They increase functional activity. These stimulants include amphe-

tamines, amphetamine-like drugs, or equivalents; as well as the so- called

minor stimulants, such as the socially'accepted drugs nicotine and

caffeine. Cocaine, a drug which is both a stimulant and an analgesic,

is generally considered as a stimulant drug. er stimulant,

when admPniitered to hyperactive dr n, produces e pare-

xical result; it slows down activity 11 e p depressant. 0/ten-

imulant drugs are used for weight control because they decrease one's

tite.

2. Depressants e
They decrease or slow down functional activijy. Som- etimes referred

to as edatives or se4ative hypnotics, depressants include barbiturates

and inh ants (volati inhalants). They act on the nervous system

to re ce anxiety and muscle tension, If takqq in large volumes,

they can produce sleep. Sedativihynotics are the most prescribed

drugs to the U.S.

3. Hallucinogens

Ttiey cause some degrees .of distortion of a Iffy by altering one's

perception. Some professiondls refer to is category as psychedelics.

Included are LSD, mescalkne, psyllo4bi , STP, DMT, and p ummerous others.

150
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Hallucinogens intensfly emotional reactivity (wit h rapid swings and

great lability) °create a relative sense of timelessness bordering on

eternity, and can shift thinking to a deep, symbolic integrative level

resembling dream states. Marijuana falls.into this category according

to the pharmacological properties, although it is _listed as a narcotic

by law.

4. Narcotics

They are usually products of the opium poppy that sedate and suppress

pain at well as reduce activity. Examples are heroin, morphine and

codeine. Some synt etic narcotics meperidine (Demeral) oxycodone

(Percodan), and methadope.

5. Tranquilizers

They are psychotherapeutic agents used in psychiatric medicine.

Basically, they are muscular relaxants which relieve anxiety and eKdit-

ability. TranquIlizers.are further divided into two categories, major

and minor tranquilizers. Major tranquilizers act upon the human brain

to control psychic thinking. Examples are meprobamate (Miltown, Equanil),

chlordiazepoxide (Librium) and diazepam (Valium). .

.6. Volatile Inhalants

They are substances which are ingested by breathing or smelling. Most

act quickly upon the tissues as a depressant, slowing down respiration

and other bodily functions. A few substances, such as Nitrous Oxide

andrAmyi Nitrite have medical uses while most others involve recreational

use. Other examples of inhalants are nail polish removers, model

airplane glGe, spot removers, gasoline products, and aerosol sprays.

,412
A number ea commercial prOducts do bot fall neatly in these categories.

For example, most over-the-coUnter medications are mild forms of either

stimulants and depressants. Some professionals consider this group,of

drugs to be a separate category of drugs. Included in -this group would

be teXatives, cough preparations, sleep aids, pain relievers, sedatives,

and aspirin products.
,

B. EFFECTS'OF SELECTED DRUGS

There are many ways in which different drugs can affect a person -- physi-

cally, mentally,,emorionally, and behaviorally. It is vital for people

to be aware of the desired elects as well as ay adverse or side effects

which might occur. Knowing what effects a drug might have on human nhction-

ing can theiconsumer in taking an necessary aecautlons (such as,

not ope ating machinery while taking antitilstamineit). Below Is a selection

of commonly used and"Msed drugs and a summary of the effects on human

functioning.

1. Marijuana. -

N.Marijuana and hashish are obtained from the hemp plant (Cannabis

Saliva). The ingredient In cannabis that produces the.typical effects

on mood anq perception Is called THC (Tetrahydrocannabinol). Marijuana-

and hashish ace usually smoked in either hand-rolled cigarettes or

151
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specifically designed pipes.. Hashish Is usually mixed with tobacco

for smoking. Cannabis preparations can also be swallowed, usually

mixed in food. Smoking glyes.a more rapid 'appearance of the drug's

effects than swallowing, and allogs the experienced user better

control over the effects.

'Short-term effects are those which appear rapidly after a single dose

is taken and disappear within a few hours or days.

The most common short-term effects of a small dose of marijuana are: I

(a) the "high" -- a feeling of euphoria, and a tendency to talk' and

laugh more than usual. This is similar in many ways to mild

alcohol intoxication.
(b) an increase in the pulse ratd.
(c) reddening of the eyes.

(d) a later stage in which the user becomes quiet, reflective, and

sleepy.

The whole experience is usally over in a few hours.
5e .

. .
.

At larger doses, these effects are increased and the user may mis-

judge the passage of time, .so that a few minutes may seem like an

hour. Perception of sound, color and other sensations may be sharp-

' ened ordistorted.

Cannabis impairs short-term memory, logical thinking, and.the ability
to drive a car.or perform other complex tasks., When cannabis is combi

with alcohol, barbiturates or,certain other drugs, it increases their

effeCts on thinking and behavior.

At very large doses, the effects of cannabis are similar to those of

LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs. The user may feel confusion,

restlessness, excitement and hallucinations. These may cause anA ty

or pani$, and even precipitate a true psychotic episode.

Long-term effects are those provoked by repeated use over a long period

of time. Less4Os known about these, but the following have been des-

cribed:

(a) Moderate tolerance develops -- more of the drug is needed to

produce the same effect.
(b) With large doses, some of the THC remains in the body for several

days. On repeated use, the level in the body builds up. .

(c) About one out of 20 regular users becomes psychologically dependent

on cannabis: the drug becomes so°central 30 the person's thoughts,
emotions and activities that it is extremely hard to stop using it.
This, rather than physical dependence, is the real meaning of being
"hooked.':

(d) Heavy users of cannabis also tend to be heavy tobacco smokers.
The tar content of cannabis smoke Is at least 50% higher than that
of tobacco. Heavy cannabis users therefore run an added risk of
liing cancer, chronic bronchitis and other lung'disease.
51ash-backs (sudden feelings of being "high" without having taken
any drug) may occur in regular users,-especially those who have

used LSO or other hallucinogens before. These are usuallyfright-

ening experiences. 152 S

(f) Regular heaVy use, especially bypenagers and young adults, may

lead to loss of energy and driy4 slow confused thinking, ana lack,

of interest In any planned activity. This is called the "arotf-
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vatlonal syndrome," apOusually dfsappeacs slowly when cannabis use
is stopped.

2. L.S.D.
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LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) is a semi-synthetic drug derived from
lysergic acid, an alkaloid found in ergot, a fungus which grows on rye

) and various other grains. When pure and laboratory produced, LSD is a

white, odorless, liquid soluble powder made up of fine crystals. How- ....

eve , almost all drugs may be produced in white powder form and it is
fficult to tell by sight just what drug it Is. Street preparations

of LSD are usually not quite white because they are often mixed wtith
other substances or are not pure to begin with.

ea.! LSD,may also be packaged in capsules, tablets, or in liquid form. In

these case, it'wlIl appear in various sizes and colors.

. .

LSD is usually taken orally but may be sniffed or injected. The street

drug preparations usually range from 100 to 700 micrograms though
20-25 micrograms,( 1.e. 1/700,000,000 of an average man's body weight- -

154 lb. or 70-kg--) will' produce a reactions

Short-term effects: Generally effects are felt within an hour (if in-

jected, even sooner) and will last from two to 12 hours. The effects

of the drug do not cease all at once but taper off slowly, leaving the

user with periods of fa-et-in no effect and periods of feeling the drug

working. In some cases, the effects have been known to linger several

days.
A

Significant physical effects of LSD are almost entirely on the central

and autonomic, nervous system. Shortly. after taking an effecti dose,

the user may have Increased blood pressure, a rise in body temper ure,

dilated pupils, and a rapid heart beat. Muscular weakness, tremblin

nausea, chills, numbness, loss of interest in food, and hyperventilation

(breathing too deeply and rapidly) are also likely to occur. Body motor

skills and coor'dination will be impaired. (this has been shown in

tests examining driving ability under the influence of LSD.)

Pr

Significant effects cm perception, thought, mood, and psychological

processes are also experienced. A user of LSD may feel several dif-

ferent emotions at the same time or swing rapidly from one mood to

another. Senses of hearing and sight might be intensified or merged.

LSD diminishes an individual's capacity to differentiate the boundaries

of one object from another and of the tlf from the environment. for

some this is a pleasant sensation but for others it may produce a

panic reaction.

Sense of time may also be disturbed. Convulsions have been known

to occur. insomnia may follow even after the waning of the effects.

Depending on the severity of the reactionhort-term effects may be
treated by one or a combination of the 'following:

a) reassurance in 5 supportive environment;

b) administering ant5-anxiety agents;

c) administering phenothiazines;

d) induction of sleep with barbiturates.
153
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Long-term effects:

(a) Flashbacks -- spOntaneous reoccurrences of the original LSD

experience without having taken the drug. This may take place days,

weeks4 or even many months after LSD has been taken. This may cause*

panic and fear and/or a need for treatment. it is particularly dang-

erous because these flashbacks occur without warning and might take

place when a person is driving or using other machinery.
111

A
A

(IA' May trigger mental iess -- prolonged serious depression and/or

anxiety. Thinking, judgment, and perception may be distorted for

weeks or months after a "bad trip".

(c) Psychological dependence may develop. This is a state in which

taking the drug is so central to a person's thoughts, emotions, and

Vivifies that it is hard for him to stop.

(d) Although in humans there are no known deaths directly attributable

te LSD, there have been cases of suicide, both attempted and realized.

3. P.C.P
&

Phencyclidine ydrochloride (PCP) is a white, crystalline powder readily

soluble in wat 1' or alcohol. it has been found on the street since

1967, when It irst appeared as the "PeaCe Pill". It has also been

.called "Hog" a d "Angel Dust". Often, phencyclidine is found in variou

drug mixtures, e.g. LSD and PCP. As a street drug, PCP may be smoked,

injected, ingested as a liquid, or taken in tablets and capsules in

many sizes, colors, and dosages.

Phencyclidine is a'Wthetic drug, unlike any natural component of the

body and Ehemically unrelated to either LSD or mescaline. Originally

developed as an intravenous anesthetic for humPan use. PCP was discarded

due to its considerable undesirable side-effects such as convulsions'

during surgery, and after-effects of delirium, visual disturbances,

and agitated behavior.

in humans, phencyclidine is a difficult drug to accurately classify -

singe it produces different kinds of effects at different dosages.

The effects may resemble those of a stimulant, a pain killer, an anes-

thetic, or a hallucinogen. Not all people react in the ume manner

to the drug, even under similar dosages. Reactions as different as

stupor and euphoria have been observed in experimental studies.

The effects of phencyclidine on the nervous system vary with the dosage

and with the method of ingesting the drug, as well as with other.

factors such as place,, feelings of the user, other people present,

and the user's past drug experiences. An intravehous injection of

PCP will produce effects within a few minutes. In order to get the

same effects by ingesting the drug orally, one would have to faith

more of the drug,.and wait a longer period of time.

Acute effects are usually over within a matter of hours. 1111
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It has been suggested that PCP acts primarily on the sensory 91ortex, -

thalamus, and the 'mid-brain' in such amanner as to inhibit,an Indivi-
dual's ability to integrate internal and external information. The

drug seems to be able to bring out individual psychopathology which
may previously have been hidden. People who have taken PCP' often lose

theikability to sustain directed thought and to think sequenflally
while affected by the drug. Frequently, individuals exhibit negative

feelings or outright hostility to their surroundings.

Short-term effects: In low do:4as, PCP causes a slight increase in

a person't rate of breathing, and respiration becomes shallow. There

is a more noticeable increase in blood pressure and pulse rate.
Flushing and profuse sweating frequently follow ingestion of the drItg.

Generalized numbness of the extremities and muscular incoordination also

occur.

After ingesting a low dosage of PCP, a user will feel distinct changes
in body awareness. Feelings have been described as similar to those

occurring with alcohol intoxication.
r *

At higher dosages, there is a fall in blood pressure, pulse rate, and

respiration. This is accompanied by nausea, vomiting, blurred vision
rolling movements and watering of the eyes, loss of balance, and

dizziness.

Large amounts of the drug can cause convulsiOns and coma.

At slightly higher dosages, the effects df PCP mimic, certain primary
symptom-of schizophrenia (a severe mental disorder). Delusions and

mental confusion are common. There is a feeling of distance from

one's environment. Illusions (Perceiving stimuli from the external

world in a distorted way) and/or hallucinations (hearing or seeing
things that are not there) have been reported when high dosages of
phencyclidine were adminstered intravenously.

Long-term eftcts: At present, little is known about long-term effects
of phencyclidine resulting from frequent or repeated use over an ex-

tended period of time.

Since some of the effects of PCP and the hallucinogens are similar,

one could reasonably ask whether or not similar hazards are present.

in particular, the phenomenon of flashbacks (where the sensations of

an LSD experience, for example, re-occur sometime after taking the drug)

should be of concern.

Periods of prolonged anxiety or severe depression could also occur.

4. Psilocybin ("Magic") Mushrooms

Psilocybin occurs in about 20 species of Mexican mushrooms. Of these,

Psliocybe mexicana is most commonly dried and eaten as a drug. Syn-

theticpsilocybin is a white poqiier made up of fine crystals. It Is

made into tablets, capsules, and a liquid.

Shortly after taking an effective dose of psirocybin, user may ex-

perience increased blood pressure, rapid breathing, rapid het boat,

a rise in body, temperature, dry mouth, diluted pupils, and some degree
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of excitement. This is soon followed by a "high" feeling. Ability

to concentrate or to stay in contact with reality i_deereased.

_,There/ maybe laughter and slurred speech, illusions and/or halluci-

nations (the most outstanding being visual -- e.g., in colors, shapes,

and sizes), and altered perceptions of time and space. Sometimes there

is emotional disturbance. If a large amount has been taken, there may

be stomach upset.

41 Effects o ilocybin taken in tablet or capsule form usually appear

in 15 to 45 m utes and may last about five or six hours, depending

on dose and o er factors. After injection of a solution of psilocybin,

effects gener ly appear more quickly -- e.g., in5 to 10 minutes.

Although the effects of psilocybin usually arelthorter-lasting than

those of LSD, these effects are otherwise quite similar.

5.- Narcotics (Opiates)

Opium and its products (such as morphine and codieine) and its deriva-

tives (like heroin) form the group of drugs called the opiates. These

are obtained frdT the juice of the oriental poppy (Papaver somniferum).

The opiates and synthetic drugs such as rreperidine (Demarol) and metha-

done are often called narcotics. In medicine, narcotics are effective

pain-killers both for short-term acute pain resulting from surgery or

burns and for relief during the later stages of terminal i:Vnesses suc

as cancer.

The opiates have been used as medicine and for pleasure since prehistoric

times. Of the 20 pharmacologically active constituents of opium e- the

alkaloids -- only morphine and codeiAe are still in wide-spread clinical

use. A tincture of opium called laudanum was used for centuries to

sedate, to depress coughing, Ad to counter diarrhea. Since the 19th .

century, when morphine was standardized for solution and the hypodemic

needle was developed, narcotics have been commonly injected.

Heroin (diacetylmorphine) was derived in 1898 as. a remedy for morphine

addiction. The synthetics were in turn developed to provide an anal-

gesic without addicting properties. As it became apparent that each

new narcotic was capable of producing dependence, research began on

narcotic antagonists like Natrexone. These are compounds which block

the euphoric and physiologic effects of the piates without becoming

habit-forming so they have no abuse potentii or black market value.

During the 1960's, experiments with narcotic antagonists in the treat

ment of opiate dependence began. Combining these antagonists with the

original narcotics offers promise of a non-addicting analgesic.

Opium itself is eaten or smoked. Opiate powders, in various colors,

are usually seen in the form of capsules or tablets. Syrups, ampoules,

suppositoriqa, or elixirs are also available. While these may be

sniffed, taken orally, or rectally, they are usually Injected either

under the skin, into a muscle, or into a vein.
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Opiates briefly stimulate the higher centers of the brain, then depress

activity of the central nervous system. As with all drugs, the precise

effects depend on the dose and the way it is taken, previous drug
experience, the setting in which It is used, and the personal charac-

teristics of the user.

In a therap:J7ItAetting the usual dose lasts about three to four hours.
During that time, though pain is it'll perceived, the reaction to it Is

weakened. A state of contentment is achieved since the narcotic brings

detachment fran concern and freedom fran distressing emotion Wien used

to relieve pain. lethe absence of pain such a dose may bring restless-

ness and disconifort.

Short-term effects are those which appear rapidly after a single dose

is taken and disappear within a few hours.

An illicit drug user seeks a "rush" (a surge of pleasure) then a "fixed" IS-6.-

state of gratification into which hunger, pain, and sexual urges do not

intrude. The dose required may initially cause nausea and vomiting.

With moderately high doses the body feels warm, the extremities heavy,

and the mouth dry. Sood the user goes on the doe, the-alternate
waking and drowsy state during which the world is forgotten. As the

dose is increasep, respiratory depression becomes progressively more

marked; death may occur from respiratory paralysis. With very large

doses the person cannot be roused, the 0-Oils are contracted to pinpoints,

and the skin is cold, moist, and bluish. On the street, where contents

cannot be accurately gauged, shock effects -- falling blood pressure,

coma, and heart failure -- may occur.

Long-term effects are those provoked by repeated use over a long period

of time. The opiates induce physical and psychological dependence with

great rapidity. The two syndromes associated with this are tolerance

and withdrawal.

6. Stimulants

Amphetamines

Amphetamine and its related drugs a911 central nervous

system stimulants, with actions resembling those of the

naturally occurring hormone, adrenaline. The best-

known members of this groupare amphetamine itself (e.g.

Ben rine), dextro-amphetamine (e.g. Dexedrine), meth-

amp ne (e.g. Methedrine), phenmetrazine (e.g.

Pre/ , and thylphenidate (e.g. Ritalin): Cocaine,

though chemicallychemicai not related to amphetamine, has actions

so closely similar that it should also be included

among the stimulants, even though it is legally classed

as a narcotic.

In the past, amphetamines were widely used medically to treat depression,

obesity, and a variety of other conditions. Now in some states, it Is

Illegal to use amphetamines for weight control.

People also use amphetamines for non-medidal purposes: to avoid sleep

while studying or driving; to attempt to improve athletic performance;

to counter the effects of depressant drugs.
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Under the slang name "speed", amphetamines, particularly methamphe-
tamine, have been widely used specifically for their mood-altering

effects. Chronic high dose use of amphetamines by injection has been
a serious social, medical, and legal problem in several countries.

Amphetamines may be taken mouth, sniffed, or injected into the

veins; it usually appears a yellowish crystals and may be mixed with

other materials such as none -drug fillers. Cocaine is most commonly

sniffed; but it can also be injected under the skin or into a vein.

The effects of amphetamines and cocaine, like those of adrenaline,

are exerted not only on the brain but also on the heart, lungs, and

many other organs.

Short-term effects, those produced by a single dose, appear rapidly

after the drug is taken and disappear within a few hours. The speed

and intensity of effects are greatest when the drug is InjeFted into

a vein, and lowest w en it is taken by mopth. The type and duration

of effects also depenli greatly on the amount of drug taken.

At the low doses usually prescribed medically, the physical effects

include reduction of appetite, increased breathing and heart rate,

raised blood pressure, and dilation of the pupils. If larger noses

are taken, dry mouth, fever, sweating, he dache, blurred visioni/and

dizziness may occur. Very high doses may cause flushing, pallor,

very rapid or Irregular heart beat, tremo loss of coordination, and,

collapse. Although few deaths have been reported as a direct effect

of amphetamines, some have occurred as a result of ruptured blood vess

in the brain, heart failure, or very high fever. Death from cocaine

overdose is usually due to convulsions or arrest of breathing.

Short-term psychological effects include increased alertness and

energy, postponement of fatigue, and ajeeling of welt -being ("euphoria")

and good mood. With increasing dose, the user may be talkative, rest-

less, and exci4ed, and may feel a sense of power and superiority. He

may begin to do peculiar things over and over, without apparent reason.

Many users become aggressive and hostile.

Long-term effects caused by repeated use of amphetamines are of two

types. Some are simply exaggeration of the short -term effects,- while

others are quite different and occur only with prolonged use. Effects

may be direct or indirect. Direeffect5 are those caused by the

action of the drug itself on the body. Indirect effects may result

from the manner of taking the drug, the lifestyle of the user, or

other factors.

Direct long-term effects of amphetamines include:

(a) Tolerance .Increased doses are needed to achieve the same degree

of effect. Tolerance does not develop to all effects at the same

rate. It is still not entirely clear whether cocaine produces

tolerance in humans, but medical observations suggest that it does.

(b) Dependence -- the user feels a compelling need to keep taking

the drug. Experiments with animals have shown that when there is

a free choice, amphetamines and cocaine will be used in prefer-

ence to all other drugs. Animals addicted to amphetamines and

then.withdrawn will work very hard 'to get more. of it, and will

keep trying about twice as lorpeas similar animals addicted to

heroin and then withdrawn. -(08
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If amphetamine use is suddenly stopped, the heavy user shows
withdrawal symptoms which include fatigue, long but disturbed.
sleep, irritability, strong hunger, and deep depression that
may lead to attempted suicide. Fits of violent action may also
occur. These disturbances can be temporarily reversed by takind
the drug again.

(c) Amphetamine psychosis -- mental disturbance very similar to
paranoid schizophTerha. It-is an e*aggeration of the short-term
effects of high doses. Usually the symptoms disappear within
a few days or weeks after the use is stopped.

Benzedrine

Benzedrine is a central nervous system stimulant first synthesized in
1927. it has been issued to military personnel in the treatment of
narcolepsy (involuntary sleep). The usual short-term effects are as
follows:

(a) increased alertness

(b) reduction of fatigue
(c) loss of appetite

The additional short-term effects with increased dosage are:

(a) excitability
(b) tremor of the hands
(c) enlarged pupils
(d) heavy perspiration

The possible long-term effects are:

(a) high blood pressure
(b) abnormal heart ryilhms
(c) malnutrition
(d) skin disorders -- from frequent scratching and picking
(e) acute respiratory distress -- life-threatening choking
(t) acute abdominal pains, nausea, or vomiting
(g) serum hepatitis -- from the use of contaminated needles
(h) brakin damage -- irreversible brain damage is believe to sometimes

occur with prolonged use, due to malnutrition

Caffeine

Caffeine is one of a group of drugs call zanthines, which are ex/.,
tracted from the...resin of various plants throughout the world. Caffeine

is obtained from the coffee plant and both the leaves and-beafelof the
plant have been used in,preppration of a beverage drink. A mple of

a commercial capsule form kould be No-Doz tablets, reported to delay fatigue.

The usual short-term effects are as follows:

(a) mild CNS stimulant
increased alertness

- - allays fatigue
- - keener appreciation of sensory stimuli
- - mildly stimulates respiratory system
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(b) kidney -- increases production of urine

(c) heart --stimulates cardiac muscleforce of contraction dnd

output increases

(d) relaxes smooth muscle of bronchia

(e) constrictsrvascular system (at high therapeutic doses, it tias

the opposite effect)

(f) voluntary muscles -- increased capacity for work -- less

susceptible to fatigue

) (g) extra gastric secretion of acid and pepsin

(h) Slight-increase in metabolic rate

(i) diverts tension and anxiety

(j) pick up, pep up

ibe possible long term effects are:

(a) insomnia or restlessness

(b) habituation
(c) tension and nervousness leading to stomach disorders

(d) gastric irritation that may lead to ulcers

Cocaine.

Cocaine is a naturally occurring stimulant drug which is extracted from

the leaves of the coca plant (Erythroxylon cocoa). Illicit cocaine is

sold as a white translucent crystalline powder frequently adulterated to

about hall its strength by a variety of other ingredients, such as various

sugars anb local anesthetics. The powder can be either sniffed or inje Sec

but usually is inhaled through the nostrils.

The usual short-term effects are as follows:

(a) stimulant of Central Nervous System increased alertness, often

euphoric

(e) appetite depressed

(c) indifference to pain

(d) loss of fatigue

(e) rise in body temperature

(f) possible vomiting

(g) increased cOspiratory rate
.(h), feeling of great muscular strength

(i) feeling of increased riial*capacity

(j) paranoia with high d

(k) visual, auditory, an tactile hallucinations with high dose

Some deaths are reported from the injedtion of cocaine.

Tobacco

Tobacco is the cured leaf of Nicotiana Tabecum, a plant indigo us to

America but now grown in many parts of the world, that is bot smoked

and chewed.

Cigarette smoke consists of a mixture of particles and carbon monoxidelill

and other gases -- nearly 500 compounds have been isolated; Nicotine

is one of the most toxic of them all and the acute effects of tobacco

smoking are largely due to the nicotine content.
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Effects

Short-term effects: in general, the result of smoking one or two cigar-

ettes is an incase in pulse rate, a rise in blood pressure, and a drop

in skin temperature. There is also a feeling of i-elaxation, along with

some mental lift. In some people, heart beat accelerates by as much gs

'40 percent. Smoking increases the release of acid into the stomach an&

may slow down the formation of urine. It also first stimulates and then

redOces the activity of parts of the brain and nervous system. In peopl!

who inhale cigarette smoke regularly, there is some loss of appetite and

a decrease in physical endurance.

Long-term effects: Cigarette smoking can act jointly with certain other

factors (e.g., high blood pressure, physical inactivity, high serum choles-

terol, inherited tendency) to increase risk of coronary heart disease.

Regular smokers are likely to die from cerebrovascular disease than,,

non-smokers (where hardening of the blood vessels in the brain may lead to

stroke). Cigarette smokers also run a higher risk of developing peri-

pheral vascular disease -- a condition Involving narrowing or bl ckage of

blood vessels in the arms and legs.

Shortness of breath, cough; and excess saliva occur more frequently in

smokers than in non-smokers. Respiratory infections such as chest colds

and pneumonia are more common and more severe -- particularly in heavy

smokers. Lung complications (e.g., ,InfectiOns, blood clots) occur more

frequently after surgical operations on smokerS. In people suffering from

asthma, smoking may increase the frequency and severity of attacks.

vre

Cigarette smoking is the most importawt cause of chronic bronchitis.

Emphysema, a condition in which lungs lose their elasticity and retain

too much air, occurs more frequently in smokers than in non-smokers. Risk

of dying from these diseases is also increased by smoking.

Cigarette smoking It the main cause of lung cancer in men. It is also a

cause of lung cancer in women but accounts for a smaller proportion of

cases than in men. Risk of developing lung cancer increases with the

number of cigarettes smoked per day, number of years one has smoked, and

earliness of the age at which one started. However, if you stop smoking

and If no irreversible disease has started, the lungs gradually cl them-

selves. Studies have snwn that the average ex-smoker who has not s ked

cigarettes for 10 years bas about the same health prognosis and life

expectancy as one who has never smoked.

Smoking is related to cancer In other parts of the body as well -,fcr

example, the larynx, mouth, and esophagus. In addition, an association

is suggested between cigarette smoking and cancer of, the bladder, kidney,

and pancreas.

Male cigarette smokers are more likely to get stomach ulcers than non-

smokers,'they also have higher death rates from this condition. In addi-

tion, cigarette use slows the healing of stomach ulcers and increases the

danger of,complications.

Women who smoke during pregnancy tend, to have smaller babies and are more

likely to give birth prematurely. They also,have a greater number of

stillbirths, and death among their newborn babies is more common.
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TTran9Gilizers

These drugs, first used 1.,n medicine in the early 1950's, are sold in

tablets qr capsules oh various sizes, shapes, and colors. They are also

avallable'as syrups, suppositories, or in solution (for injection). There

are two main types of tranquilizers: major and minor.

Major traequilizevsare most often used to treat mental patients. They

haye enabled many to leave hospital, ;aside mental hospitals, treatment

is made easier by the calmer atmosphere produced by these drugs. Most

experts believe that major tranquilizers do not produce dependence.

There are many different kinds of minor tranquilizers. They are used to

treat sleeplessness, anxiety, tension, pre-Menstrual distress, muscular

tension or pain, headache, and high blood pressure. They are also used to

treat abnormally excitable children.

Many people use minor tcanwilizers on a doctor's orders without ever taking
too much or suffering 111,effects. They are among the most widely used' -

drugs. However, use of these drugs without medical supervision or Intmore
than prescribed doses may cause serious harm.

Short-term effects of minor tranquilizers: Minor tranquilizers reduce the

activity of parts of the brain that are involved in emotional reactions

and alertness. How much this activity is reduced depends on the dose taken,

the tranquilizer used, the setting or circumstances, and the person who takes'

it. Generally they calm tense or anxious people and maRe them less alert.

Prescribed doses usually last three to six hours. Some people whd use mi

tranquilizers may get a "high" feeling, especially during the first few w

of use. Some may get a sleepy feeling; but if this effect occurs, it tends

to be short-lived.

Diazepam (Valium)

Diazepam is a minor tranqqilizer effective as a sedative.

The usual short-term effects are as follows:

(a) depresseant of the Central Nervous System'

(b) sleep induction

(c) drowsiness

(d) relaxation and sedation

(e) sometimes euphoria
(f) impaired judgment
(g) slower reaction time
(h) lo of coordination
(i) muscle relaxation

The usual long-term effects are the same as the short-term effects
plus th ollowing:

(a) wei t loss
(b) dependence with severe withdrawal illness (like D.T.'s)

(c) activity.of smooth muscles of bladder and uterus depressed

(d) decreased flow of urine -

(e) impairment of liver function

(f) reduction of white blood 9111s 1 et)
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Volatile hydrocarbon abuse is not new. Inhaling nitrous oxide was

popular during, the 1800's. kri- this century, petroledM-baw tolvenis
have become commonplace in,household qpd industrial use. Widespread

snjffing of plastic model glues and.n411 polish removers began in the

. 1960's. Abuse of aerosol spracis (dangerous due to the toxic effects of

the fluorocarbon propellant gas) is a more recent developpient,

Most volatile hydrocarbons act as cintral nervous system (CNS) depressants.
CNS depressant drugs tend to slow down or decrease many body functions,

such as respiration. Volatile hydrocarbon fumes rapidly enter the blvcd-

sWeam after inhalation and initial effects are felt within seconds. Risk,

of unconsciousness increases with the concentration of fumes inhaled (larger

doses), and with -any physical exertion following drug use. Pressurized,

high concentration aerosol sprays are particularly hazardous.

Inhaling fltmes.of many commonproducts can result in intoxication which
"

4 may be,followed by Oath due 10 heart failure.' 'Sudden sniffing deaths'

frequently occur following abuse of aerosol sprays (fluoroalkane gas),

spoi removers (tri 4;thane, carbon tetrachloide), and model airplaneA

cement (to. ...4;" 140 tone).

4'

ShoXterm effects are those which appear rapidly after inhalation and

disappear within a fewlhours or days.
//

4 Short-term effects of.volatile hydrocarbOn abuse usually develop in a

sequence determAied by dose size (concentration -of inhaled furribs):

(a) initial, euphOria, excitation, pleasant exhilaration; dizzi-

ness, visual and-auditov hallucinationS; sneezing, coughing, flushed

skin, increased saliva, and sensitivity to light; nausea and vomiting

(b) Early CNS depression: confusion, disorientation, a feeling of dullness;

blurred vision, cramps, and headache; skin pallor, loss of self-control ,..,
It'

.0

(c) Medium CNS depression: .a dazed, drowsy feeling; muscular ipcoordi-

nation and slurred speech; poor (depressed)..rgflexes

(d) Late CNS-depressioh: bizarre dreams, seizures stupor, delirium,

and unconsciou s:

Most volati 14 hydrocarbop abuse does not result in unconsciousness (severe

CNS depression'). For the majority of users, most effects are over within

-an hour. Hangovers (headaches, etc.) of several days duration may follow

drug use.Longlerm effects are those.provoked by repeated use,over long

period of time. Many long term effects of volatile hydrocarbon abuse are

reversible --1;,theyt Will disap'ear trdrug use is stopped. These include: .

(a) Nosebleeds, bloodshot eyes, halitosis, sores on nose and mouth

(b) Pallor, fatigue, forgetfulness, jack of ability to think clearly or

logically, tremors
'

Thirst,-weight loss 163
'774k

41444,

(d) Amneti depression, irritabill)y, hostility, and

r
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Most liver and kidney damage caused by volati le hydrocarbon inhalation

ethane (foynd in cleaning fl4ds) and fluoroalkahe gases (aerosol sprays)
is reversible twithout permanent adverse effects). However'. trichloro-.

can_beshighly toxic to theliver and kidneys: .

Permanent brain damage is rare. Volatile h ydrocarbon abuse interferes

with normal briln functions, but the effects are teOporary in most cases.
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ALCOHOLISM'

According to a major study of American drinking practices, more than two-
. thirds of theadult population, or about 100 million people, drink alcoholic
beverages at least occasionally: The majority of those who dfink do so

without problems, but there are others whose'drinking gets out of hand,

endangering themselves and those around them. This group.of problem drinkers
includes men and women from all socioeconomic classes, backgrounds, religions,
races, and occupations.

I. DEFINITION OFJALOOHOLISrPROBLEM DRINKING,
4

Professionals in the field of alcoholism research and treatment differ
in their definitions of problem drinkers. Distinctions are sometimes
made betweenndividdals.with drinking problems and those suffering
from alcoholism - -with alcoholics Considered to have the more serious
problem. -Since the two populations are not easy to distinguish, hard
and fast diftarentiAtions'are rarely made.'

Within our society, "problem drinking" is- usually recognized as
drinking.to such an excess that the ability to control one's actkbns
and maintain a socially acceptable life style is impaired.

'Several behavioral criteria characterize the person who may have A

drinking pldblem. The following list of criteria, although incomplete,
presents sahp general, indicators of problems with alcohol If a person

answers "yes" to one or more statements.

441
1. Anyone who must drinkin order to function or to "cope with life."

(

2. Anyone who by his/her own definition, or that of family and ds,

Ar frequently drinks to ,a state of intoxication.

.
_3. Anyone who goes to work Intoxicated or has lost a job due to rinking.'

4
, .., '

ti
4. Anyone who is intoxicated and drives a car.

5. Anyone who sustains - bodily, injury requiring medical attention as

'a consequence of an intoxicated state.

6. Anyone who, under the Orlfluence of alcohol, does something he/she
wodld never do without alcohol.

Other experts have noted that the following "warning signs" often indicate
that ,a person is a problem drinker or in the early stages of alcoholism:
the need to drinksbefore facing certain situations, frequent drinking
sprees, a steady increase in intake, solitary drinking, early morning
drinking, and sometimes the occurrence of "blackouts" (a period of time
in which, while remaining otherwise fully conscious' the drinker under-

goes a loss of memory).

Although criteria and estimates vary considerably, it is generally
though that, there are about 10 mil4lon people in our country with

;
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alcoholism problems, Theireiinition of alcoholism varies depending-For-00 l'

who is asked. However, most definitions include components similar

to the following:
dr

1. Loss of control of alcohol intakethe victims find themselves

drinking when they Intend not to drink, or drinking more than

they planned;
4

2. Presence of functional or structural damagephysiological,
psychological, domestic, economic, or social;

3,

ft

3. Use of alcohol as a kind of universal therapy, as a psycho-

pharmacological substance through which the person tries to alS

keephis/her- life from disintegrating.

These compon are expanded in the set of criteria for the diagnosis

of alcoholism (too lengthy to include here) compiled by a committee

of medical authorities from the National Councilaon Alcoholism. They

are divided into two major sections: (1) Physiological and Clinical

and (2) Behavioral, Psychological and Attitudinal.

The Washington State Council On Alcoholism describes lcoholism es

"a complex, progressive disease in which the use of a cohol interferes

with health, social and economic functioning. Untrea ed, alcoholism

results in physical incapacity, permanent mental dame e and/or pre-

mature death, The onset of the disease varies widely and may appear

at the first drink or may take years to develop."

Whatever the definition used, or the precise number of individu

affected, the popillation of alcoholic agd problem drinkers is sufficTecitly

large to warrant attention as a major public health problem in the nation.

A. The Alcoholic Stereotype,

To many people, the notion of an'alsoholic conjures up visions

of the typical Skid Road derelict: homeless, unkempt, unemployed

and unemployable, sprawled on the sidewalk in a drunken stupor.

Yet investigation has shown that the people of Skid Road (of whom

approximately 50% are alcoholics> make up a tiny fragment of the

entire population of alcoholic and problem drinkers--probably

less than five percent. At least 95 percent of the problem nodule-

tion consists of employed or employable, family- centered individuals.

It has been estimated that more than 70 percentebf them reside in

tespectable neighborhoods, live with their husbands or wives, try

to send their children to college, belong to a country club, attend '

church, day taxes, and continue to perform more or less effectively

at their jobs. For a discussion of alcoholism and problem drinking

among teenagers, refer to the chapter on Teenage Orinking.
t . 71 *

Although e stimates varyrit is thought that there are more Male

alcoholics. than females; hOwexer, the proportion of female alcoholics

e al, but
has been steadily rising. Some.author'ties fe 1 that

women have had
the number of.

male and female alcoholics is about.
a greater tendency to hide the disease nd a d tteatment, causid,g1

the difference in statistics. More research. Is being conducted on
4

female alcoholi4m. -. .

, 186 .
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IL. CAUSES OF ALCOHOLISM

As laboratory and clinical data have become more refined, it has become

evident that there are many kinds of drinkiqg problems, many types of

people who have them, and many reasons why th We begin and continue to

drink to a harmful degree.

A 1963 survey found that the percentage of problem drinkers was highest

in the western part of the United States, among males, residents of the

larger cities, the &Fvorced or unmarried, those with the least and those
with the most education, and those with the lowest and those with the

highest vocational status. The lowest rates were found among Lutherans,

Congregationalists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and Jews. Findidgs.

from this survey also suggest tha"t drinkers from groups, in which drinking

is relatively uncommep may be the most likely to encounter trouble because

of their drinking. Other research indicates that children who come froM

.homes where parents are either teetotalers or alcoholics have a higher

risk of becoming alcoholics than children of parents whose attitudes

Al and behavior are less extreme.

in a 1965'survey of American drinkin
ily WI social and cultural factors,

practices, it was found that whether

a person drinks at all depends prim
but psychological factors appear to determine whether or not one will

become a "heavy escape drinker" -- one who drinks heavily, and uses

drinking as a means ofescaping from tensions, pr lens, and depressions.

The population of heavy INFape drinkers, about ni e percent of all

drinkers, contains those most likely to be or be alcohOlics and

problem drinker=s.
k

The search for a unitary cause of alcoholism has shifted to inter-

drsciplinary exploration of factors that might, singly or in combination,

account for the development of problem drinking i1n various types of

-individuals. Although there is no generally agreed-u6n model of how
alcoholism starts, research into the physiologicali psychological, and

sociological factors has resulted in a far greater,understanding of

the Conditions thit may precede, under-Ile, and maintain probleM drink-

ing. The state'of knowledge is still quite crude. There ban, howdver,

been several komising leads which may ultimately contribute to better

prediction and protection of individuals,likely to develop alcohol

problems, and to impraed treatment techniques for those already ill.

A. Physiological Theories'

Despite considerable research effort to find physical factors,
either In alcohol itself, or in the biological makeup of those
who drink, which could account for alcoholic drinking and addiction,

to date, many of the questions remain unsolved. Some of the

proposed theories are presented here for consideration, including
the genetic, endocrine, and genetotrophic theories.

1. Genetic Theory

Some workers in the field theorize that alcoholism may be

inherited. Alcoholism appears to run in families; it Is,

therefore, suggested that an alcoholism prone individual may ,

have inherited a susceptibility td be influence0 advpirsely by
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ingested alcohol. Research has provided some evidence to

support this theory. The possibility that humans may inherit

a predisposition for alcoholism or, an immunity to it does not

rule out other factors s° contributing to Its occurence in a

positive or negative manner. Thus, the development of
alcoholism may be the result of a collection of factors rather

than just °rid. °

Endocrine Theory

Another physiological theory of the cause of alcoholism indicates

a dysfunction of the endperine system. Similarities between

the symptoms seen in alcoholic patients and in patients with

endocrine disorders suggest that some failure of the endocrines

might be causally related to the onset of alcoholism. if

alcohol ingestion stresses the organism, chronic heavy drink-

ing cquld cause a hyperactivity of the pituitary gland,
eventually exhaustion of the adrenal cortex, and consbquently,

a breakdown in the functions regulated by the adrenal bormones.

As with other theories, the experimental clinical evidence to

date is not conclusive. The available information suggests

that the endocrine characteristics associated with alcoholism

may be a result of chronic heavy drinking rather than its cause.

5. Genetotrophic Theory

The genetotroph ic theory of alcoholism combines the concept o f

, a genetiC trait and nutritional Veficiency. It is postulated

that, due to an inherited defedk. or. "error" of metabolism,

some people require unusual amounts of some of the essential

.vitamins. Since they do not get these unusual amounts in
their normal diet, they have a genetically caused nutritional

deficiency. Those who drink alcohol develop an'abnormal

craving for the substance, and the consequence is alcoholism.

4. Other Physiological Theories

Other physiological theories about alcoholism include factors
such a allergies, differing metabolic rates, and non-alcoholic

components of alcoholic beverages (congeners). Although there

is a theoretical basil for each, the scientific evidence does . ,r
no yet exist.to support them conclusively.

A study by Dr. Charles Lieber and Associates indicates there is

something different about the way an alcoholic's body reacts to

alcohol and this may be connected with addiction and the physical

damage that often results. Acetaldehyde, a metabolic product bf

alcohol, reaches a higher leyel in alcoholics and stays there longer

than it does in social drinkers, even when the two'groups have the

same blood alcohol levels. It Isn't clear whether the difference

precedes, or follows the alcohglism. But the build-up of acetaldehyde'

may account for some of alcogOl's damage to vital organs. It also

suggests that some basic physical difference may be part of the

explanation of why some drinkers become alcotibilchwhen otners do not.
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In summary, it is generally held that physiological factors probably
contribute to the development of alcoholism, but none has yet been
conclusively proven to be the single cause.

B. Psychological Theories No-

Some researchers believe that Individuals with alcohol problems possess
a number of distinctive traits which together make up the "alcoholic

personality." However, there is no agreement on the Identity of these
traits, nor on whether they may be the cause Or the result of excessive
drinking. Five approaches to the psychological cause of alcoholism
are explained In this section: the psychoanalytic theory, the learning
,theoryp the personality trait theory, transactional analysis and reality
therapy.

I. Psychoanalytic Theory

Psychoanalytic explanations of the causes of alcoholism rest on
thre9 major theoretical positions: (a) the Freudian view; (b)

the Adlerian view; and c) the view that alcoholism develops as a
response to an inner conflict between dependency drives and
aggressive impulses.

,The Freudian view as expressed by a number of people relates
alcoholism to such factors as repressed urges, oral dependency,
need for security, self-punishment and parental hatred.

The Adlerian view is that/I-alcoholism represents a striving r
power, which compensates for a pervasive feeling of infer rity.

It is assumed that alcoholics derive their feelings of i feriority

from a childhood in which overindulgent parents did not permfi4'
them to learn how to cope With the problems of adult li e. The

alcoholic turns to alcohol to enhance his/her feelings f self-
esteem and prowess.

Other studies suggest that frustrated ambitions may play a role
in the development of an 'alcohol problem. It is suggest =d that

alcoholics may have an enhanced need for power, but find hemselves
inadequate to achieve their goals. They resort to alco 1 .ecause
it provides a sense of release,''-or power, and feelings .f achieve-
ment. Since overindulgency In-alcohol precludes eff= tively coping
with the existing problems and leads to additional roblems, this

vicious cycle results.in confirmed alcoholism.

Evidence to support the psychoanalytic views Inconclushie, since

it is difficult to devise experimental test of these theories.
Nevertheless, in some cases, .the applicati of psychoanalytic
ideas in the treafmenl of alcoholism has en successful.

2. Learning Theory

Learning and reinforcement theory expl alcoholism by con-
sideringalcobol ingegtion as a raft° sponse to some stimulus
ansi as,a way. to reduce an inner driv tuch As fear or anxiety.

This theory holds that pers ten to be drawn to pleasant
situaticAs or repelled by un /t or tension-producing ones.
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In the latter caSe, alcohol ingestion is said to reduce the tension

or feelings of unpleasantness and to replace them with a feeling of

well-being or euphoria.

The obvious troubles experienced by alcoholics might appear to

contradict the learning theory in the explanation of alcoholism.

The discomfort; pain, and punishment the( experience should pre-

sumably serve as a deterrent to drinking. The fact that alcoholics

continue to drink in the face of family discord; loss of employment,

illness, and other sequels of repeated bouts is explained by the

fact that alcohol has The immediate effect of reducing tension

while the unpleasant consequences of drunken behavior.come only

later.

The role of punishment is becoming increasingly important in

formulating a cause of alcoholism based on the principles of

learning theory. While punishment may serve to suppress a.re-

sponse, experiments have shown that under some circumstances it-

can serve as a reward and reinforce the behavior. Thus, if the

alcoholic has learned to drink under conditions of both reward and

punishment, either type of condition may precipitate renewed drinking.
11

Ample experimental evidence supports the hypothesis that excessive

Cohol consumption can be learned. However, since conflicting

st xist, the learning theory requires further research.

3. Person lity Traif Theory

Psychological research has also attempted to define the causes

of alcoholilm in terms of an "alcoholic personality." Though

it is. conceded that all alcoholics need not have the same character-

tics, it is postulated thpt in the preaicohoilc stage, a personality

ttern or constellation of characteristics should be discernible and

should correlate with a predisposition toward alcoholism. One of the

main difficulties in this approach is that the population ordinarily

available for study is already in trouble with alcohol. The question,

is whether the personality traits observed in these peopel predate

the onset of alcoholism, or are a consequence of alcoholism.

Using objective and projective tests, researchers have attempted to

identify an underlying personality disorder. As yet, these approaches

have failed to identify a common personality structure of the alcohOlic

patient which would be predictive of alcoholism. There is evidence

that picoholic patients exhibit some personaility traits in common.

Once the addiction has been established, these patients show some

common behavioral and trait manifestations which appear to be more

relevant to alcoholism than to other psychological disorders.

4. Transactional Analysis

According to this thesis, the origins of alcoholism lie in the

alcoholic's childhood conditions and his responses to them. He/She

develops a lifestyle to compensate for his/her feelings of being

"not O.K.", developing ways through alcohol to t e out and tune in.

/ Ls,
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5. Reality Therapy

I
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This theory was developed by William Glasser. He believes all

humans have two basic needs: to love and be loved and to feel

that we are worthwhile to ourselves and others. Failure to fill

these needs leads to pain. 'People use alcohol to remove the pain

and then become addicted.

C. Sociological Theories 0

Alcohol serves vastly different functions within and among societies,
cultures,` subcultures, ethnic and religious groups. Attitudes con-

cerning its use range from extreme permissiveness to absolute abstinence.
But abstainers can always be found when permissiveness is the watchword,
and, conversely, drinking does not disappear when abstinence reigns.
The purposes for which alcohol is used include religious, culinary,
psychic, ceremonial, hedonistic, traditional, social and medicinal

ones. Standards of acceptabililry applied to the manner or pattern
of drinking vary according to the age, occasion, sex, cultural back-
ground, social class and the particular circumstances.

1. Cultural Theory

The cultural theory of alcoholism suggests that within a given
society, there are three ways in which the culture may influence
the rate of alcoholism:

a. The degree to which the culture operates to bring about inner
tensions or acute needs for adjustment in its members;

b. The attitudes toward drinking the culture produces in its

members;

c. The degree to which the culture provides suitable substitute

means of satisfaction.

Societies may provide alternatives to or substitutes. for alcohol

use. Some societies have less stringent sanctions against narcotic
drugs and therefore have a lower alcoholism rate. Others permit

emotional outlets through ceremonies and rituals and -thereby
provide culturally accepted means of anxiety reduction.

F

2. Devla Behavior Theory

Depending on the context, the use of alcohol can be illegal or
only illegitimate . . . acceptable or even sanctified . . .

forbidden or abominated. Thus, the concept of alcohol abuse as
deviant behavior is receiving increasing attention by researchers.
The deviant behavior theory represents the alcoholic as someone
who, through a set of circumstances, becomes publicly labeled a
deviant and is forced by society's reaction into playing a deviant

role.
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O. Summary of Causes of Acoholism

The search for a single cause of alcoholism may be an unrealistic

goal. Nevertheless, researchers with specialized interests, and

with needs to define alcoholism from theirlpwn perspectives, will

probably continue to look for a unitary answer to solve the

problem of how alcohol addiction occurs and to identify the crucial

-factors associated with its onset and progression.

Many theorists, however, suggest a multifaceted approach which
incorporates elements from two or more hypothesis. Generally,

such an approach selects from each of the broad areas discussed:

physiology, psychology, and sociology.

An individual who (1) responds to beverage alcohol in a certain

way, perhaps physiologically determined, by experiencing intense

relief and relaxation; and who (2)has certain personality character-

istics, such as difficulty in dealing with and overcoming depression,

frustration, and anxiety; and who (3) is'a member of a culture that

induces guilt and confusion regarding what kinds of drinking behavior

are appropriate, is more likely to develop trpuble than will most

other persons.

More research will have to be done to gain deeper Insight into the

causes of alcoholism. Work is needed to identify better the
association bet een alcohol use and all aspects of physiological

responses, prod ositions and attitudes, and the social context

and consbquences drinking.

Ill. SYMPTOMS OF ALCOHOL M

As stated earlier, the difference between "problem drinkers" and

"alcoholics" is usually a matter of degree rather than substance. The

progressjon of the illness can be divided into three .phases: Early,. -

Middle, and Late, each with fairly distinct symptoms. The chart on

page 70 indicates these symptoms, some of which are further explained

in the following section.

A. Early-Stage Alcoholism-

Regardless of the cause of alcoholism, most alcoholics in the early

stage exhibit some of the characteristics explained in the section

on problem drinkers (page62). These include: constant relief

drinking, increase in alcohol tolerage, sneaking drinks, urgency
of the first drink and pre-occupation with alcohol, feeling pf

guilt over dri4king, avoiding any reference to drinking and in

some people, memory blackouts increase or begin.

B. Middle-Stage AlcoholisM

As the problem progresses, the symptoms of middle-stage alcoholism

begin to appear. These may include:

Loss of control: The person may not-be able to refuse a drink or

stop drinking onca,-he/she starts.

1.72



ALIOHOL ADD 1CTIONO THE, fSPA
READ FROM LEFT TO RIGHT TO* RECOVERY

CASIONAL RELIEF DRINKING

iAlm..0117* CONSTANT RELIEF DRINKING

ALL -otirmticE
b E rI CO41ENCES

ONSET OF MEMORY BLACKOUTS
9RIUKS (IN SOME PERSONS)

WY/El/A' OF FIRST DRINK

Polo REFERENCE TO
DRINKING

DICRI:E OF ABILITY TO
STOP DRINKING WHEN OTHERS

DO

oPANtylOSE AND AGGRESSIVE'

INCREASING DEPENDANCE
ON ALCOHOL

CONCERN /COMPLAINTS BY
FAMILY

\
FEELINGS OF GUILT

PREOCCUPATION WITH
ALCOHOL

titt

t

tSLHAVIOR OR EXTRAVAGANCE

EFFORTS TO CONTROL -

REPEATEDLY FAIL

MEMORY BLACKOUTS
INCREASE OR BEGIN

ALIBIS FOR DRINKING

PERSISTENT REMORSE

TELEPHONITIS

TRIES GEOGRAPHICAL
ESCAPE

LOSS OF INTEREST

UNREASONABLE
RESENTMENTS

PRilisEs OR RESOLUTIONS FAIL

f/V!ILY AND FRIENDS AVOIDED

WORK AND MONEY TROUBLES

TREmONS AND EARLY MORNING DRINKS

DECREASE IN ALCOHOL TOLERANCE

ONSET OFiLENGTHY INTOXICATIONS

INDEFINABLE FEARS

ENLIGHTENED AND INTERESTING WAY OF CONTENTMENT
LIFE OPENS UP WITH ROAD AHEAD TO r IN SOBRIETY
HIGHER LEVELS THAN EVER BEFORE

GROUP THERAPY AND MUTUAL HELP
CONTINUE

CARE OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE

FIRST STEPS OF ECONOMIC
STABILITY

APPRECIATION OF REAL VALUES

REBIRTH OF IDEALSP

NEW INTERESTS DEVELOP-

ADJUSTMENTS TO FAMILY NEEDS

DESIRE TO ESCAPE GOES

RETURN OF' SELF ESTEEM

DIMINISHING FEARS OF
THE UNKNOWN FUTURE

START OF GROUP
THERAPY

SPIRITUAL NEEDS
EXAMINED

STOPS TAKING
ALCOHOL
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UNABLE TO INITIATE ACTION

VAGUE SPIRITUAL DESIRES

ALL ALIBIS EXHAUSTED

COMPLETE DEFEAT ADMITTED

NEGLECT OF FOOD

PHYSICAL
DETERIORATION

IMPAIRED THINKING

OBSESSION wITH
DRINKING

CONFIDENCE OF
EMPLOYERS

INCREASE OF

EMOTIONAL CONTROL

FACTS FACED WITH
COURAGE

NEW CIRCLE OF STABLE
FRIENDS

FAMILY AND FRIENDS
APPRECIATE EFFORTS

NATURAL REST AND SLEEP

REALISTIC THINKING

REGULAR NOURISHMENT TAKEN

APPRECIATION OF POSSIBILITIES
OF NEW WAY OF LIFE

ONSET OF NEW HOPE

PHYSICAL OVERHAUL BY DOCTOR

RIGHT THINKING BEGINS

MEETS SOBER, HAPPY ALCOHOLICS
. o

TOLD ADDICTION CAN BE ARRESTED

LEARNS ALCOHOLISM IS AN ILLNESS

0 EST DESIRE FOR HELP

(7P

OBSESSION DRINKING CONTINUES
IN VICIOUS CIRCLES
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Alibi system: The person feels guilty and defensive about his /her

lack of control, and develops an elaborate system of 'reasons' for
drinking, partly to answer family and associates, but mostly to

reassure himself/herself.

Eye openers: The need for a drink i the morning to "start the

day right." This 'medicinal' drip elps kilt the effect of

increasingly painful hangovers, elings of guilt, remorse, and

depression.

1

Changing the pattern: Under pressure from family or employer, the

drinker tries to break the hold alcohol has on him or,her, by
setting up rules on whet or what he/she will drink. But just a

little alcohol may start the chain reaction again.

Anti-social behavior: The person prefers drinking alone, or with
other alcoholics, whatever their social level, broods over imagined

wrongs, thinks people are staring at or talking about him/her,

is highly critical of others, and may become destructive or violent.

Loss of job and friends: Continuing anti-social behavior results

in the loss of jobs, and leads friends to turn away. As a defensive

measure, the person may quit before being fired, or drop his/ er

friends fifft.
ti

Seeking me ical aid: Physical4and mental erosion caused by un-

controlledrdripking leads the person to make rounds of hospitals,
doctors, rmetfiatrists, seldom receiving lasting benefits because
of the refusal to cooperate or admit extent of drinking.

C. Late Stages

Until'this point, the alcoholic had a choice: t9 drink or not to

drink, though once begun, they had no control of their drinking.
in the later stages of alcoholism there is no choice: alcoholics

must drink however and wherever they can. The symptoms of tbis

stac'e include:
.

Benders: Drinks for days at a time, becoming compplietely intoxicated.

Disregards family, job, even food and shelter.

Tremors: Develops the 'shakes,' a condition resulting in shaking-
primarily of the hands, although any part of the body may be in-

volved. This is 'a symptom of the abstinence syndrome.or withdrawal
reaction from alcohol In a person physically addicted 'to the drug.

Protecting the supply: Having a supply of alcohol available

becOies Inclreasingly important. The alcoholic will do or sell

anything to get it, and will hide the bottles to prOtect them for

. future needs.

I

Unreasonable resentments: Shows hostility to others, both as
possible-threats to the liquor supply and as a turning outward
of an unconscious desire to punish self.
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Nameless fears andsanxieties: Constantly afraid of something which

cannot be pinned down or even put into words. Feels a sense of
impending doom and destruction. Nervous, shaky, and unable to face
life without the supportof alcohol.

..%

Collapse of the Alibi system: No longer able to make excuses or
put the blame on others. Admits to self that one's drinking is
beyond his/her ability to control.

It is important to bear in m(nd the 'doer that not all alcoholics
will exhibit all of these symptoms, and'each person may exhibit
any given symptoms to a greater or Ipsser degree than someone
else. Nor is it possible to categorically state that If a
person exhibits X number of symptoms, then he or she is an
alcoholic. However, it is equally important to realize that
these symptoms are signs of an IlIne*s which can and has had
a drastic effect on individuals, families and society.

Researcher Jane James in her article, "Symptomis of Alcoholism in
Women" Indicated that alcoholism symptoms were different at di-f4e4-
ent stages for women and men. For example, gulping and taking
drinks which are early danger signs, didn't appear in the women
she studied until they "hit bottom." Additional research on women
and alcohol is underway.

In summary, the demonstration of any sym2tom, from pre to late,
stage, should serve as a warning sign tt a problem may exist
which requires some form of treatment. The earlier in the process
treatment starts, the more successful 14 is likely to II/

IV. EFFECTS OF ALCOHOLISM

A. Effects on the Individual

R

The men and women who have drinking problems comprise a small
proportion of the total American population, but the misery created
for themselves and others is enormous.

.

Many of the effects of the esease on the individual have already
Pte discussed under "Symptoms of AlcOholism" in this chapter
and i the "Effects of Alcohol" chapter, including: shortendid life

span,,..alnutrition, loss of job, family, friends, etc.

51CKNESS

ABSENIEEM FgOIA VORK

ti

LOSS OF DRIVERS' LICENSE

BROKEN WIIONSHIPS

17G
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B. effects on the Family
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Alcoholism has bee called-the amlly disease because every, member

.:*in.the family as 1011 as the ledholic, is affected'by it.
.

. %
.

In_mostrcageS, the family of the alcoholic eig, beerlstruggling .-

. with 11% pr9blem lon9 1WoreemPloyers, friends, ett. are aware
of it. The relationship between the altuses deteriorates steadily.
A typical pattern is Sorthoa 5q.mily to deny the problem extsts,

rr 4 then" when it,ean no Longer be denied, attempt to eliminate it by

withdrawing from social contacts) cutting off the supply:of

1 * liquor br throwing it out, calling the pPlice. firylni to force
,,to

. the brcoholic into treatment, etc. If the situation does not

. i
- 4'' improve, separation or divorce hay follot.

4,. :
-

e
:

'

,

. ... .;,

A family With an alcoholic parvt cannot provide the s Y4''
sense of security, love and warmth necessary for adequate, .

. development of chi.I.4ren. As a result, 41dren from such homes
W often lagclecessaryNte models, trust and confidence In them-

. selves and others. DIscipIIne Is inconsistent at best, or even

nopeAtent., The children often find themselves put in the milldie
ofthei.5-4parents' quarrels and may even blame themselves

;

for the

. quarrels or drinking. They may be asked to assuge.more responsi-

bility at home than their hers. When c4joidren become aware of
A. 4 - '

the social 'Stigma surrounding alcoholls.911 they often feel different,

isolated', ashamed, and.donot want,to.go Out as "a' family or invite

kok_,
rolaymates to their home. The effect of, an alcoholic wther on'the
children can be more serious than that of alcoholic. father,

Vnce she usualry drinks pt home and the c 'IdrenlVave fo bear
The brunt of ter behavior panges. Physical and/or emotional

neglect or abuse can 1'

. NO

result.
* .

.

Chillren of alcoholt4hill a high frequency of alcohol misuse,
antisocial behavior,' neAtrdtic symptoms and psychosomatik complaints.

A varlet_ of complex factors may interact to.produce,disturbances
In theskioffspring, includin9 the personality,eharacteristics of
both the alcoholic and non.0eoholic parent, family disorganizat
the soclocultural..position of the family and possibly a/genetic

predisposition to alcoholism. The effect of pSychosociil and

genetic factors on the high incidence of alcoholistowithin jamilies

is currently the subject ofconsiderabletebate an researchers\

Alcoholism creat es financial probrems since most availsablejoney
is spent on alcohol, not,food, clothing, etc., which.thef7amily
needs. .1f the alcoholic .los.as his/her Job, the letutTpn.tecomes,

' even more serious.
4

-*re

C. ,Efflts on the Society a

A variety of social gonsequencts have, beery attributed to alcohol

abuse. According to the Third Special Report to Congress on ohol

and Health half of all traffic fatalities and one-third of all
traffic injuries are alcohol related* Fort p&-cent of .fatal .1.

.

.
,
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industrial accidents, sixtytnine percent,of drownings, eighty-
three percent of fire fatalities and seventy percent of fatal
falls are alcohol related. More than one-third.of all suicides
involve Ocohol. Studies show a relatively high involvement
of alcohol In'robbery, rape, assault, and homicide. 'WherN,crime
is 'alcohol-related, there are often both a drinking offendr and,

a drinkingvicti4

The economy Is affectIENI in various 'Ways by alcoholism. The 'Third

Special Report estimated t at irc 1975 alcoholism cost the U.T.-7
society more than $42 billion dollars. This figure includes:

110

ECONOMIC COSTS OF AloOPOL MISUSE AND Al_COHOLISM, :1975

(from Alcohol a. Health 3) Billions of Dollars-
!

Lo Productiop , S19.64 \
Healtb and Medical Costs
Motor Vehicle Accidents

12.74

5.14
Violent Crime 2.86
Social Responses 6

.

Fire Losses
.

1.94, .

9.43

SA2.75 billion

---, Imp ,.____V.... TREATMENT Of ALCOHOLISM ' .

o

There is no know' cure for alcoholism. The illness can be arTte0,-
however,,through-treatmpnt programs, and thealcoholic can learn t9
lead a healthy and productive life without alcohol. .Current research '

_
indicates that no one aOroach,t8 recovery is 44ccessful withoall
alcoholics. Many th apists believe ttlp goal oS treatment Istcomp.lete
abstineQce from alco, I, in any form and'under any condition, for the
,rest oflthe patient' Ilfe in order to arrest the illpesi. Research
is being conducted currently to determine ii=rreturn to social drinking
might be posttible for some/ indivjduals. In'any Ase, .tacb.person has
to be treated as an indVidual and,a treatment program/chosen to fit
hijher needs. . %

f,

oft

I

Patients may need to progress through three ganeral stages of treatment:
4aa ..c.,/' ..........0 N. f..

)) Gaging acute iwtpxication and with, gal to overcome the .

effects of drunkaness, to 4afelArid the body of alcohol
and to help the body adjust to doing without alcohol (detoxinicatin),

2) correcting the chronic health problem that may have been brought
, '1...on or aggravated by heavy drinking.

\
I

3) altering long-term behavior So that destructive drinking patterns
are pot,continued. ,_,..0, A

/ , -
....i

Some of the major approaches toptalcoholi-sm treatment w111 be presented
01,. InIthe following sections.

1 -

0 .
.
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A'. Detoxification
-\,,

. .
. .

Qoncerted interest has been evident for some time in the develop- III
,

.

.

W
mentnf new detoxi cation methods, partly because of the realization

that the detoxifickn schemes of the,past were,inadequate.

' Detoxification can be an effeCtive first step in engaging alcoholics

in a successful rehabilitation effort, and'most detoxification
/2

.phograThs do not require expenSie and elaborate medical facilities.

The usual procedure is to give tha patients medicine that will pre-

, ,

vent convi4lsions, produce a healthy appetite and sound sleep. A

. .
diet rich in vitamins and otfree nutrients is prescribed. Most patients

do not need to go through 'inpatient detoxification before they start

other long-term treatment for alcoholism. The major problem in de-

11 -.,,toxification programs is not medical management but rather triage into'

'rehab litation systems rand the provision gf social supports. To date .

they has been understandable reluctance fo separate detoxification

services from medical fac titles. Progress hjs been made,-however,

in distinguishing betwee oholics who require intensive medical

. care and those who requir only nursing care or supervised observation.

Thus, there now seem to' three useful types,of detoxification:

_ intensive_medical. Oare supervised ogservationin,specialized
. centers, andlambulatriry care: Recognition of this triad of posi1611-=

'ities should lead to greater flexibility and cost-effectiveness and

mitre appropriate services in detoxification programs.

ill%
i _

B. Drug Therapy
g

.

.
A. \

Once over the acut s,ttges of, intoxication or withdrawal, the

.
alcoholic starting long-range treatment may require a kind of

pharmacological bridge over the difficult early days or weeks.

For this, physicians may prescribe a variety oftreatments.

Tranquilizers are often used to produce relaxation'ind to reduce

the tensions whi,ch many Alcoholics believe to have triggered their

drinking bouts. They are pighly effective, but some alcoholics

eventualiq become addicted'to the very tranquilizers which helped

them break away from their depindency on alcohol. Because of this,

most authorities' are reluctant to use tranquilizers except In an

in-patient center.

-Other physicians use what is somteines called conditioned-response

or aversion therapy, administering an alcoholic beverage and at the '

same time a powerful nausea-producing agent like emetine or apomorphine.

Repeated treatments with such a ogmbination are intended to develop

a.conditioned reflex loathing for alcohol in any form. Because of

the risk of severe phystcAl reactions, this method of treatment as

with others, requires-close medical supervision.

More widely Mrown and used are so-called deterrent agents Such as

(compounds

(Antabuse). A patient regularly taking one of these

(compounds finds.that ingestion of alcohol inany form quickly

produces pounding headache, sflusing, and usually violent nausea, .

mlting and other unpleasant symptoms. The hope is that this kind

o reaction or even e fear of it, will Iviep a'drinker from reaching

fo :fie first sip.,

.

An' important-aspect of Aug therapy, howeverl is the gtneral ipture'

of,the drug-glyIngdped receIvips.transactIon. It has peen suggested

,
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that the "image" of a drug therapy/ program may be a beneficial way

' to d al.with some typbs of alcoholic patients. They -can relate to

il.a me al model of illness and experience a low level of emotional

interact ion with medical personnel. The sense of "being treated,"

by being given' medicine, may lead to a good therapeutic relationship

witIS positive outcomes.
0

C.- Psychotherapy - ....',

.

'

.
.

Broadly, psychotherapy is a label covering various kind, of self-
examination, counseling and guidance, in Whic4,,,a trained professional

)

4 works with.krather than on) patients--alone_or in groups*-to help ,

them change their feelings, attitudes and behavior in order to live

more effectively. ,
.

.
-/

Although there are variatIoft, the psychotherapeutic approadh in

the case of alcoholism usually Involves an attempt to bring gout
acceptance of an alcoholic, by the patient and by the therapist,
as a person who is sick but not evil, immoral or-weak, and an
equally complete acceptance by the patient of the idea that he7she

needs help. An seffoct is made to achieve .understanding of the
patieht's underlying tensions as well as the more obv)ous problems,

to alleviate or solve those problems that 4n ,be realair handled,

and to find a means--other than drinking--w ich will dibble the
patient to five with those problems that cannot be solved.

Most successful therapists, however, may differ on details of

treatment, but indicate that pleadings, exhortations, telling
patients, how to live their li4es, or urging them to use mare
willpower, are usually useless and may be destructive.

ti

, One of the most recenfinnOvatipns in the area of psychotherapy

is theconcept of ,family theradq.

In view of the role that alcohol can setve In the family,, it
becomes necessary tq'help families develop alternative living

styles. Researcnerdroffer sugistions:
i

In/treating alcoholism, .attenlion should be given to
faring interactional lectors in addition to indiVidual

problems., L , .

2. Consideration should be given to the adaptive oe positive
functions that diriklng, served, so that the family may

integrate these knctions_into their sober life through
some other, means, instead of having to give them up along

with alcohol.
1 VI

.

3. Attention should be given to the fimifi's extended social,
network. ,As a'result of theoretical advgnces, family'

trpalblent, many alcoholism Programs now,routeinely see

the reldtives of aloballccaffents. in.some inst es

therapeutic efforts may be concenfrated on - "a signific

, relative rather tha on the problem, rinkers themselves.
es

4

.f44
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)The future of family therapy for the alcoholic family seems promising.

Although an alcoholic may resist treatment, the family members-may be

eager' to participate and t o p rpvide crucial support during particularly

difficult periods. The proce04 of making the family the patient

allows the alcoholic to re-enter family life as an active and equal

participant.

. Behavioral Thprapy 4

Behavioral psychologists believe drinjcing is a learned behavior

pattern based on rewards and punishmenti. Treatment involves re-

versing the pattern so rio'ndrinking brings rewards and avoids

punishment. TeChniques used in behavioral therapy,for alcoholism

include aversion therapies; assertiveness, coping and relaxatioil;

biofeedback; blood alcohol discrimination training and controlled

drinking.

' E. A.A. ,

Alcoholics Anonymous is a'group of alcoholics who h;ve banded tO-

7 gether td help themselves and others achieve sobriety. Anyone can

41114

joindthvbr=up by'attending a meeting. A.A. members admit that.they

anti, pd4rIess over alcohol, place their faith iii a power greater

the% themselves, and work on a "one day at a time" basis to maintain

I' sobriety'. In addition to thp meetings, A.A. provides a helping' ..

Nt i
,

network of members available by phone or n person. to listen 'end

offer support.

AI -Anom and Alateen are' similar self-help groups, although separate

orga?tzations from A.A. Al-Anon seeks to help spouses and friends

of prciNleT drinkers.while Alateen is directed at the chIldren of

alcoholics.

ti

F. Facilities for Treating Alcoholism "

A variety of resources for alcohoasm treatmen t are now available.
410

The include alcoholism infdrmation and referral centers, alcoholism

treatment centers, general hospitals, mental hospitals, community

mental health centers, detoxification centers; halfway and quarterway

houses, vocational rehabilitation centers, alcoholism outpati -ent

clinits, private physicians, Alcoholics Anonymous, human service agencies,

police-court systems, skid row agencies and kidustriel rehabilitation

' programs. Consult youritelephone directory for addresses, and phorle

numbers.
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-WASHINGTON STATE LAWS

A great many laws and regulations have been written about alcohol in this

state. More than 100 pages of these laws are contained, in the Revised
Code of Washington (RCW) and the Washington Administration Code (WAC).
In addition to these laws, each city and county may have additional laws
which apply locally, but which may not conflict with state statutes.

For the purposes of this supplement, 4iscussion'has been limited to those
state laws which appear to have the greatest impatt on the public at large
and school -aged children. This chapter consists of synopses of various la
intended to provide a,brIef and uncomplicated kook at an extensive and com-
plicated issue. For 'the exact wording of any law, refer to the appropriate

RCW'or WAC as indicated by the number accompanying each annotation. Copies

of. the RCW or WAC may be found at local city hall offices, most attorneys'
officeso.couhty courthouse'buildings) and college law schools, or can be
ordered (for a smaIrcharge) from the Liquor Control Board.

For additional iriformatiori, contact any of these offices:

the city or county piosecutior
./ local attorneys

the public defender'
the state attorney general

local alcbholism agencies, 4'

college law schools
legal aid

the ligpor control board
1

A. OVERVIEW

The "laws" of this state are generally of two types. First are those

contained in the Revised Code of Washington (RCW). These Statutes are

laws passed by the state legislature. Second are those laws found in '

fhe Washington Administrative Code. These.regulations are enacted by

various state administrative agencies for the purpose of implementing
the statutes (RCW) passed by the legislature. Court decisionsrmay

change or further define any of these laws. Such rulings are contotnesa

in the,Washington State Supreme COurt and Appellate Court reports. The

RCW, WAC, and Court Updates apprise the extensive and at times con-
fusing law of our state.

For the,purpose oiis supplement, the Washington State laws pertaihing
to alcohol have been 'divided fnto Three major Categories. Alcoholic

Beverage Control, Motor VehEcles, and Alcoholism Programs.

B. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL LAWS

The administration Sf alcoholic beverage control laws Is the responsi-
bility of the Washington State Liquor COntrol Board (LC8). 'These laws
pertain to the control of productroR, distribution and condumption of

alcohol. ;hey include ruldt on wholesaling, retailing,'taxing, licensing,
shipping, etc. Since they are numerous, and varies, only the.majorjaws
relating to Minors and the.general public are risted1000.

Violations of these laws may result in penalties ranging from a ten- II

dollar fine to,imprisonment. Some violations are classified as mis-
demeanors or gross misdemeanors. and carry appropi-iate penalties. (See

"Perlalities", pg40 for= furthlrigiscussion.)
uk: A,
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1. Minors
A
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14'

RCW 66.44.290 It is illegal for anyone under the age of 21 to buy

or attempt to bdy any ,alcoholic beverage. .

RCW 66.44.291 Persons'between t age of 18 and 21 who violate

RCW 66.44.290 may be fined S25 ti $100 or sentenced up to 30 days

In jail or both. ,(Those under the age of 18 are turned'over to,

juvenile authorities where appropriate penalties are determined.

'Penalties may be more or less severe than for those over 18 de-

4andIng on the Circumstances.)

RCW 66.44.300 It is a misdemeanor for anyone to invite a minor

into avern or bar and purchase IlquOr for tha4 minor or'to

ac t,liquor from that minor or to lie about that minor's age.

66.44.310, It is a,imisdemeanor:

a. to serve alcohol to anyone under' 21 years otage in a

tavern or to let them remain on the premises of the tavern.

b. for anyone under 21 to enter or remain in a tavern.

. for anyone under 21 to He about his/her age inorder to

enter or remain at a tavern.

RCW 66.44.315 Musicians between the ages of 18 to 21 may remain,

in any bar or tavern only during tines when they are actually

working as musicians at that bar or tavern. However, they cannot

purchase or consume liquor,

RCW 66.44.320. It is a misdemeanor to sell liquor to anyone under

the ageiof 21.

RCW 66.44.325 It is a misdemeanor for anyone tat provide anyone

under the age of 21 with false identifidation for the puFpose of

using that identification to purchase liquor.t
RCW 66.44.270 It is a niisdemeanor for any minor to possess or consume

any liquor. It is illegal for any persdn to give liquor to a minor.

it is illegal for any person to permita minor to consume liquor on

hisor her premise or premises under,his or her control, except:

a. parents or guardiansmaY provide liquor to their children, .

while under their supervision.'

b. minors may possess or consume liquor for religious purposes.

b
RCW 66.20.210 Any person attempting to enter a tavern or bar to

purchase liquor whose age is in questions may be required to sign a

card certifying his or her age. This signed card exempts the owner

or employee of that establishment from prosedution for serving liquor

to that person if he or she is not of legal age.
'1100

2. General Public

Some of the Alcohollc,Zekierage Control laws listed below may be

invaIrdated tiy.ttie Unifoem Alcoholism and IntOgication Act (RCW

70.96A) enacted on January 1, 14'74 in an effort to decriminalize
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the "publiedrunk" and to afford him/her floe opportunity for treat-
ment. The laws in the following section marked by an (*) are those
most likely to be affected by the Uniform Act. The fug impact of
the Uniform Act will not be known until controversies aelsIna from
Individual cases have been settled by the courts.

r

*RCW 66.44.100 Any person who opens or consumes alcohol In a public

plate is guilty of a misdeameanor and shall be fined no more that S10.

*RCW 66.44.110 It is illegal to be drunk in any public place. Penalties
for violation of this law are:

ar first offense - a fine of up to S10.
b. second offense - a fine of Up to S25
c.' third offense imprisonment for up to thirty days.

-

RCW 66.44.240 It is a.misdemearx;r for anyone engaged...in carrying

passengers in a public conveyance to allow consumption of alcohol
on that conveyance except in special areas set aside for that purpose.

*RCW 66.44.25g/it-Ts a misdemeanor for to-cronume alcohol
while on a public conveyance except in areas set aside for that
purpose.

ippi 66.44.150 It is a misdemeanor to purchase liquor from any
persoagor store not authorized to sell it by the State Liquor Contrif
Board.

RCW 66.44.160 It is illegal to possessor transport any alcoholic
beverages obtained from any person or store not authorized by the
State Liquor Control Beard.

RCW 66.44,140 It is a gross misdemeanor to produce or sell any
alcoholic beverage if one is not authorized to do so by tire Liquor
Control Board. However, one may produce wine or beer at home for
the, nsumpfion at home, but not jorisale, (RCW 66.17.010).

RCW 66.44.200 It Is a misdemeanor to sell liqqor to any persoq apparent-
ly enderithe influence of alcohol.

3. Miscellaneous Laws

The following is a list of some interesting and perhaps unusual laws
related to alcohol. (Some of tHese laws, for various reasons., are no

/ longer enforced. The(*) indicates those laws Which may be'invalidated.
by the Uniform Alcoholism and Intoxitation Act.)

. 4

RCW 66.44.765 Political candidates may not purchase or give liquor
to other persons in a'place licensed for the sale of (Iquor by the ,.

c 'drink on election day during the hours the polls are open.

RCW 7.48.240 All houses or places where drunkenness Is cafried on

or permitted are nuisances and may be closed and the owners punished.,
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RCW 66.20.110 Dentists may administer alcohol, to patients If an

actual need exists.

RCW 66.20.120 A person in charge of hospitals, sanitorlums, or

houses for the elderly may, if he or she holds a special permit, s'

administer alcohol for external or medicinal purposes to patients

of that institution if an actual need exists.

RCW 66.44.190 it is illegal to sell alcohol on the University of

Washington ogrounds. (If may be consumed at banquetl, if a permit

is obtained.) Facuifyareas are exempt.

'

RCW 19.60.063 It is a misdemeanor for a pawnbroker to receive property

from a common drunkard, or while a person is in an intoxicated condition.

KW 28A 05 010 The'common schools (public schools) of Washington

, must teach students about the effects of consuming alabhol.

RCW 9.91.060 It is a gross misdemeanor for a person to leave a .

child unattended in a car.while that person enters a 6ar or tavern.

RCW 9.91.020' It is a gross' misdemeanor to be intoxicated while per-

forming duties involving the running of a railroad, opprating

vessel propelled by steam, or driving any animal or veNlcle on

public roads.

RCW 9.41.080. It is illegal for any person-et° sell or give a pistol

, to a habitual drunkard.
a

11!

*RCW 77.16.070 It is illegal to hunt while intoxicated.

r. .

,(In addition to these laws, the WAC contains numerous rules. pertaining
''' toithe advertising of alcohol. For additional- information on this

topic, see WAC Chapters 314-52.)

4. Penalties
Ili

'Violations of Alcoholic.Beverage.Control laws listed on the pteceaing

pages (RCW numbers 66.44...), are subject to the following penalties,

unless cltherwRe stated.
. .

' RCW 9.01.114 Being under the influence of alcohol is not a d6fense

for any crime comfiitted white under the influence of that drug.

R61 66.44.010 Any person found in the act of ;:iplating any part

$ of the laws contained in'ACW 66.44 may be arrested without`peed

4 a warrant.
.

RCW 66.44.180 Unless otherwise stated, the penalties for violating

any of the Caws in RCW 66.44 are as f011ows:

a. first offense - imprisonment for up to two months or a:

I.fine of up to S300,ortoth.
b.. second offense - the imprisonment may be increased up to

six months.

c. third and subseggentaftense4 - the imprisongnteray-be

increased up to one year.'

1
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RCJ 9.92.020 Unless otherwise stated, violations categorited as
gross misdemeanors will result in imprisonment for up to o&e year,
or a fine of uR to $1,000 or both.

RCW 9+.030 less otherwise stated, violations categorized as
misdemeanors w II result in imprisonment for up to ninety days,
or a fine of p to $250 or both.

C. iMOTOR VEHICLE LAWS

a
The administration of the following laws related to alcohol and motor
vehicles is the responsibility of the Department of Licensing.

RCW 46.61.502 Driving while under influence of intoxicating liquor or
drug--What constitutes. A person is guilty of driving while under the,
influence of intoxicating liqdbr or any drug If he/she drives a vehicle
within this stjate while:

I. She/he has 0.10 percent or more by weight of alcohol in his/her blood
as shown by chemical analysis of his/her breath, blood, or other
bodily substance made under RCW 46.61.506 as now or h9reafter amended; or

2. She/he is under the combined Influence of or affected by intoxicating
9 liquor or any drug; or

3. She/he is under the combined influence Of or,affected by intoxicating
liquor and any drug.

C.

The fact that any person charged mith a violation of this section is or
has beep entitled to use such drug under the laws of this state shall
not constitute a defense against any charge of violating this section.

RCW 46.61.515 Any person convicted of driving while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor or any drugs within this state shall Se subject
tothe following penalties:

1,

Section (a.) first offense - imprisonment for not Zes than one day, nor
more than one year, add a fine not to exceed $500. That person's driving.'

privilege will be suspended for not less than 30 days. The court may
recommthd that no suspension action be taken, as the director is the
onl person invested with the authority to suspend or revoke the driving
privilege, not the court. The person shall alto,be required to complete,
an approvqd alcohol information school.'

Section (b.) second or subsequent offense. within five years - impr isonment
for not less than seven days not more than one year and a fine up to
$1,000.. That person's driving privilege shall be Suspended for a minimum
of 60 days.

Section (c.) third and subsequen1 offenses within five years - imprison-
ment and floes (same as (b.) above). That person's driving privilege
shall be revoked for one year. In addition to these assessed penalties,
the Department of Licensing2hall impose habitual traffit offender
sanctions revoking the driving privilege of the indivIduai.for five
consecutive yeqrs.o

1SG:
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If a person is withouta valid driver's license because of a previous
suspension) when arrested, the minimum mandatory sentence shall be

90 days and $200. Cannot be suspended or deferred.

The above penalties, except license suspension or revocation, may not.
be suspended or deferred unless risks to physical or mental well being

are involved.
.,.

.

00-1W 46.20.031 Section 4 The.department shall /rot issue a driver's

. license to persons who habitual 19' lack self control as to the uSe of
alsokolic beverages, or use alcoholic beverages to the extent that
their health is substantially impaired or endangered or their social
or economic function is disrupted so as to constitute a danger to other

persons or property: Provided, that a license may be issued if
department determines that such persons are participating in an al ohol
recovery program acceptable'to the department and have established
control of their alcoholic condition. 94

RCW 46.20.311 & 46.29.250 Persons whose lic#nse are revoked or suspended

due to driving while intoxicated or for refusing a breathaiizer test,
must file proof of insurance with the Department of Motor Vehicles.
Such proof must be filed before the Department of Motor Vehicles will

issue a license, and proof of insurance must continue to be filed for

three years. Cancellation_of insurance during this period will result

in suspension of the license.
43

RCW 46.65.020 & 46.65.060 A person with three or m6re convictions for
driving while inttockated is classified as a "habitual offender" and
his'Or her driver's license will be revoked for five years.

1 RCW 46.61.520 When any person dies as a result of injuqes sustained
in an accident caused by a driver who was under the influence of alcohol

.(or any dru that driver shall be guilty of negligent homicide and
sentenced t6 -TO years in the state penitenfiiry or one year in the .

county jail or a fide of up to $1,000 or both jail terthband fine.
, ..

RCW 46.20.308 - Implied Cdnsent Statute Any person who operates a motor

vehicle upon any public highway shall be deemed to have given their consent
to a chemical test to determine the level of alcohol present in that
person's blood. This test shall be of the breath only, antess a person
is rendered unconscious or is otherwise .incapable of submitting fo a

breath test. If the arresting officer has established a reasonable
likelihoellhat a person may die of the result of injuries in an 8ccident,

a breath or blood test may be administered withOut the consent of the .

individual arrested. This consent is deemed to be given when a person

ip, arrested for any offense where, at the time of the rest, the :
.

arresting officer has reasonable grounds -1:R bflieve thelperson was

actually driving or had been driving, a motor...vehicle on a public
4,

roadway uyer the influence of alcohol. \

.

Blood alcohol breath tests shall. be administered under the direction
--- of a law enforcement officer, who shall first inform he person of his'

or her.rights to refuse such test and the. consequences of that refusal.,
..- ,

4

If any persoA refuses to submit to a breath test, no test shall be,given.

Htwever, after such 'refusal, the Department of Licensing shall revoke"
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that person's driving privilege for a minimum of six consecutive months,
or, if the person has no license, deny the driving privilege for six
6onsecutive months. The department must then notify that person of
the action taken and his or her rights to a formal hearing on the matter.
(if, as a result of that hearing the revocation is sustained, the person
may appeal the revocation order to the Superior Court In the county of
their current residence.) If it is finally determined that the license
shalt remain revoked, such revocatLon shall be for a period of six con-
secutive months. Under the provisions of this type of revocation there
are no occupational licenses issued regardless of thespersonal hardship
incurred by the individual.

Person's who are dead, unconscious or in any condition of being unable
to refuse, are deemed not to have withdrawn their consent and may be
tested for blood alcohol content by any qualified or licensed person
authorized to withdraw and analyze blood samples.

D. ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS

The administration of laws related to alcoholism programs is the respons-
ibility of the Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS). The

laws relating to alcoholism programs are primarily contained in RCW
Chapters 70.96A, 71.12 and 48.21. Chapter 71.12 deals with private

facilities for the treatment of vario conditions, including alcoholism.

Since much of what is contained in that chapter is either too technical
for this section, or is contained in chapter 70.96A, it will not be

discussed here. Chapter 48.21 deals with insurance and an important
law from that chapter is

RCW 48.21.160 The legislature recognizes alcoholism as a
disea5e and therefore orders all health insurance contracts
issued after July, 1974.to include provisions providing
benefits for the treatment of alcoholism.

Two important laps related to treatiment are found in RCW 69.54!

RCW 69:54.060 Any person fourteen years of age or older may

give consent for himself to counseling care, treatment, or
rehabilitation by an ,approved drug treatment center, or person
licensed or certified by the state related to problems caused
by drug or alcohol abuse. Parental consent is not required,
except that such person.,Shall riot become a resident of such treat-
ment center4rithout parental permission.

RCW 69.64.070 Any persOn being treated for)alcoholism is
guaranteed that all information regardWg-fhat treatment will
be kept confidential, unless waived by the individual, provided
that such care is received from a facility approved by the state
under RCW 71.24.020 and 71.24.030 or from any person licensed
or certified by the state to provide such care.

Ii
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T e remaining laws pertaining to alcoholism programs arefound In chapter
, 70. .nd 70.96A., Chapter 70.96 establishes the framework for county .1-

alcoholi board, while chapter 70.96A, the Uniform Alcoholism and
intoxication Act, enacted on January 1, 1974, contains the majority of
laws relating to alcoholism programs. Although the actual intent of,this

law can only be decided by the courts, those who work closest with the
law feel it was enacted in an effort to decriminalize the "public drunk"
and to afford him or her the opportunity for treatment rather than a
jail term. Because of the complex nature of our legal system, it may be
that the Uniform Act will have a greater impact than expected. If so,

that impact will have to be decided by the courts.

Uniform Alcoholism Intoxication Act (RCW Chapter 70.96A)

RCW 70.96A.010 "It is the policy of the State of Washington that
alcoholics and intoxicated persons may not bevsubjected to criminal
prosecution solely because of their consumption of alcoholic beverages,
but rather should be afforded a continuum of treatment in order that
they might dead normal lives as productive members of society."

RCW 70.96A.080 The Washington State Department of/Social and Health
Services (DSHS) shall establish a comprehensive program for treatment

of alcoholics and intoxicated persons. Every attempt should be made

to make treatment services available at the community level. Treatment

may not be provided in jails or in prisons, except for inmates.

RCN 70.96A.090 DSHS will establish standards for private and public

treatment facilities. DSHS will also inspect all facilities to see that

those standards are being met.p
RCW 70.96A.100 Every effort should be made to have patients treated

_____A_Noluntarily rather than involuntarily and on an out-patient basis when

appropriate. Treatment should be individualized to meet the needs of

each person.

RCW 70.96A.120

1. A person who is found intoxicated in public and in need of help
may be assisted to his or her home or 10 a treatment facility

if he or she asks-for help.

2. Except for persons who have violated laws not related to alcoholism
or intoxication, anyone who violates laws Ottai-ning to driving

while intoxicated or refusing to submit to a breath test,
and is incapacitated by alcohol in public and who has threatened,
attempted inflicted physical harm to another person may*
taken into protective custody by the police. If necessary, force

may be used in this process. As soon as possible, and at most,

within eight hours, that person must be taken 10 an approved '

alcoholism.treatment facility or emergency.medical facility.
Being taken into protective .custody undsr this law does npt
constitute an arrest, and no record shall be made to ,that effect.

3. Once an 'Incapacitated person'is no longer incapacitated, he or
she may leave he treatment facility if desired (see RCW 70.9p.140)1111'

4. Next-of-kin shall be notified, except for.adult5 who request
that no notification be made. '

5. Treatment facilities shat) assist persons without homes or funds

to find shelter. sr
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RCW 70.96A.140 Involuhtary commitment to an alcoholism treatment program

can only be done by a court order. Petition for commitment can be flied
by the person in charge of the treatment facilitysor his/her designee.
Before such an order can be Issued, a formal hearing must be held-415 ohtain
all 'relevant information pertaining to the case. Persons committed in
this manner shall undergo treatment for thirty days or less, Commitment

may be extended, if necessary, by the same process as described above. In

any event, commitment May not exceed 210 days.

RCW 70.96A.190 All laws (state, county, or city) which include drinking,
being a common drunkard, or being foundintoxicated as the primary
element of the offense are ho longer enforceable. Exceptions are made
for laws deaiing with drinking and driving, operation of various vehicles
and machinery, coalitions involving minors, uses of alcohol at stated
times by stated persons, and various other laws which do not hold drunkenness
as the greatest element.of the offense.

This section also states that being intoxicated is not a defense in It-

self and that persons arrested for crimes while' intoxicated may still be

prosecuted for those crimps, (e.g., someone arrested for assault while

4
intoxicated can still be convicted of assault but dot for being drunk.)

E. ALCOHOL INFORMATION SCHOOL

The administration of the laws related to alcohol information schools- Is

the responsibility of the Department of Social and Health Services.

WAC 275-19-020 Alcohol information school provides the individual

student wIth Information regarding the use and abuse of alcohol-and

attempts-to motivate the individual with a drinking problem to evaluate

the problem and seek treatment.

WAC 275-19-800 AI''oI Information School--Purpose. The purpose of ,

WAC 275-19-800 through 275 -19 -899 is to provide specific program standards

and objectives for approval and /accreditation of facilities providing

alcohol igformation school services, as described in WAC 275-19-020.

To be app rived and accredited as an alcoholism treatment facility to

provide alcohol information school services, the facility must comply

with the requirements of WAC 275-19-010 through 275-19-199, the rules

add regulations in this s'ection, and chapter 70.96A RCW.

WAC 275-19-810 Alcbhol Information School--Student Assessment. There

shall be an assessment of each enrolled student's Involvement with alcohol,

by a quallfiedealcoholism counselor, priot to the classroom insquetIon. N.

WAC 275-19820 AlcohOl Information School--Curriculum. 1) The alcohol

information school shall provide a. school curriculum which meets the

guidelines published by the office on alcoholism.
-

.

dew

1
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,

2) The alcohol information school curriculum sh611.include the folic:wing
.

1.
'a. Adeguate'information regarding alcohol, alcohol abuse, and

A . alcoholism. .

b. Information on the current laws addressing drinking alcoholic

. . . beverages and driving a motor, vehicle. a

' . , c. , informiSion on the effect of'the use of alcohol on driving 1411
..

. abi I ityl

ik .dp Information regar(iing the availability of alcoholism treatment

Itt'resources, .
-

. el, Information on the dangers,of the use of alcohol In combination

with otherdrugs. 1

or
.

\\ 3)- The cdrriculum shalt consfst'of not less than eight nor more than

twelve hours of classroom instuction.,

4) ,Nft more than three hours of instruction nail be conducted in any
I

/Le

M

:one day.
4

5) A test or tests shall be administered to each enrolled student which

will reveal. the degree of subject retention and assist. in evaluating

the efficiency and effectiveness of the' curriculum.
. , .

WAC 275-19-850 Alcohol Information School--fees. Student fees shall be

'limited to not more than two hundred fifty dollars for the classroom

6. instruction and assessment. These fees shell be in.accordance with
'guidelines established by the office on alcohotin.

I

0

C.

.

J
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Because alcohol affects the human body, espechally the braLn, it has the .

potential to effect the safety of the people who use it and those around
them."For this reason, as well as others, the idpa that, "I can drink "
as much as I want. I'm only iprtIng mysplf," requires some careful
second thought. Consider the statement In light of. the following information.

I.' DRINKING AND DRIVING

A. Alcohol and Traffic Fatalities

fa
It is'nearly impossible to overstate the relationship between
alcohol and traffic accidents. Many studies show that approxi-
mately one-half of all highway deaths are .caused, at least In
part, by alcohol. This is a daily average In the United States
of 75 people. To put this in perspective, in the 11-year period,
1960-1971, 45,000 American soldiers were kPlIed In combat is
South Vietnam. During this same period, 545,000 Ambrican citizens
were killed in traffic accidents. Of these fatalities,
274,000 were alcohol-re4ated. Statistics on alcohol-related
accidents In Washinbton State can be found on pagd

192
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.4%
B. Blood-Alcobol levIjs'

. ,
...

Blo.-alcohol ievel(BAL) refers to the ratio of alcohol to'

blood in the body: e.g., a blood alcohol level of .10 per cent
means 'pat there is one,part alcohol for' every thouen parts.,

of blood. -BAL 1 a measure used to classify a pers n' degree

of intoxication.

..
, 0 r

The rate of absorption and volume of alcoh61 needed tdprodupe
intoxication vary from one per'on to another. The research

i that is available, however, demonstrates that a.blood-alcohol
level (BAL) as low as 0.02 per cent can adversely affe t a

_
, person's behavior. At 0.05 per cent BAL;\everyone is ffectede

'-- The U. S. Department of Transportation believes- that BAL of

-..
0.10 per, cent should be considered prima facie evidence of
driving while intoxicated; .10 per cent has also been adopted
by the State of Washington as the BAL at oihich a driver is under4 4
the influence.

..,- t
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,One of the major contriOutions to research on drinking drivers
and accidents is the study conducted by the Department of
Police Administration of.Indiana University, which pointed out

that when a driver's blood-alcohol concentration reached 0.15
44, per cent, the possibility of the driver causing a traffic accident

is 25 times greater than if his body wereessentially alcohol

- free. '(See Figure 2.)

' Blood-alcohoi concentrations over 0.04 pea cent are definitely
associated with idtreased accident invoivemeht, according to

the-study. When the alcohol concentration reaches 0.06" per cent,

the, probability of causing an accident is twice that of the
alcohOl-free driyer and at 0.10 the probability is six times

-.gneater.

1 93
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BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT

To find your BAG :'.

First Find your Weight id the left hand column. (For weights

not shown, usestHe closest figures and then average.)
"- 'ir

Second Select the column.showing tow many drinks You have hid:
. *

Note: One.drink equals 12 Ounces of beer, one shot of

/
hard liquor (80 proof), or-five ounces of wine.

Third

40'

Figure 1

Using the nupber of tours in which.you consumed those drinks,,
find your BAC.

BAC CHART

Afar
I Drink 2 Drinks

.

3 Nooks
.

,
,
4 Drinks

'Hann
4 3 2 1 4

I
3 2 1 4 3 2 1 I 4 3. 1 1

We sit I

0641 1
00 - - ..

.02 - ,

-

- 05 06

.

07,

-

10 io 10 12 12

...

If 11

100 - - - 02 - - 04 0§ 05 0 06 09 09 10 12 13

120 - - - 02 - - 03*, 04 03 04* 06 06 06 06 oe 2.3

leo - 01 - f 02 04 02 03 -05 06 04 06 UP 09

160 - - - .0 I i - - 07 00 01 02 04 05 03 04 Oi ce

160 - - - 01 - - 01 03 - 02 03 .04 02 04 05 07
. .

200 - - - :- ' s '- 01
.

02 01 03 04 01 03 04 06

Aft er
Mons

5 Drinks I Onnks 7 Drinks
'

S Ds.nks

4 3 2 1 4 3 4, 3 2 1 1 3 2 1

Weight
Ott 1
60 17 17 19 20 19

i2
22 22 .25 as 27 I7 30 29 30 32 .33

100

4

13 14 16 17 16 111 19 21 20 22 23 / 25 24 25 27 26

120 09 11 13 14 13 14 1 17 15 17 19 20 19 20 '''12 23

140 A7 09 10e 12 10 12 13 15 13 14 16 17 15 17 11 70.

160 66 07 09 10 OS 09 11 13 10 12 '13 if 13 14 16 17

160 04 06 07 09 06 DB .09 11 .09 10 12 13 11 12 14 If
200 03 04 06 06 05' .07' .05 .09 A7 06 10 12 09 10 12 .13

0'1.140,5 iiPka Ike 11PCOMMIFI110 M 114.44 De II vacs *A 'kW*

Examples: A) A 180 pound person who drank five drinks in three hours would,
have a BAC of .06.

B) A 95 pound person who d rank 3 drinks" in two hours would have
a BAC of .08 -

reaction to alcohol'is affected by factors; such as:,
at you've eaten 4) amour drinking experience

2 our mood 5) Your personal chemistry,
3) The setting 6) Other drugs you've taken,.'

REHEMBER:

0
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1 N
C. Eflects of Alcohol on Human Functioning

1/4.b.-

The ability to perform driving maneuvers depends on the driver's
mental, emotional, tnd phySic,1 state..

- '
.

.
.

Anything that weakitins ot damagds the ability to perform well or .

... to make sound deciskoins is called an.impatrment. Some impairments

are physic0: they affect the ablgity tp see, hear, or control
muscular movement. Other impairments affect deci'sion-making
abilities. Thelusect alcohol Impairs both physical and mental
funttioning.. It affects three areas of the body whicttre

(essential for the responsible"handling of. an automobjle. judgment,

reflexes andvision. Loch of these will be discussed separately.,
. .

1. Absorption of Alcohol, into the Body.? Alcohol does not have

to be digested. It enters the bloodstream directly throdigh
the lining of the stomach and affects the body very soon

after drinking. The rate of absorption oralcohol into the 1/4

bloodstream, however, does vary. ,For example, if the stomach
is full of solid food, it win dilute the alcohol and slow
the rate of absorption. fn geneet1,4wever, the absorption .

process is completed within 20 to 40 minutes from:the time
that a drdnk is consumed. \

i . ,

\As the bloodstream carries the alcohol 4o the brain, it

affects the cerebrum, the portion of the brain,where judgments

I' and decisions arc made. As the concentration of alcohol

C. increases, it afects* the cerebellum, the area which controls
4 muscular movement and maintains body equiii,brium. , -

7
4/ I

\Alcohol and Vision. Alcohol lhas long been thought to seriously
,impair all- functions of vision at a relatively low blood-alcohol

level. This does not ppear fo' be true. However, coordination
of eye movements and the ability to divide attention between
different tasks appear to be affected at .low -level concentrations

/
of akcohol.. IA effect, persons who have consumed alcohol.tend
to fiA, their vision on one object, rather than moving from one
Object to another to gather information. Since driving an
automobile is an activity in which one must continually identify
and react to many changing stimuli, impairment of the ability
to divide attention among many cues can be critical.

3. Alcohol and Reflexes. We frequently picture a "drunk" as a
personwhois stumbling and having difficulty standing. Inex-

perienced drinkers May behaVe like thisafter consuming very
little alcohol. Among expellenced drinkers, however, such
behavior may not appear until the Individual has consumed large
quantities of alcohol.

.

Alcohol may muscular control. For example, a person's

steadiness may be lost. When drivers with high blood- alcohol

levels are tested under. actual driving conditions, impairment
often-1p comes evader In steering, braking, and speed control.

Steerl g-wheel ,move nts tend to increase and steering responses
are s wed. Drivers Ith high blood-alcohol levels have
difficulty steering t rough turns. They are not-able to make

the steering correct ons necessa4. or.
J. kik)
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Brake reaction time under such conditions also tends to Fructmase,
1-as does the ability tosapply the brakeirsmoothlY or to eome to
a stop at a specific point. Drivers who have been drinking Also
have dtfficulty in maktaining a constant. speed: They seem to

)
peed up and slow down'unnecessarily. They also mike speed
ad)ustmenfseitar braking or accelerating- -that are exaggerated,

e

A

When alcohol is In the brain, a longer time span passes before
the voldntary muscles can obey the messages sent by the brain.
A blood alcohol eoncentralion of froal .10 to .20 'per cent-slows
the time takes one to react by 10 to, 30per cent; in ari
emergency, even a fraction of a second can make a 'difjerence.

11. Alcohol, Judgment, and Behavicir. When inhibitions are reduced
1 people tend to display, greater anger, sadpeis, silliness, rude:-

nesp, or susRlOon, depending on their ptesonality and the mood
they were in when they started to drink. Some' people even fall
asleep after a few drinks.

7

Because of emotional and physical 'differences; such as size or
atigue,'the effects of alcohol differ_from one person to another.
Furthermore, alcohdl wilj not affect- people the samesway every
.time they drink. A change,In the contents of tpd stomach, one's
eMotional state, or the type of drink can cause reactions to
vary..

.
... .

Some people drink simply 'for fhe experience of feeling uhigh.1
'They want fo experience the special feeling that alcohol creates.
Therefore, thermay:feel high, after consuming a relativelysmaij

. amount of alcohol., Their menta' processes, however) may bp ..,
4 -..

impaired just as though they were truly intoxicated. r,

It is impossible to predict accurately the behavioral changes_
that will take place in individuals who drink. The only sure s
prediction is that the uskof alcohol will not imkove driving
performancefand in any quantity will inpair judgment. As

judgment delteriorates, the people feel that they are actually
more skilled than while sober. They are therefore likely to

' take more 'Chances- in passing, speedjng, and negotiating curves
than usualj

To Illustrate this point,Figure 2 below she s the increased
probability of'a collision with increased blood-alcohol levels.

"

i! 14

41

I

1
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D. Alcohol and"the Young Driver

Drinking and,gri ving appeats to be a special problem among Young

drivers. This problem-ls%Lllustrated by thd fact that at least

six out of every ten highway deatts of drivers between 16 and 24

Involve drinking and driving. There are several possible exp,lana-

tions for this. One is that young drivers are generally learning

to drink at,a time when they are still developing the judgments

and sktlfs'necessari fdr safe driving. Their driving skills may

We less automatic. In other words, because they ate less exper-

ienced, -they have.to think more'about.how they drive, and alcohol

affects therr ability to think cleatly, logically, and quickly.

In addition, teenagers arc often affected more quickly and severely

tha adults by alcohol because they usually weigh less than adults.

tta istics on fatalities involving Washington state drivers under

21 ,years of age can be 'found on pages 95796.

E. The-Drinking- Driving Decision

Many drivers aro aware of the effects that alcoholic beverages have

on th'ILE driving performance, and they avoid driving after they

.drink. Others attempt to modify the effects of alcohol by eating

before they drink or by drinking only at meals.. Still others limit

the number of drinks they have, or they space their drinks so that

their blood-alcohol level does not get too high.'
°

A
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The debisions one makes about drinking atelersonal decltio4 No

one can force another to drink or not drink, nor to ride with some-

one who has ..been drinking. However,rdeciSions must be made before

,,.. one begipi drinking, because once started, alcohol interferes with

making sOunddecisions.

Human beings make rr;hstakes, even when they are performing at top

level. Remember that consumption of alCohol simply increases the

..chances of such mistakes. The more a person drinks, the greater the

risk he/she takes. . .

F. Drinking and Driving Statistics in,Washington State

The following statistics are from the' Washington State Patrol 1978 ''

summary of accidents Involving the drinking driver:

There were 91.,342 investigated motor vehicle traffic

accidents in the State of,Washington during the year'.
Of these, 20,028 or 21.9 per cent, Involved a drinking
driver. This compares to 20,394 for 19774-a decrease

of 1.8 per cent.

The total number of drivers involved in 20,028 accidents

was.28,937. The number of drivers who had been drinking

was 20,959.

.11

Table 1
Drivers In:

Ali Accidents

Driver's in:

Fatal Accidents

Degree of Drinking* 1977 1978 1977 1978

Had Been Drinking, Ability impaired 9,874 9,594 379 387

Had 184en Drinking, Ability Not Impaired 4,,960 4,990 61 68

Had Been Dringinti, Sobriety. Unknown 6,403 ,6,375 46 ' 45

Sub-Total, "Had Been Drinking" 21,237 20,959 486 ' 500

Total Drivers, Excluding "Not Stated" 131,685 130,,182 1,092 1,222

Number of Drivers Drinking Per
Every 100 Involved 16.0 15.0 44.5 40.9

Number of D.W.I. Per Every 1.00 Involved - 7.5 7.0 34.7 11.7

*Refers to' drivers In all lnvestigateeaccidents.

V
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Table 2

Types of Orinkinki Priver Accident; 11978)

, .se

95

. ,

:4

A eA
Urban Areas Rural Areas.) .

, 'All Fatal . All Fatal

ACcidents Only Accidents Only
.

"
:

11' Single yehicle.toilisioe

. ,

Fixed Object
Other Object

,

f . Overturned
Vehicle-Pedestrian

_

Vehicle-Railway Train 1

Vehicle-Pedalcyclisli

Vehicle-Animal

Noncollision
4 .

Multiple-Vehicte Collision

Head-On
Rear-End.
Sideswipe

/
- Angular Direction
Enter/Leave Parked Pos.
Enter/Leave Driveway .

Struck Parked'Vehicle
Skiddidg-Broadside

.

I Left/I Straight

Total Accidents ..,

3.055

b2,627A

57

35

6,664

5,083

. 8 0 .18

277 9 1,427

. 84 § 45

17 2' 9

23 2 10.

0 0 43

19 I

e
29

.

6,251 52 e 4,058'

. 169 9 24/

1,409 '. ID 1,019

447 3 496

1;257 13 684

67 0 25

430 0 .533

1,883 6 486

201 8 326

388 . ' 3 242

9.306 1091 10,722

.Accidents for Drivers Under, 20 Years of Age Tv- 1978 ".

229
4 ,

. L57

2 s

54

IA,

2 .

0

-16,
2

120

. 32

6 4,

, 3

13,4 illo
0

6

6
ssq

715
349 -

I. Under 20 year old driversliade up 8:2 per...sea df total licensed

drivers.

, .

. 2. Under 20 yeahold drivers were involved in 25.5 %'of ALL fatal

collisions.

3. 45.8% of ALL fatal collisions weremone-car collisions.

,

4. Under 20"year old driyers were Involved in 20.2% of all onecar

fatalsoollisions. .

. .

k 1 99
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1

5. Causes of all fatal crashes involving drivers under 20 years:

6. I

A. DWI 30.0
B.'.Speed over'Legal 19.2%

C. 'Safe Speed 9.8%. ,

. D. Inattention, 3.3%
E. Improper Lane,

Travel '0
tP1 F. Failure to Yield

Right of Way
& Improper Passing

Over Center Line 7.0%
I. Disregard Signal '5.15

b. Fall Asleep 3.3%

K. Defective
Equipment 4:2%

L. Other ,3.7%
/ Total 100.0%

/

61 Under 20 year cad drivers that were DWI at the, tithe of collision:

Alt Fatal Collisions

ti

/

01

Figure 3

Percentage Of Total Traffic Accidents Caused by Teenage Drivers,

1970-78, State 'Of Washington:

'Oer Cent

Number of

Age Drivers

16 and under
, 9 I2.1%'

17 18 27.3%

18 16 24.2%

19 24 36.4%

Total' 66 100.0i.

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

I0

,a
9.1%

14.8%

22.3%

200

1970 1973 4978
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II. DRINKING AND'OTHER SAFETY PROBLEM , Alt

A statistical bullet-0 of the Metropolitan Life Insurance'Company

reports that 0A study ort fatal home acclderits among policy'holders'

indicates that al cohol p)ays an important rctle rn,(ho%Ohold) .

accidents among young adults and middle age0:" Another study of

nonfatal home'accident victims in Massachusetts rtip,orted that 21

per cent of the Males had-been drinking and almosf'-0. per cent of

the females were similarly affected. In both of the above studies

falling asleep wjth a lighted cigarette, poisoning and drownings

all had drinking associated with them.

16 a similar report, theFederai Aviation Agency reported that '35.4

per cent'of the pilots of private planes that were kill.ed had

measurable blood alcohol Concentrations. Another study showedO'hwt:

39 per can't of the general aviation (noncommercial) pilots killed('

'had'al.cohol in their bodies.

,

A study of pedestrian 'fatalities showed that 40 per cent of those

killed had blood alcohol concentrations of 0.40 per, cent ircomparison

with 8 pier cent of those not hit whd were on the streefs at .

the Same times and locations.
e

A. Economic Cost of Alcohol-Related Problems
I .

Alcohol` abuse and alcoholisM cost the United States nearly,
1110

,S43 billion in 1975 The estimate was derived from an analysis

of. six aspects of social behavior in which alcohol had significant ,

economic impact. The six aspects are listed in the following

table, with estimates of cost for eaci.

. 4 4

Table 5
.

t

,EcoiloMic Costs of Alcohol Misuse and Alcoholism in the United

States, 1975

Item
4

Cost (billion $)

Lost production '
19.64

Health and medical 12.74

NWT. vehicle accidents 5.44

Viollant crime 2.86

Social,responses 1.94

Fire losses 0.43

Total $42.75

201
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. .

in general, lost product.idn is considered, in terms ofIthe goods and

n

that usually flow through the traditional markettsystem.
alcohol abuse lowers a worker's Rroductivity, the goods and

9ervicesfot produced as a consequence do not appear in the
marketplace. Several studies indicatethat firms with alcohol=
troubled employees suff r economic losses in the formpf tardiness,
absenteeismf worke fric on, and lowered productivity becayee

_ .0 those personnel. . -

. . /

C. Health Care
L

Ch 175, approximately SI2.74 billiOn,'or 12.1 percent of the
total, adult population's health expenditures; was spent fora
alcohol- related. health a5d medical services, making health., care

the second largest economic cost Of alAsphol misuse, problem .

drinking, and alboholism. The avallgie mortality data suggest
that alcohol abuse increases health care cost% across broad

siibctrum of'diseases, including heart dtsease, certain cancers,

pnetiMonia, and stomach and duodedal ulcers.'

Qf the $12.74 billion impended for alcohol-related health services,
the largest share went for hospital care. The total population

over .16 years of ageiestimated in 1975 at 155 mIllion peopFe,.
used $42.3 billion worth of hospital care. The estimated 10 -

mPlionloroblem drinkers accounted for $8.4 billion or almost'

20 percent of all-hospitarcarerexpenses.

or

4,

4

4

y
202
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TEENAGE DRINKING

1

i. TEENAGE DRINKING PATTERNS

ItThere are,many adults today who have -breat a sigh of relief because,

M1 apparently, the "drug" prbUlemihas subsid . Howefer, there-14 growing

concern among other adults about the increased useof alcohol by

teenagers. Every indiCation suggests that young people have merely

V , shLtted their drug use to involve to a greater extent th more

sOcIally-acceptable drug, alcohol.
Y'

Recent reearchon adolescent drinkipg reveals'some general, trends In

'their drinking behavlor: Aw

,14,, The personal use ofa4cohol is not solely an adult experience In

this society: The first persohal use of alcohol.is typically

reported to be in the home, with parents or other relatives

present. independent drinking, away from homes usually occurs

at aboukage 10-13 or the beginning of junior high school.

2. The probabil,Ity i quite high that almost every adolescent in

our society will have used an alcoholic beverage at least

40
once betlafitt_beirg graduated fromOlighschool.

3. Ad8lesc6ts who drlak typically report that at least one parent

Is a user. Abstinal* adolescents usually report that their

parents are alSO abstinent.

0

4. The proportic4 of drinking adolescents /ho claim parental approval:

16 li greatest among those who confine
41

t
t.

eir drinking to the
1' ,

5. Among adolescents, as among adults, ,the probability that an

individual will be a Aer varlet with such s6cial factors.as

sex
it
age, soclo-econa6ic position, ethnic and religious back-

ground, and rbral or brban residence. 'Ale
P-

The number of rc igular drinker=s,, the quantityuantity of alcohol ccWsumed

and the frdquency of use in this population 'Increase proportion-

ately with age. (See figure j).
4

A study completed In 1974 by the Addiction Research Foundation of

Toronto, indicates that dangerous, 4011cit drug use.i'as declined since

1970, .but the use,ofAalcohol and marijuana has increased consistently

and significantly overt the ast six years. It was noted in the study

that the percentage of stude reporting the use of alcohol at

least once in the, past six months has jumped *o 72. per cent in

1974 from 46.3 per ceni`in 1968% Thp study was c 'ducted in metropolitan

Toronto, .blit the results"were very mtch the slim as those found in

studies conducted.in allfornia over the same,time span.

I Changes in wherefeeilage drinking takes place with advancing age '

was noted in a recent study: frOM,60 per'cent of seventh graders whop

.only drank at home on special family occasions to 75 per cent of

I I. w.

,...,/
t .

0 4 0 .

:
. Ii* a

2031.

.
c

,. ,-...
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iGURE I PERCENT OF DRINKERS Ar.ONG IELNAGeRS BY SEX,

GRADE: FRE NCY OF DRINKING AND TYPE OF BEVERAGE

1974.

too
LIQUOR

/

tg
n.

75

25

7 8 0 10 11 '12

GRADE

4'

AhDrink once a week or
more

X Drink once a month or

more

Drink once a year or-

more

GRADE

4

204

GRADE

Source: Alcohol and Hoalth, 1974
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twelfth grade teenagers who,-said th ey drank at unsupervised parties.

(See figure 2).
sa,

In asapparate study, NIAAA gethered information about drinking patterns

of order adolescents attending colleges dnd universities. The trend

0 toward almostuniiversal use of alcohol was also evident in this age

group. In reviewing surveys of alcohol use on college and university

campuses, if was found tgat the percentage of college student r. ,

drink ranges from 71 per cent to 96 per cent. At mosttschoo s

it ranged from 87 per cent to 93 per cent.

-"'" These figurts are probably ah underestimation because there is little

hard data availableaboutdrinking patterns among .young people who are

not in school. Some studies of out-of-school youth 4ndicate that this

popy,lation has a higher proportion of drinkers than the school population.

II; PROBLEM DRINKING AMONG TEENAGERS

A. National Data

r

Alialcohol 9onsu tion among yougg peoplepses, so do problems

related to the use ofialcohol. A study on alcOhol use and driving

. sponsoreeby the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

in 1974 surveyed high School students, from freshman through

senior years. These-student6 were from 25 geographical areas

selected to represent the national pictUre. It, was concluded

from this study that there is an alarming amount of drinking

and driving taking place among a large, mainstream group of

U.S. youth. in fact, high school students ara in contact with

alcohol-related situations almost as often as adults are today.

Arrestsof persons under IS for alcohol-related offenses (driviag

while intoxicated, liquor law violations, and drunkenness) , 'r

'increased nationally-by 135 per cent between 1960 and 1973.

Among these, arrests for driving while intoxicated increased by

more than 400 per cent. These figures were obtained from the

Uniform Crime Reports, 1974.

b. Washington State Data

Although hard data on how many teenagers drink how much alcoh ,

how often is sparse, some idea can be inferred from the numhe of

people who come in contact with community alcohol centers. ring

1979, approxi-matelY 17,000 people were served by community alcohol

centers. Of this number, about ,000.(slx p&Lcent) are-between
the ages of fourteen to nineteen. Of +hose ;go attended alcohol

information school, nineteen percent were teenagersg,
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FIGURE 2 PERCEI;li3OF TEENAGE DRINKERS BY SCHOOL GRADE AND SETTING

. 1974

X M home on. special occasions
, - 0

A At teenage parties. No adults present
4

,FermFfiLd'inner at homett
.

.., i:.
%

I

Drjving_around or sitting in a car at night.

at

P

11`

7 % 8 9 10 II 12

6 . SCHOOL GRADE

2O

V

Source: Alcohol and Health, 974
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It has been said that, . .sooner or later, all youngpeople in

out society are faced with the .inevitable decision to drink or

not to drink. Three-fourths of *porn will,make this decision and

use alcohol before they are legalPly entitled - one-third on a

-regular basis, while five to ten percent will expulence serio

complications as a.resuJt of drinking and one In PS will go on to

become an adult problem drinker or an alcoholic.

' 'ill REASONS FOR DRINKING

One of the things that concerns peoplemost about teen-age drinking is

the qtestion of why it happens. Most of the decisions patents make

about what, if any, rules to set, what difficulties to try to counteract,

even:how to talk about drinking to a son or daughter, hinge in mance

ways on what they believe to,be the basis for teen-age drinking.

Why is alWays a complicated question to answer. Studies of teen-age

drinking do not 'prove' that teen -agers drink for any one reason, but

suggest there may.be a variety of factors involved. Some of these

are outlined in the following sections: '

.A. The First Drink

Often young people have been asked why they dtank for the firit time.

Reasons for starting to drink center mainly around celebrating

a holiday or special occasion, curiosity about drinkihg, ortecause

- their families served them drinks Taken together,-these three

keasorbs account for well over half the adolescents' answers for

beginning to drink. Reasons for continuing to drink include: 4

boredom, to get high, to lower their inhibitions so they can have V

more fun.

diO4
13. Peer Pres?ure

,

Another explanation of adolescent drinking is that it Is fhe result

of social pressure from other adolescVnts. The desire to be one of

crowd is a populaF-explanation for many things that people do.,-..

Al t every parent is used to hearing explanations about what

"eve bbdy else" does, and is familiar with the argument beginning, .

"All the pther kids are , . ." Ideas about dri king are spread in

the same way as styles-of hair outs, clothes, tc.
If

.

The adolescent years are a time when yqung edple are movingstoward

self-reliance. 4f it begins to seem too " hildish" to a young

person to look for moral support froadu is on vbrious issues, '

other young people can partially till in the gap. So adolescents

are often quite vulnerable to the opinions, the approval and criticism

of their friends. The need to belong is felt by everyone, but for

teenagers this need is intensified, and to be 'out of It' can be

atil

especially hard to take..

(

%.

Symbol of Adulthood

Another theory, about adolescent 'drinking Is that young people drink'

mainlji in Order to seem grown up. Drinking becomes a badge of

2'07' *
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adulthood and sophistication, and is a way of proving oneself.
Studies indicate that young people are more likely to drink as they
come closer to adulthood - -up to abo4t the age of seventeen when the
percentage of youths who drink approximates the rate among adults.
Older youths are more likely to drink more often, too, and to drink

more, which is what one Woulli expect if drinking is a way of asserting

.adulthood.

D. Rebellion
4

The rebellion theory hbids that drinkjng is a kind of rebellion

against the adult world, and oung people who drink do so to

protest against adult author ty.

This theory does explain s adolescent drinking. There are
some groupsein which this is true, and it Is likely that every
young person has thoughts about rule-breAking on occasion. But

as a general explanation of all Adolescent drinking, this view is
contradicted by other evidence.

E. imitation

Many people would say that the best explanation for adolescent

drinking is quite simple: They drink because their parents do:

Adolescents do not invent the idea of drinking, they learn rt.

The acceptability and Aesirability Orinking are continually
suggested by the elaborate integration of the use of alcohol into

American culture and through adult social behavior.

Is notsurprising that young people use alcohol, since two out
of_three'American adults choose to drink.

5

What youth see oday Is a mixed model of adult use and misuse of
'alcohol and th419 sense the-ambivalent attitudes of their elders

c")? toward Alcoholic beverages. The drinking behavior of parents is more

closely related to what their children do about drinking than is
ss

any other factor.

r ,
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Some people drink aild some don't! A very simple statement! However,

the reasons foP abstaining or drinking are as varied as the people \ .

themselves. Because of this wide variation it would be impossible

to list all of those reasons. 41 is im)ortant to realize that

many people'do or do not drink for similar kinds of reasons, faffuding:

A. Reasons for Drinking
-,

,JI

. To heighten their pleasure when They're having a good time.

- . BecauseOhey like the taste. A

I . Continuing'a habit acquired In youth.

. Because they parents drank.
. Because they like the way alcohol makes them feet..

. Out of curiosity.

. As a means of celebrating e special occasion.

. To relieve brries altanxieties or tensions and fatigue.

- . Because orsocial preegures.
. Because it is st family traditIo4o drink alcoholic b everages,

usual! wine.or beer, with meals.

7111

To fe I closer to other people,' 5hare their happiness.

6. Reasons for Notarinking '

. Becausepf personal convictions against drinking.

$ ^ . Because the religion which they practice prohibits its use.

. Do not like the taste of it.
. Because they are athletes and its use is against regulations.

its too expensive.
. Because of ill health or because of an allergy to alcohol.

. Because they choose not to consume anything that will Impair
.

mental .and physical processes. .

' It has been suggested by some that there are basically five

"rational" reasons for drinking alcoholic beverages. These

reasonseere:

lr
i

I. To quench a thirst;

it 2. To savorthe taste;
3. To relax; t

- 4. To enhance :socialization;_

5. To serve a medicinal function.

1r ..

It shotidebe noted that each of the sugge5ted "rationalPoses of

alcoholic beverages has limits, beyond which continued use becomes

"irrational" and inappropriate. For example:

. Poo* wkOCtate that they only drink to "quench a thirst"

while at the same time consume a six-pack of beer on p hot

afteripon after mowing the lawn, have passed the "rational"

limlts. Would such people drink 72 ounces of water to

"qiiefth athirst "?

200
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2. Individualsi who say they only drink because they like the taste

of alcoholic beverages, and then admit to consuming Twenty

beers or six to eight mixed drinks. The "rational" limits 1

Of drinking for taste have been passed because, physiologically,

the depressant effect oflalcohol has deadened the tastebuds

to the point that they can no longec actually taste the
,

beverigi.

3. Drinking for relaxation also has its limits. The individual

whb ds arrested for Driving While
Intoxicated and "scores" a

-.36 blood/at hol content on a,Breatbalyzer test has passed

the "ration " limits for the use of alcohol as a relaxant.

4. The individual drinking to enhance. a social situation may

also drink"beyond the "rational" limits. Few persons would

disagree with the conclusion thaT the thoroughly intoxicated

individual Is more anti- soci$. than social.'

5. Final ly, the medicinal uses of alcohol re extremely limited

and excessive use for this purposequickly gets beyond

-"rational" limits. Alcohol is a depressant drug, but there

are many other such drugs which are more effective and safer

for use as a medicine:

C. Patterns
.

A A

Regardless of the reasons, thefact Is, people do drink.

GALLONS
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Drinking patterns are primarily a matter of sfiltistics, and it

seems theV statistical surveys about alcohol consurilptdon are

"cheaper ly the dozen.") *

Sometimes If seems like people can reach any conclusion they want
depending on hot.the figures are Juggled. .This paragrpph is
Intended to serve as a tord of caution before attemptrng to read

thefollowing tables excerpted from the American Drinking Practices
study by Don Cahalan and Aldohol and Health, New Knowledge by
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Keep,

In mind tlgt these are only 2 studies andtthey may very well
disagree with some other studies done 1:1 other people at other
times. However they are recognized by a number of professionals
in the field as the best statistical studieslof American
drinking practices availhble. When rofesslonals° were asked

about the current relevance of the Ca Ian ugly, done in

1964-65, the unanimous response was "the otal consumption may
have increased, but the overall patterns have remained the same."

II. SOCIOCULTURAL. CORRELATES OF DRINKING

Soclocultural,factors previously Mound to be associated with whether
and how much ,a person.drinks continue to be strongly correlated
with consumption patterns. Among such factors are sex,age, ethnic
background; religious affiliation, education, socioeconomic status.
occupation, and area of residence and degree of urbanization.

A. Sex

Tpe proportion of adult women who dripk has been increasing steadily-
since World War 11,and tne results of recent surveys indicate
that this trend continuing. About 47 per cent of adult women

`now drink once a month or.more. However, men are nearly twice as
likely to be moderate drinkers and three times as likely to be

I heavy drinkers in comparison with women., in the study most men up

to 65 years reported drinking at. least once a month. The highest
proportion of heavier drinkers occurred among men aged 18 to

20 and 35 to 39. Women aged 21 to 29 had the highest proportion

of heavier dfinkers.

FIGURE I PERCENT OF DRINKERS AND TYPES OF WRINKERS 8Y SEX

U.S.A. 1972 1974
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B. Age
#

08

A larger proportion of drinkers is consistently ound In. the

'younger age groups (21 to 24 years) and a larger proportion

of abstainers is found among, older persons. Despite the

increase in 9oung adults between ages 21 and 24 who drink once-a

nth or more, heavier 1rinking among men Is higher in the
4

to 20-year group than in the 21- to 24-year grou 1);,

Similar propOrtrons of young adult drinketc'aingnondrinkers were

reported In two resent nationwide surveys. A-1970 survey of

young men 1 year after high-school graduation re4eaJed that 67

per cent drank once a month or more. The survey results also

showed an Increase in the frequency of regular drinking (once

a week or more) from 33 per cent during hIghloschool years to 44 per

cent-the foLlowing,year. It is interesting that the amount of

regular drinking was higher among high-school students who joined

the military (55 per cent) than 'among those who entered civilian

jobs (48 per cent) or college (38 per cent). The military sample

not only started out with higher use rates than most other)

groups but also showed highest rate of conversion from abstinence

to use.
/ 1

A 1971 Gallup survey of a national sample of full-time college

students revealed that 60 per.cent had drunk beer during the .

30 gays before the interview; 52 per cent had drunk wibe and 49

per cent spirits. Consumption frequency had Increased between

ages 18 and 24 and Was higher among men than women.

The overrepresentation of young adults in the drinking population

was further corroborated bywor surveyle2,938 Irish- and Italian-

AmOicans. The use of large\quantitids of all beverages in both .

these populations declines consistently with age. The 18- to

20-year olds reported the highest leVels of frequent consumption

of live or six drinks at an occasion.

f

4
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FIGURE 3 PERCENT OF DRINKERS AND HEAVY DRItKERS AMONG ADULTS BY, SEX AND AGE,
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C. Racial and Ethnic Background.

The rates of alcohol and alcoholism tend lo vary among

various ethhfc and racial groups.

Alcoholism tnd problem-drinking'rates
tend to be low among

- groups whose dr'Inking habits are well Integrated withmthe rest

of thAir culture.
3

It has been reported that Irish-Americans have more problem

drinking than other'Americans of ithe same social class, that

little of their drinkrng ip associated with important rituals,

andlthat intoxication is often, deliberately sought. ItalPan-

Ameillcans, on the other,hand, have strong sanctions against

drunkenness, apnly'little social pressure to participate in

drinking, and ugually consume alcohol with meals.

Racial differences lm drinking patterns occur with the

American Indians whohave a much higher per-capitaerate of

alcoholisT thinralack,
Asian, Chicano, or white Americans.

so'
The table below indicates some of the differences in drinking

patterns between black and whjte Americans according to

0 Cahalan's study.

TABLE 1 PERCENTAGE Of RESPONDENTS BY RACE AND SEX

. N Abst. Infreq. Light Heavy %Heavy of

+ 144). 'All Drinkers

.Total sample 2746 32 15_ 41 12 18

White 2511* 31 1.5 42 12 17

Black 200 38 -12 36 14 23

4Aen

White ';, 1082 ':23 (0 45 22 29

Black 82 21 13 47 19 . 24.

Women
.

.

White i429 39 19 38 , 4 7

Black 118 51 11 .21: y 11 22

A

* Excluded are 35 persons of other races.

214
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FIGURE 4 PROBLEM pRINKHZ BY4SEX AND ETHNIC GROUP
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D. religious Affiliation

One of the moslosely studied drinking contsol systems has
been the degree and i-ype'of involvement with religion. AW-inence
is distinctly more frequent among membrs of certain religious

groups.

a

Calahan's survey revealed that there were relatively high proportions

of drinkers and heavy drinkers among Catholics. Although Jews had

1
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the lowest proportion of abstainers among the three major religions,

they had a very large propcirtion of light drinkers and the lowest'

proportion of heavy drinkers. Liberal Protestants showed a

pattern rather similar to that of the Catholics' in proportions

of drinkers, except th;t there were fewer heavy drinkers among

the liberal Protestants. Conservative Protestants had the

lay st proportion of'abstainers and the lowest proportionrof

heavy drinkers when'the lour groups were Compared.

Tho 1972-74 surveys indicate that'the same basic relationship

exists among the -three major.religions, but there appeared

-to be an increase In both light and moderate drinking among Jews,

and Catholics. The proportions of Protestants in these categories

have remained aboyt the sante since 1965. The 197 -74 data. show, '

however, that the proportion of respondents who sald'therhad.:

no-religlous affiliation is about double that.in 1965. Thuss

some changes Within denominational categories may be accounted

for by secularizatHion.

; The re e, balween religious par ticipation and drinking patterns,.

of ado esCeptJlias received
considerable attention in a number of

studies. .Thejtuency of church attendance has been viewed

as a bahavfOri) asure of involvementa-She adult soca'

control' system and of exposure to conventional norms. ;ilea

longitudinal study of drinker status la'adolescence, one group

of investigators reported that religiousness and frequency of

church attendance were strongly related to abstinence.

On an index of religious participation, problem drinkers among

highschool students in Mississippi tended to score lower than

nonproblermdrinkers in one study. Similar 'relationships were

reported in a review of two nationwide surveys of American youth.

:TABLE 2 PERCENTAGE OF RE SPONDENTS-BY RFLIGION AND SEX

N VAbst. infreq.' Light Heavy

r + Mod.

,

Total Sampler V 2746 32 15 41 12

Conservative
Protestant 1305 48 14 31 74,

Methodist a 1

Similar* 515
. 521

34 1, 39 10
.

Baptist 53 II 29 7

Other .-

,

Conservative
Protestant 269 64- 12 21 3

Liberal

Protestant** . 471 2e 15 52 13

Lutheran 207 19 14 52 15

Presbyterian 159 25 16 47 % 12

Episcopalian 80 ' 9 13 66 -12

216'

% Heavy
of all

Drinkers

18

o

13

15

17

-r^-

8

4,
16

19

16

I3
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Continiwil from pagfi 112,

t

Protestant, no
denominat1on

Catholic t 764

/1
Jewish%. 73

,No religion; not

ascertained 7..1 .69.

Mitcellaneous 18

Men
s'114.-

41k / Conservative
0 Protestant 55,0

Methodist an
similar 219

Baptist 226

Other Con-
servative
Pneestant 0105

Libdral

Protestant 193

Lutheran 84

Presbyterian 69

Episcopalian 32

Cdtolic 330

Jewish

Women

1ConserVative
Protestant 755

Methodlist &

Similar 296

Baptist 295

Other Con-
servative
Protestant 164

1

.
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Abst. Infreq. .Light

+ Mod.
.

-,35.,, i. PO
,

55

17 15 49 .

26 56

21 13 46

35 13 39

26 16 40

37 9 ` 41

15 32

13 , 8 56

14 7 54

17 8 55

2 8 65

9 6 52

4E 11 60

bit(

58 14 " 25

a '

Davy

714..,

20 ..

19/

16

% Heavy
of all

Drinkers

29-

23

II

20 25

2
13 20

18 24

* 13 21

4 8

:,.23 26
25 29
/0 24

25 26

.33 36

25 26

3.1 7

40 18 38 4 7

66 13 18 3 9

75 10 13 2
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Protestant

Lutheran

Presbyterian
Eptscopetlen

Catholic
)

Jewish

114

N

#.

I

Abst.

.

Infreq. Light

+ Mod.

Heavy

. s

% Heavy

of all

Drinkers a'
1 ,

278 24 20 50 6. B

4 123 23 20 50 7 9

90 31 21 41 10

.. 48 13 17 . 67
,7
3 - 3 .

434 22 22 47 9 '10 --*

46 1 36 53' .0 0

*Methodists,,United Church of rist, Congregationdlists, Disciples of Christ

Evangelical, Udited B n.
,

.
,

. .

**Liberal Protestants Include a few personslof miscellaneous denominations

in addition to the threeddenomlnations listed.

E. Education
's

As in 1964-65, the amount of education is still strongly related .

to whether a person drinks and to the quantity consumed. The

proportion of abstainers is found among persons with less

than an 8th-sgrade education. The proportion of-heavier drinkers

Increases fairly steadily from those with grammar-school education

to those with postgraduate training. There are Olghtly more .

it

heavier drinkers among ctrl legs graduates than am
' ,

`'olfng persons with

postgraduate education, however. 40
4

4..

4 .4
4 :

TA14LEI PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL tz ,:q

.,0

N,

N , Abst.
-

Total sample 2746 32 +

Grammar school or

less 710 ='-47

Some high school

Completed high

554 .314

e<
school 723' 26.

Some college 444 $6
College gracluate

o

315 18

F. Socloecon fetus N

Infreq, Light Heavy % Heavy

+ Mod. of all ,

Drinkers

15 41 12 18

13 N 29 11 2Q

-16 40. 10 15

18 '42 14 19

13 46 15 20

11 * 59 12 - 15

Recent surveys of adults continue to substantiate the previous1V

docuMented relationship between sbOal class and alcohol

consumption -- proportionately more people 00 the lower sop)°-

,

t 218
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7
economic levels are abstainers tha oq the upper lave s. These

surveys also reveal that moderate nd heavier drinki g

increases as social -class rises.

The results'of surveys among adolesc is generally agree with

this finding. A recent study of Toro to Junior and senior high=

school students shows that alcohol us was highest amoff4

children whose fathers were.professi als or /tanagers. 4 nation-
s wide survey of young American men indicates that the wealthier

among them increased their regular use of alcohol (once a week or

more) by 21 per.cent after high school, compared to a 5 per cent

increase among th poorer men.
s

TABLE 4 PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY FAMILY INCOME AND SEX

N

Total sample 2746

Family Income

Under $2000 349

$2000-3999 450

$4000-5999 547
$6000-7999 521

$8000-9999 387
$10,000-14,999 315

$15,000 t )74
No information 3

Abst.

12

56

49
36

25
24

16

16

Men

Under $2000 III 44

$2000-3999 173 34

$4000-5999 223 21

$6000-7999 253 21

$8000-9999 168 18

$10,000-14,999 158 13

$15,000 + 89 15

Women.

Under $2000 *238 63

'$2000 -3999 277 60

$4000-5999 324 47

S6000 -7999 268 29

$8000-9999 219 28
$10,000-14,999 157 '18

$15,000 + 85 17

rt

210

lnfreq. Light Heavy
+ Mod.

15 41 12

13 26 5

14 . '29 8

14 39 II

'17 48 15

14 48 14

16 -51 17

II 58 15

13 35 8

14 39 13

II 46 22

II 44 24

7 51 24

8
.

50 29

4 57 24

,

13 21 3

14 21 5

16 34 3

23 42 6 8

19 47 6

25 52 . 5

17 60 6

% Heipvy

of ark
Drinkers

18

II

16

18

20

18

20
Id

14

20

28
31

29
34

t28 -1

40

.

8'
II

7

8
6

7
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Cahalan's survey sbosed that as a group, farm owners had the lowest

4
pr9porAions of drinker& and heavy drinkers, whereas professionals

.

and bUs-ineismen, had the hi hest. proportion of drinkers, Semi-

professional men who dri ad the highest proportion of heavy

.
. drinkers, and among women drink, service workers had the

highest 'proportion of heavy drinkers.
. ,4.

. A survey of 528 executives from among the 500+ largest manufacturing

compan.144s and from each of the 50 largest banks, utilitlIps, and

transportation, merchandising, and life-insurance companies In
.,

the United States was.conducted in 1974. The results of this

study strikingly showed that only seven percent of the men were

abstainers or drank less often then once a month, compared to 33

percent of all men in the country in Cahalan's 1964 survey. The

_propokid6 oflheavy drinkers was considerably less than that

found In CahalIntsinational probability sample, however: 13 '- .

..,
-, ...... .. .

"
percent of the executives were classified as heavier drigkers

compared to 21 percent of the men In the national sample. Most

f:*r)
of the executives (48 percent) were moderate drinkers, but 17

',r . perdbqt said they worries tha hey.were "doing too much drinking."

Figbres.were not available for n in similar positions.

H. Residence

x'", Alcohol consumption varies considerably by geographic region in the

` United States. There are proportionately more drinkers in New

England and the Middle Atlantic and Pacific Coast States than

eisdwhere.

Although-earlier studies disclosed that heavier arinking(61 also

more'prevalent In these high'fY urbanized areas, it appea s from

more'recent surveys that previously strong regional contrasts may

badecreasing, even though the b2Sic distinctions still exist.

It now seems that thd proportiorrbf heavier drinkers is increasing

slightly in such traditionally "light!' drinking areas as the

SolitVast and Mountain States, and4hat it is decreasing slightly

---Ifthe Coastal and Middle Atlantic regions. It is difficult to

d ermine whether these shifts may be due toNceal changes in

indiyiduacl drinking habits or to the rather complex mobility

patldrns of the population as a wholes

Rural areas and small towns have larger proportions of abstainers,

and cities and suburbs have proportionately more drinkers. Cities

and suburbs continueto have almost double the proportion of

moderate drinkers-as small towns and rural areas. Whereas

Cabdhan's survey showed that the largest proportion of heavy

dripkers lived in cities, the more recent surveys (1972-74)

using a lower quantity.:frequency index for~"heavy drinking".7

clestify equal proportions of suburban and city dwellers as:

heavier drinkers (12 pprcent each). Small towns and rural communities

have smaller proportiolis of heavier drinkers (nine and eight percent,`

' respectively)._

ok
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III. ..PROFILE OF PROBLEM AND NON -PAOBLEM DRINKERS4

Analysis of the data from the 1973 national survey revealed the
following profile of drinkers: .

CHART I PERSONS MOSTILIKELY TO HAVE NO ALCOHOL-RELATED PROSLEMS

0 1973

Lowest rates of alcohol-related problems for respondents
in the 1973 national survey were found among:

. Women 1

. "Persons over 50 n

. Widowed and married persons

; . Persons*of Jewish religious affiliation

. Residents of rural areas
Resleents of the Nutt)

. Persons with postgraduate educational Its

. Persons who are mostly "wine drinkers"

PERSONS MOST LIKELY TO HAVE HIGH PROBLEM RATES I973r.

Highest rates of alcohol-related problems for respondents in
the 1973 national survey were found among:

. Men

. Separated, single, and divorced persons (in that.-

'order)

. Persons with no religious affiliation

. Persons who are beer drinkers as compared with those

. who are mostly hard liquor or wine drinkers

. Persons who were more likely (compared to other persons

in the survey) to say: "Drunkenness is usually.not

. a sign of social Irresponsibility"

and

"Drunkenness is usually a sign of just having fun"

221 .


